The Asian-Pacific region is currently experiencing remarkable economic growth
which has led the area to be known as the growth center of the world. This rapid
economic expansion has, however, also aggravated urban problems as cities have
experienced a massive influx of new residents. It is now crucial to work towards
the solutions of these urban problems.
The Asian-Pacific City Summit held every other year since 1994, was born from
this societal situation so that area leaders could gather together in order to discuss
network-building and cooperation among Asian-Pacific cities, share administrative
experiences with each other, and have a frank exchange of opinions
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(1) Name of the Summit
The 9 t h Asian-Pacific City Summit
(2) Period of the Summit
Thursday, September 30 to Friday, October 1, 2010
(3) Theme
Main Theme:
“Sustainable development of Asia Pacific cities:
New urban policies under the global economic crisis”
Sub-session Themes:
“Strategic approach for economic growth”
“New city development strategies”
(4) Venue
Hyundai Hotel, Diamond Hall,
29, Semenovskaya st., Vladivostok, Russia, 690091
(5) Host
Vladivostok City, Russia
(6) Language Used
Five Languages (Chinese, English, Japanese, Korean, Russian)
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(７) PROGRAM
Thursday, September 30
8:30-8:50

Opening Ceremony
1. Introducing heads of all delegations
2. Welcome Greeting
Mr. Igor Pushkaryov, Mayor of Vladivostok City
3. Greeting
Mr. Hiroyuki Takada, Deputy Mayor of Fukuoka City
4. Approving agenda items (new member, host cities for future conferences, holding Mayors' summit in 2013)

8:50-9:00
9:00-9:45

Photo Session
Keynote Speech
"Sustainable development of cities in the modern time"
Prof. Tagir Khuziyatov, Far East National University

9:45-9:55
9:55-10:55

Coffee Break
Sub-session 1
1. Bangkok (Thailand)
Dr. Vallop Suwandee, Chairman, Advisers to Governor of Bangkok
2. Busan (Korea)
Mr. Kim Dong-wook, Secretary General, Busan Foundation for International Activities
3. Fukuoka (Japan)
Mr. Hiroyuki Takada, Deputy Mayor of Fukuoka
4. Gwangyang (Korea)
Mr. Lee Sung-woong, Mayor of Gwangyang

10:55-11:05
11:05-12:20

Break
5. Kitakyushu (Japan)
Mr. Yoshihiro Takahara, Executive Director, International Affairs Department, Planning & Cultural Affairs
Bureau, Kitakyushu City
6. Kumamoto (Japan)
Mr. Jun Sakamoto, Senior Director, Planning and Information Department
7. Pohang (Korea)
Mr. Yun Jung Yong, Deputy Mayor of Pohang
8. Vladivostok (Russia)
Mr. Vladimir Saprykin, Head, International Relations and Tourism Department

12:20-13:20
13:40-14:40

Lunch
Sub-session 2
1. Dalian (China)
Ms. CAO Aihua, Deputy Mayor of Dalian
2. Hong Kong (China)
Mr. YUE Chi Kin, Chief Town Planner, Planning Department
3. Kagoshima (Japan)
Mr. Hiroyuki Mori, Mayor of Kagoshima
4. Miyazaki (Japan)
Mr. Tadashi Tojiki, Mayor of Miyazaki

14:40:14:55
14:55-15:10

Coffee Break
Summary by the Chairman, Adoption of the Joint Declaration
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15:10-15:30

Closing Ceremony
1. Greeting by the host city for the 9th Working-level Conference
Mr. Hiroyuki Mori, Mayor of Kagoshima
2. Greeting by the host city for the 10th Asian-Pacific City Summit
Mr. Yun Jung Yong, Deputy Mayor of Pohang
3. Greeting by APCS Secretariat
Mr. Takeshi Chishaki, Director General, Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center
4. Closing Remarks
Mr. Igor Pushkaryov, Mayor of Vladivostok

15:30-16:00
18:00-20:00

Joint Press Conference
Welcome Reception by Vladivostok City

Friday, October 1
9:30-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-18:00
19:30-20:30

City Tour
Cable Car, View Point, Vladivostok Commercial Port, Vladivostok Fortress Museum
Lunch
City Tour
War Glory Memorial, Submarine C56 Museum, Triumphal Arch
Sea Tour around the Amur Bay and the Golden Horn Bay
Dinner
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（８）Member Cities and Their Locations

大連
上海
広州
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Ⅱ Contents of Sessions
1. Opening Ceremony
(1)

Opening Address

Mr. Igor Pushkaryov
Mayor of Vladivostok City
Dear participants of the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit! Distinguished guests!
I am happy to welcome you to Russian Far East and the capital of Primorsky region – the city of
Vladivostok! Asian Pacific City Summit is a significant international event, and it is for the first
time that it is held in Vladivostok. It is a great honor for our city.
Presently we are working on the completion of the federal target program called “The Development
of Vladivostok as the Center for International Cooperation in the Asian Pacific Region”. Thus,
hosting the 9th APCS in Vladivostok echoes the tasks set by the program.
We all think that the main theme of the 9th APCS, namely Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific
Cities: New Urban Policies under the Global Economic Crisis is of vital importance.
Our common task is to revive the urban economies by enhancing the international exchanges to
remedy the effects of the world economic crisis and to search for new spheres of the prospective
development.
Vladivostok is happy to share our practical experience. Having decided to host 2012 APEC Summit
in Vladivostok, the Government of the Russian Federation had made a number of historical
decisions to dramatically change the trends of Vladivostok’s development. Vladivostok used to be a
closed military fortress for many decades. Its main purpose was “to defend and to deter”. Nowadays
Vladivostok is turning into the center of international cooperation called to “attract and to incite
admiration”.
We are determined to make a full use of the prospects opening for our city with the hosting of the
2012 APEC Summit. That is why we are now constructing at one and the same time two unique sea
bridges, as well as the federal university, auto routes and road interchanges, purification facilities,
hotels, etc. Vladivostok’s airport is being reconstructed and the city’s sea façade is being renovated.
At the same time we are aiming at the alteration of the city’s mentality. We want our city to be open
not only formally but also in a very literal sense too. And our today’s event shows that we have
made the right choice.
To conclude please accept my best wishes for the successful development of Asian Pacific cities and
the continuation of the friendly relations between all our cities.
Thank you for your attention.
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(2) Speech by Deputy Mayor of Fukuoka City
Mr. Hiroyuki Takada
Deputy Mayor of Fukuoka City
It is a great pleasure to see the successful opening of the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit here in
Vladivostok with the participation of 13 cities in the Asian Pacific region.
I am much honored to address you as the Deputy Mayor of the city which advocated this summit and
has served as its secretariat. First of all, I would like to express my deepest appreciation to Mayor
Pushkaryov of Vladivostok and his staff who have made every effort to prepare for this summit.
Unfortunately Mayor Yoshida of Fukuoka City is not able to attend this meeting and greet you today.
Let me apologize for his absence.
This summit was inaugurated in 1994 as a forum where leaders of the Asian Pacific region gather
and exchange opinions. It aims to build an intercity network to solve urban issues associated with
economic growth.
The aggravated economic situation triggered by the financial crisis at the end of 2008 had spread
worldwide. Due to the concerted implementation of fiscal and monetary policies of each country, the
global economy is fortunately on the recovery track in general. In this context, the role of the Asian
Pacific region as a driving force of the world economy and one of the main players for global growth
is strongly expected by other regions in the world.
I believe that it is a very significant opportunity for us to share advanced undertakings among
participating cities under the main theme of Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: New
Urban Policies under the Global Economic Crisis.
Let me touch upon the efforts of Fukuoka City. We have accumulated a wide range of urban
information and know-how for solving problems through longstanding exchanges within the Asian
Pacific region and networks of the Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center. We, as the secretariat,
will endeavor to strengthen networks through the summit, leading to information sharing in order to
solve urban issues.
Last but not least, I would like to offer my best wishes to the great success of the 9th Asian Pacific
City Summit, further development of participating cities and good health of all participants and the
People of Vladivostok.
Thank you very much.
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(3) The 9th Asian-Pacific City Summit Agenda
Item 1: Admission of Gwangyang City, South Korea to APCS.
Item 2: Kagoshima City, Japan, as the host city of the 9th Working-level Conference in 2011.
Item 3: Pohang City, South Korea, as the host city of the 10th Mayors’ Summit in 2012.
Item 4: Host city for the 11th Mayors’ Summit in 2013. Kumamoto City has already expressed its
candidacy as the host city; however, applications from other cities will be received until December
2010, and the host city will be decided by March 2011 through deliberation in writing.

Reasons for Proposing Item 4 on the Agenda
1. Kumamoto City, who had announced its candidacy as the host city of the 10th Mayors’ Summit in
2012, wishes to take advantage of the opening of the entire Kyushu Shinkansen line in 2011 and its
promotion to an ordinance-designated city in 2012. Therefore, Kumamoto has expressed its
request to hold the Mayors’ Summit in 2013, to enhance its exchanges and cooperation with other
Asian cities.
2. In the opinion survey of member cities regarding the host city of the 10th Mayors’ Summit, one
city mentioned that “both cities satisfy the criteria as the host city…perhaps we could consider
holding the Mayor’s Summit in both 2012 and 2013, rather than being bound by the rule of holding
it every other year”.
3. From the beginning, the Secretariat has hoped to provide an opportunity to host a summit if a
member city expresses its wish to do so. Based on Kumamoto’s wish to host a summit, and
opinions from member cities to hold the Mayors’ Summit in both 2012 and 2013, we are proposing
that the 11th Mayors’ Summit be held in 2013.
4. The host city will be decided after providing member cities other than Kumamoto City with an
opportunity to announce their candidacy as the host city.
5. The next host city is generally decided at the Mayors’ Summit; however, if it is officially decided
in 2012, there will not be sufficient preparation time for the host city. Consequently, the decision
will be made through deliberation in writing by March 2011.
6. If the 11th Mayors’ Summit is decided to be held in 2013, the 10th Working-level Conference may
be held not in 2013 but in 2014. This matter will be discussed at the 10th Mayors’ Summit in 2012.
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2. Keynote Speech
Sustainable development of cities in the modern time
Mr. Tagir Khuziyatov
Professor, Head of the World Economy Department
of the Far East National University,
Senior scientist of the Marine State University, Vladivostok
Issues of cities’ development are in the focus of the Asian-Pacific Summit of cities for quite 16 years.
It proves certain traditions and succession of efforts applied by municipalities of cities presented
here.
However the changing life puts in front of cities and municipalities new tasks, among them the
common for Asian-Pacific region strategy of growth.
Namely the issues of the growth strategy formulation issues found their reflection in the principal
change of the APEC agenda. Alongside with those representatives of the APEC economies
determined a common understanding of the growth strategy as a balanced, inclusive, sustainable,
innovative and secure one.
Obviously, cities are able to introduce into the new growth not only just significant but a decisive
input, as soon as new cities are nowadays main generators of the economic growth. Moreover the
raising of the growth issue within the APEC framework in such a formulation would reflect the
traced trend of cities’ transformation.
Traditionally cities were regarded as a place for work. From this point of view there was regarded
the approach to a city development as a set of instruments for creating conditions for a person’s
work first of all.
As of to-day cities more and more appear as places for life where comfort and friendly for a human
atmosphere is created. Respectively the main task of cities’ development is the ensuring of the city
life quality. Alongside with that become the main instrument of the balanced development of the
human civilization – the development which occurs not at the account of future generations.
1. Aim of development is quality of life
Quality of life in cities is determined by four key factors:





Comfort and accessible municipal infrastructure.
Sufficiency while ideally – an excessiveness of comfort housing and high housing mobility.
Safety of urban environment.
Harmonic relationship between the city and its surrounding territories.

1.1. Comfort and accessible city infrastructure
Comfort status of a city determined by the following main factors:
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transport accessibility;
accessibility of all necessary services;
availability of necessary amount of public spaces;
new principles of municipal planning reducing the amount of urban transfers, increasing the
life intensity of certain city’s districts and the city in general.

Transport accessibility: Time is a key value for a modern city citizen. Thus the competition ability
of a city directly depends upon the level of transportation infrastructure development and the
transportation system in them.
Cardinal rise of transportation accessibility and establishment of transportation infrastructure of the
21st century permit to change the representation of a big city. To the place of the growing up
metropolis there come multi-pole cities, which thanks to their effective transportation system unite
several cities of different size (city nodes) into a unique city space. In countries with a high density
of population the development of transportation infrastructure already permitted to create the
principally new urban structure – in essence we speak not about a separate city but about a unique
urban territory.
The most effective approach to transportation planning of a city to-day is acknowledged the concept
of coordinated multi-modal transportation system. This concept envisages the establishment of
transportation system which would permit to a city residents to use with comfort all the means of
transportation: walking and bicycle (within residential areas), by own car (moving in suburban areas
and between cities) by public transportation (while moving in the center of the city).
Of special importance in a modern city to-day is the public transportation. Due to forcing out a
common individual transport by modern types of public transportation it’s possible to raise the
effectiveness of the road net’s use two-three times. The most actual directions of the public
transportation development as of to-day are considered to be the “light rail transport”, a rapid tram ,
a rapid bus as well as “individual public transport” – an automated system of municipal cars rent
which permits to continuously exploit an individual car (thus significantly reduced the problem of
car parking’ problem). Besides, this system provides to a citizen a possibility to use a specific type
of a car which he needs at the moment.
Accessibility of services: The life of a citizen is diverse and burdened by a variety of forced
activities producing negative impact upon health, reducing useful pastime. Significant part of such
forced activities is spent to use the city’s services.
The most effective solution of this problem is to apply the possibilities of informationcommunication technologies to provide citizens with all the kinds of services, as well as to the
development of the city’s logistics. First of all it means the access to information, as well as to State,
medical, educational, trade and everyday services.
Development of public spaces: Not less important trend in cities’ transformation and establishment
of a comfortable city’s environment is the priority development of public spaces. Normally it
functions like that: a public space (square, park, pedestrian zone) are formed. Around then there is
formed a “third place” («first place» is housing, «second» – occupation). The symbol of the «Third
place» is a city coffee-room with a wireless access to Internet. The “Third place” is simultaneously a
territory of communication and the leisure place as well as the working place for people of creative
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professions. Developed public spaces create a high quality life in a city. Besides they counteract to
property segregation as soon as they are the places of attraction of citizens from different social
layers.
New principles of cities’ planning: Comfort of municipal environment could be raise at the account
of advanced principles of territories’ planning.
For example, an effective city development envisages a multifunctional building both the municipal
districts. Transition to a mixed municipal development permits to solve a number of problems at
once. There goes away a floating migration on the route from residential area to the occupational one.
Jobs appear right in residential areas. In part there can be solved the problem of parking places: the
same parking place can be occupied at day-time by office employees, and at night time – by
residents of the area. As of today within a confine of a district there could be housings, offices,
entertainment centers, shops and even production facilities. Multifunctional development creates a
new living area - more diverse, intensive from communication point of view. Such districts are
“living” all the 24 hours a day.
1.2. Incorporation of cities into the environment
Harmonic development of cities and surroundings are an obligatory condition for the city’s harmonic
development. Harmonic city and its surrounding development is one of the of the city’s obligatory
condition of harmonic development. Urbanization is one of the most significant social and
demographic processes in the modern world. The “urban revolution” started in the middle of the last
century changed drastically the economic and social landscape in developed countries. As of to-day
the developing countries are passing through an «urban outbreak”.
The growth of urban population is directly connected with the acceleration of migration processes
both in developed and developing countries. Along side with that those processes are meaningful not
only within a certain country, but the bear a global character. The “world village” strives into the
“world city” – this is the main direction of global migration flows.
Traditionally there are formed unidirectional and unequal relations “consumer – resources’ supplier”
between the city and the village communities. Megacities attract to them the main resources, first of
all economically active population and investments. Practically everywhere in relations “city –
village” and “megacity – town” there can be seen unequal development of public health services,
education, cultural life. Finally cities pretend to obtain the main asset of rural areas – the land.
Uncontrolled growth of cities changes the character of the land use, leads to the rupture of the
formed employment system, etc. Such relations transform villages and towns into a zone of “poverty
self reproduction” and social depression.
In its turn cities experience a serious migration pressure from the side of rural areas’ natives thus
increasing the load upon the urban infrastructure, municipal financing, it results in growth of social
tension. In case the migration processes get out of control a city starts to “acquire” districts with
unsatisfactory quality of life and unfavorable social situation. There happens the so-called “poverty
transfer”.
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Thus unequal relations create a threat to sustainable development of both cities and villages. It’s
obvious that successful development of cities in the long run is impossible in isolation from
sustainable development of villages. And the city if we mean it the place of concentration of power,
economic, financial, social and other kinds of resources bears the responsibility for such a
development.
1.3. Safety
Safety is one of key factors to ensure the high quality of life in the city. In spite of common
perception safety of citizens is envisaged by not only the public tranquility provision, fighting
criminality and terrorism, but also by firefighting and liquidation of natural disasters. Life, health
and property of citizens are subject to a series of risks opposed by the safety system, which includes:





Counteraction to criminality and the anti-terrorist activity.
Information security.
Firefighting security.
Liquidation of consequences and reduction of the impact level of natural and technical
disasters, environmental safety.




Sanitary-epidemiological safety.
Security at infrastructure and transport objects.

1.4. Introduction of public into the discussion of the city’s problems and prospective
Development driving forces of a city, as a most complicated self-developing system, are the
conjunction of numerous private and public interests. A unique effective approach to the
reconstruction and development of municipal territories envisages an active and real participation of
the community to the reconstruction development plan at all its stages. Solution of practically all the
socially significant municipal problems is regarded nowadays as a process of working out and
conclusion of “public conventions” accounting views and interests of maximum broad community.
Achievement of public consensus is a more important task rather than realization of “true” and
“scientifically based” town-planning and management decisions. In relation to this most important
task of the city management even today the development of effective mechanisms to include citizens
and experts’ community into the process of development, discussion and adoption of decisive
management decisions becomes a most important task.
2. Possibilities and means of development
Modern cities as agents of innovative economy pose in two appearances.
First of all, the city as a center of science and education, the place of concentration of educated and
creative persons, infrastructure and financial resources, as well as a special creative habitat – is the
main supplier of innovative decisions.
Second: the city is a one of key consumer of innovative technologies and decisions. Modern cities
form the demand for innovations in the following key sectors:





development of transport and transportation infrastructure;
safety;
construction
solution of environmental problems.
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2.1. Innovations in the development of municipal transport and transportation infrastructure
The main tasks in the development of transportation infrastructure in modern cities under
development and realization nowadays are:



Drastic raising the transport accessibility;
Reduction of pressure upon the existing transportation infrastructure at the account of new
types of transport and transportation flows’ management systems introduction.




Perfection of environmental situation.
Ensuring the harmonic development of a city and its surroundings as well as creation of
“distributed” either “multi-poles” cities on the basis of existing ones, i.e. urbanized territories
interrelated by modern transportation means as an alternative to megacities’ “proliferation”.



Creation of an excessive infrastructure either introduction of city-forming and technological
solutions permitting to transform the existing transformation infrastructure into an excessive
one. Development of transport should anticipate the current requirements of a city.

It should be noted that there are not universal solutions of those task which could suite all the cities
without exclusions. Alongside with that it’s possible to select a number of key directions where
nowadays the search of new town-forming and technological solutions is underway.
First of all in developed countries, in Europe, there has been formed a clear fatality understanding of
the so-called “sticking to autos policy”, dominating in city planning since mid-last century.
As the experience of the second half of the 20th century, the development of the road net all the time
is behind of the population auto possession growth and the automobile park of the city. This is also
the exit to the prime position of rapid public transportation development as well as development of
“individual public transportation” (municipal system of autos’ rent).
2.2. Raising energetic efficiency of the municipal services and introduction of new standards in
construction
The most large scale and long term effect in case of establishing the energy saving economy is
related to introduction of new construction standards. First of all it is possible to ensure energy
effectiveness of a building is simpler and less expensive until it is not built. Second, without a
demand from the building industry, the housing and production industries of new materials and
technologies would not be able to start innovation self-supporting cycle in this sphere. It’s obviously,
that new standards could not be implemented at once - there is needed a transition period and the
most important role within this section there should play pilot projects in the sphere of energy
effective cites’ хозяйств.
Main world trends
In the 2000 the European Union accomplished a scientific study which showed that by 2030 the
dependence of the EU from energy resources would reach 70%, while at the moment of the study it
did not exceed 50%. The fact pushed the EU to adopt «The European strategy of reliable energy
supplies», which became widely known as the «Green Declaration».
IN one of attachments to the declaration it was indicated that energy consumption in housing and in
the services’ sector amounts to 40.7% of the total consumption in the EU countries. Alongside with
that some 84% of this energy is used for heating and hot water supplies. In its turn a number of
surveys in the EU countries showed that more than 75% of the housing space in Europe requires
modernization to reduce the energy consumption.
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Proceeding from this fact, the EU in 2002 adopted a Directive which main aim used to be the
conservation of energy by 50% and reduction of carbon dioxide emissions to the atmosphere.
Similar measures are adopted at the national level. Thus, by 2020 Denmark plans to reduce СО2
emissions from new buildings by 75% compared to old buildings, Norway, Netherlands and
Germany plan to build mainly passive houses (heated at the account of internal resources). Great
Britain and Hungary plan to build houses which would not emit carbon dioxide into atmosphere,
while in France there will be houses not to consume but even to produce energy.
Among the most actual instruments helping to build an energy effective city it’s possible to select
the following ones:
1. Advanced methods of generation, among them the trigeneration.
2. Innovations in energy consumption, first of all: new materials and technologies used at building
new houses.
3. Information-communication technologies («clever» nets of energy distribution).
Each separate instrument quoted is capable to produce a significant effect. But if all the quoted
measures will be applied at once the synergy effect would drastically change the energy pattern. It’s
hard right now to evaluate the scale of energy conservation, but we can be sure that reduction of
energy consumption by an order of magnitude is the issue of the nearest future in those cities which
succeed in realization of the measures quoted.
An important novation in the power generation sector is the trigeneration. A common power station
transforms into electric energy some 33% of fuel, the rest is lost in the form of thermal emission. Cogeneration (simultaneous production of electric energy and thermal energy on the basis of the same
primary source) permits to rationally use more than 80% of the fuel.
Trigeneration is a combined production of electric, thermal energy and the cold. Application of the
trigeneration scheme sharply raises the general efficiency coefficient of an energy power plant.
From the economic point of view the trigeneration is very profitable as soon as it permits to produce
thermal energy during the heating season, while in summertime it can produce the cold thus ensuring
the complete exploitation of a power plant without intervals in thermal energy consumption. The
trigeneration is developing very rapidly. Thus the “Con Edison Steam Operations” company
engaged in the trigeneration sphere already provides services to more than 100 thousand apartments
and offices at Manhattan in New-York.
New building materials and technologies
Construction and exploitation of the housing is one of the most energy consuming sectors of the
economy.
The practice is that in order to change the situation formed there are needed serious efforts form the
side of the State aimed at step by step reduction of energy consumption in construction and housing
sectors by means of mass erection of energy-efficient buildings and reconstruction of already
existing ones.
An ideal energy efficient house represents a practically closed circuit: gas is produced out of
canalization wastes, electric energy and hot water are supplied by solar batteries, water supply is
ensured by underground sources and precipitations.
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At the account of complex measures it’s possible to reduce the energy consumption by such a house
to the minimum even to zero. Already there exist such examples mainly in the Western Europe, first
of all in Swiss, Denmark and Norway.
2.3. Management of urban wastes
Recycling of domestic and industrial wastes nowadays is one of the most ardent problems. Within
the last 40 years the developed countries survived a real «garbage blowup» – as a result of
population welfare growth and alteration of the consuming culture the production of solid domestic
wastes grew several times.
Principal world trends
The policy of developed countries in the sphere of municipal wastes’ (both solid domestic wastes
and industrial ones) management is based on the concept of «three Rs» (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) –
reduction of wastes production and volume, reuse of a part domestic wastes, recycling of wastes
transforming them into recoverable materials. Within the last 15 years there is all the time growing
number of countries to declare a zero production of domestic wastes.
Burning of wastes at specialized factories and at power plants is widely spread in the world. This
method of utilization got a wide spread in 1960-70-s. In certain countries the heat out of burning the
solid wastes is used to produce electric energy and heating. It’s obvious however that the wastes’
burning factories are not a panacea, especially from the environmental point of view.
The more advanced and the most prospective from the point of view of negative impact on
environment reduction technology of domestic wastes destruction is their plasma gasification. At
ultrahigh temperatures the substances of which wastes consist decay into simple oxides. The residue
is an insignificant amount of inflammable absolutely safe substance. Rubbish recycling plants using
this technology already are operational at Taiwan, in Great Britain, Japan, USA, Canada, Israel. As
far as this technology cheapens the growth of recycling volumes is inevitable as soon as it permits to
process also the polygons of solid domestic wastes, as well as the whole range of toxic and even
radioactive wastes.
Another prospective technology of consumer wastes’ destruction is the pyrolysis – heating the
wastes up the high temperatures without the oxygen access. At the exit there is produced a
flammable gas which can be used as a kind fuel and the coal-alike residue. It should be noted that in
the essence of a certain technology there lies developments of Russian scientists. Namely,
innovation home made devices of plasma gasification were developed in the Institute of electrophysics and electro-energy of the Russian Academy of sciences.
However the most important factor for the reduction of wastes production is the alteration in the
consumption culture.
«Garbage blowup», happened during the last third of the 20th century in the developed countries was
related to changes in technologies of packing materials (the increase of the package share in the
volume and the cost of a good), as well as to total decrease of goods’ working lifespan and
appearance of one-off goods that in much connected with marketing policy of producers and retailers.
If not to overcome these two trends the garbage reduction problem would not be solved.
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Not less important direction of technologies direction is the helpful use of solid consumer wastes
polygons. In the developed countries the share of consumer wastes which are reused wither recycled
within the last 40 years is steadily growing. In 2000-2009 in the USA the involvement of wastes into
the secondary turnover grew twice. As of today in this country some 32.5% of all the wastes are
reused either recycled. In the Great Britain not less than 70% of all plastic food containers (bottles,
jars, packages, etc.) are subject to recycling. According to expert evaluations up to 80% of solid
consumer wastes could be reused and recycled into recoverable materials.
The main obstacle is the high cost of useful fractions’ extraction out of the solid consumer wastes as
well as a rather low competitiveness of certain kinds of recoverable materials. In the developed
countries (Russia included) nowadays there are actively waged works to create automated devices of
solid wastes’ utilized fractions separation. It could seriously decrease the cost of the recoverable
materials extraction.
2.4. Trends of information-communication technologies growth
As of to-day there can be fixed several most important trends capable in the nearest future to
seriously alter the face of cities having access to information-communication technologies (ICT):
1. Remote access to all the kinds of services.
2. «Clever» municipal infrastructure.
3. Introduction of ICT decisions n order to ensure public and information security.
4. Development of wireless communication technologies.
I should dwell on a single trend.
«Clever» municipal infrastructure
Low transportation accessibility and non-effective use of electric energy are the problems of many
cities. Nowadays in Russia there are lost some 13-14% of the total volume of electric energy during
the transition from producers to consumers, in Japan this index is equal to 5%, in the Western
Europe – 4-9%, in the USA – 7-9%.
Introduction of first “Smart Grid” projects in the developed countries permits to make the first
deductions on the possible effect of innovation technologies’ use and the ICT decisions in the energy
services. Namely the modernization of energy distribution nets and establishment on their basis
intellectual nets would permit to obtain the following advantages:



Conservation from 5 to 9% of the energy consumed.
Significant rise of reliability of generating powers and the distribution net thanks to raising
the equality of load, modernization of diagnostic systems and malfunction repair.



Reduction of self-cost of electric energy production at the account of the more equal and
effective use of generating capabilities within a day (leveling the peak-loads in day-time).



Reduction of electric-energy coast for the final consumer at the account of the use of flexible
system of tariffs.



Establishment of possibilities for the integration of «traditional» centralized generation and
generating powers of the smaller energy services using the renewable sources of energy.



Establishment of possibilities to realize the concept of the distributed generation and the
energy-active house, i.e. the house which produces more electric and heating energy it
consumes. Intellectual nets are bi-directional, they permit to not only deliver energy to a
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consumer, but to receive and to distribute the excess of energy produced by generating
facilities at consumers installations. At present the concept of an energy active house is
introduced in a number of developed countries. Namely, such a project was presented at the
national exposition of Germany within the framework of the Global Universal Exposition,
«EXPO-2010» in Shanghai.


Creation of possibilities for the formation of a comprehensive competitive market of electric
energy suppliers.

3. Responsibility
Raise of life quality of present generations cannot be made at the account of future generations.
This thesis includes the essence of the «sustainable development» concept, which nowadays
determines main trends of cities’ transformation all over the world. What are the main
responsibilities of present day citizens in front of their grand-sons and great-grandsons?
First, it is the reduction of negative impact upon the nature. Cities are centers of energy, goods and
services consumption, thus citizens are bearing the man responsibility for environmental and
climatic alterations which as of late were recognized as a main global problem.
However cities as organized spaces and organized communities represent the broadest capabilities
for its solution.
Second, it is a preservation of historical and cultural memory. Specifically the humanity was
developing in cities and namely there are concentrated material and non-material subjects of cultural
and historical heritage. A city is not only a habitat, but a depository of national and historical codes
of a nation. Very often ardent issues of a city development enter in contradiction with heritage
preservation tasks. And often the preservation of heritage objects is conceived by city officials and
citizens like an odd and annoying formality. However it’s necessary to remember – we can build a
lot of roads, office buildings either shopping centers, but we cannot return a destroyed monument. It
disappears forever.
The present day development of a city should be measured and evaluated in respect to the scale of a
country’s and humanity scale. What we a re doing and constructing now – tomorrow can become the
same heritage object like Eiffel tower. In what shape we will appear beneath our descendents? This
question should be made at making any management decisions related to a city development.
Notwithstanding the impetuous development of information exchange there exists a real deficit of
information about the best practices of certain municipal problems’ solution. In order to arm
municipal officials, business and citizens with knowledge and real possibilities of new technologies I
propose to regard the following:


Create at the basis of the Internet-site of the Summit’s Secretariat an open international website library of the best practices of urban development.



As a generalization of the best practices it’s necessary to compose the list of possible
technologies for various segments of municipal services (intellectual transportation systems,
smart grids, safety systems, ecology monitoring, etc.).
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Outline
Urban sustainable development
in contemporary world
Presented at the 9th Asian-Pacific City Summit
by prof. Tagir Khuziyatov,
Far Eastern National University
September 30, 2010,
Vladivostok, RUSSIA
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• Conclusion
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Waste management

Smart urban infrastructure

APCS for sustainable development

Thank you!
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3. Sub-sessions
(1) BANGKOK
STRATEGIC APPROACHES FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH
Dr. Vallop Suwandee
The Chairman of Advisor to the Governor of Bangkok
In addition of the striving for Bangkok to be a more vital, sustainable and livable place, the
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA) has attempted and anticipated the City of Bangkok to
be a “Community of Good Life.” In particular, the features of good living contain 1) Community of
Livability, 2) Community of Life-Long Education, 3) Community of Diversified Economic
Opportunity, and 4) Community of Civic Participation. The aspects of the diversified economic
opportunity could be elaborated as the development of urban economic system in terms of commerce
and services, the enhancement of business opportunities to people among various areas of Bangkok
Metropolis who possess skills and expertise which could be further fully developed, and the provides
of technologies on production as well as fair, equitable and wide accessibilities to relating resources.
The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration has devised five main strategies for the attainment of a
sustainable metropolis. Firstly, “Strengthening Infrastructures for Regional Mega-City” installing
progressive infrastructure networks in its urban areas and perimeters. Secondly, “Developing Strong
Economy and Knowledge-Based Society” cultivating the capabilities of Bangkok to embrace all
dimensions of potentials essential for competitive knowledge and economic bases. Thirdly, “Striving
for Green Bangkok” initiating well-being and improving environmental sustainability of urban
aspects of living. Fourthly, “Providing Good Quality of Life in Cultural Mega-City” creating public
safety and security and glorifying the wealth of cultural diversities. Lastly, “Mastering Best Services
and Constructing Model for Mega-City Management” increasing levels of efficiency of services to
public with an aim of becoming a model of metropolitan management.
Policies on Infrastructure Investment
BMA launches 4 transportation projects with the total investment of 1,714.29 million USD; the
projects are as the followings


Sky Train extension project: 5 lines covering Bangkok areas and boundaries with the total
length of 42.95 kilometers (1428.57 million USD)






Monorail Project: 4-line pilot projects (142.86 million USD)
Bus Rapid Transit Project (BRT Project): 6 lines (114.29 million USD)
Transporting Boats along 2 main canals in Bangkok (28.57 million USD)
Installation of additional numbers of CCTV to provides security to general public
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Economic Development Plans
The BMA announces the strategy on economic development plan leading towards the “Development
of Strong Economy and Knowledge-based Society.” Bangkok has thus far become the Center of
economy, commerce, agriculture, industry, and investment of Thailand. The economical
development of Bangkok has shown strong bonds of associations with the plans of several Central
Governmental units, private sectors, state enterprises and groups of Bangkok residents.
There are 5 main strategies to be utilized.
Strategy 1: Instilling people with entrepreneurial skills and encouraging them to establish their own
business by providing basic knowledge in business and marketing so that the economic at grass root
levels could be formed and developed to vast and strong networks of production. The forms of
business mentioned could be in the form of single or community enterprises. It is anticipated that the
Bangkok gross would be increased to 5% or above per year continually.
Strategy 2: Developing the qualitative products leading towards the production of all products
branded “The Bangkok Brand.” The strategy also involves the development of standards for
products to be branded so that they could be widely known and recognized at both domestic and
international markets since most of small and medium enterprises, to some extents, are not
financially capable and knowledgeable to conduct their own researches and to devise standards of
various kinds of products. The BMA would assume the responsibilities of being the assessors, the
promoters and the supporters of quality of products and services in order to be widely recognized. It
is anticipated that at least 200 quality products and services could be branded by the year 2011.
Strategy 3: Establishing the Information Center for economy, finance, and investment in Bangkok
Metropolitan. The Center is responsible for the compilation of the data and relevant information, e.g.,
sources of raw materials, specification of products or services. In addition, through the Information
Center prospective buyers would be able to access to more information pertaining to the producers
of all products; thus reducing unnecessary steps in completing their business correspondence and
transaction. It is anticipated that the Center of Information would yield results of satisfaction from at
least 80% of the users.
Strategy 4: Providing and increasing opportunities to people to start their business as well as
suggesting new approaches to their investment. There has been strong evidence indicating that some
numbers of small entrepreneurs start their business in traditional manners without implementation of
knowledge in business and even lacking perception or understanding of prospects of conducting
business. It is imperative for BMA, therefore, to play roles of being mediators as well as being
investors in business.
Strategy 5: Promoting and developing ambiences of Bangkok aiming to be the regional travel
destinations. The strategy purports to enhance the economy of Bangkok by establishing the gateway
linking various cities as well as countries together via networks on tourism and recommendations on
interesting venues for tourism of each city and country. It is anticipated that the strategy would result
in an increase of tourists up to 5% per year.
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Visions of Internal Economy
The economic problems could be addressed in 2 perspectives:
1. Global Perspective
The world economic crisis has brought about several consequences, namely, labor problems, limited
amount and sky rocketing prices of energies, instability of monetary and financial situations, etc.
These consequences have severely impacted and reduced purchasing powers of people all around the
world and, thus, inevitably affect the economy of Thailand, especially revenues from tourism
industries. It is imperative for Bangkok to attract tourists from aboard as well as from within with all
her interesting features for tourism in addition to provide full satisfaction to every tourist.
2. Thailand Perspective
Being a democratic country, Thailand allows her people full freedom of expressions on every issue
and Bangkok unfortunately has been a popular venue to stage difference in opinions of the public.
The political incidents on April and May of 2010 clearly testified the above elaboration.
However, as soon as the political turmoil ended and normalcy started to reoccupy BMA was fully
aware that it was imperative tasks for the City to restore public confidence by every means. The
confidence would bring about impetus for economic recovery.
The campaign of “Together We can” has been initiated with all actions fully participated by
practically every sectors of Bangkok Metropolitan. In particular, the campaign invited general public
to take parts in renovating damaged public and private buildings, cleaning and repairing streets,
public parks, etc. Household taxes, land and property taxes, and taxes levied on billboards were
reduced on those affected by the unrest. Vendors, small and medium entrepreneurs affected by the
incidents were assisted with the arrangement for spaces to continue their business without rental fees.
BMA also established incentives upon foreign investors by setting “Team of Bangkok” to assist
those investors in terms of facilitating their business as well as matching with potential prospective
Thai business partners.
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(2) BUSAN

A Bigger and Better City - Busan, World-class Metropolis
Mr. Kim Dong-wook
Secretary General, Busan Foundation for International Activities
Asian Pacific cities have built up a regional identity and values as a community over a long history.
The contemporary world is being integrated into a global state transcending the borders of ethnic
nation states. As we have entered this globalized period without borders in the 21st century, the
competition among nations has become more severe. If the Asian Pacific cities which have many
similarities in their culture and history are able to create closer ties for cooperation, we are likely to
be able to take more effective and powerful measures to address these situations, compared to global
economic cooperative groups established regionally, such as the European Union.
1. Profile of Busan and the goals of its administration
Busan is home to the largest international trade port in South Korea and is a gateway city for many
countries in Europe, as well as Japan. It has a population of 3.574 million and an area of 766.1 ㎢. Its
budget was approximately 10.68 trillion won for 2010 and its regional gross domestic product for
2008 was approximately 56.384 trillion won. Despite being in the midst of a global economic
slowdown, Busan attracts 2.02 million tourists annually as the most beautiful resort and tourist city
in South Korea.
The container handling capacity at the Busan Port amounts to 13.45 million TEU, ranking 5th in the
world, with making Busan a hub city for transportation logistics. As you see on the map, Busan is a
hub in terms of maritime services and other transportation logistics in Northeast Asia and holds an
important geopolitical position as a gateway connecting the Asian continent and the Pacific Ocean.
Currently, Busan is connected to 24 cities in 9 countries via 206 international flights per week.
2. Busan’s vision for city development
Busan has set up three basic objectives for development: smart growth, green growth, and a creative
city. It has placed importance on policies such as the establishment of infrastructure for sustainable
economic growth through nurturing a new renewable energy industry and building green villages,
and the upgrading of the city’ s status as a prestigious city by improving the quality of residents’
lives.
All policies of the city administration have been focused on “making Busan a world-class global
city,” under these visions.
Let me go into a little more detail about our vision. Smart growth means focusing on qualitative and
substantive growth of the city and improving the quality of life of residents through well-planned
1
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management of growth.
The green growth policy facilitates sustainable growth with globally discussed eco-friendly
development methods, which creates jobs and leads to growth as a low-carbon society.
As you know, Busan is a city with a long history, including a 600-year history since the opening of
Busan Port in 1407.
As a result, Busan is capable of solving problems of housing, culture and welfare with
comprehensive approaches and also making efforts to regenerate itself as a creative city making full
use of its history and creativity.
3. Busan’s International Exchange Activities
Busan’s international exchange policies focus on improving its status as an international city through
stronger cooperation with other major cities in the Asian Pacific region. It also aims to continue
expansion of international activities, vitalize relationships with its sister cities and live up to its
reputation as a true hub city for international exchanges in the Asian Pacific region.
Major policies for Busan’s international exchanges include annual overseas visits by city delegations
for promoting Busan as a global city, attracting foreign direct investments and expanding economic
relationships with foreign cities.
Busan also tries to engage in activities with major strategically based cities in Europe in order to
expand on sister-city relationships.
Busan has established the Busan Foundation for International Activity as an affiliated organization to
facilitate international activities at the private level. It hosts the annual UN Day Ceremony at the UN
Memorial Cemetery, a symbol of preserving world peace, where soldiers who sacrificed their lives in
the 6.25 Korean War were laid to rest.
Busan tries not only to establish relationships with new cities but also to strengthen ties with existing
sister cities by holding a speech contest, supporting Korean speech contests in those cities,
organizing farm tours and dispatching volunteers to the sister cities.
This year we are planning celebrations in honor of the 1st anniversary of the sister-city relationship
with Phnom Penh and the 15th anniversary of that with Ho Chi Minh City. In order to maintain
sustainable friendships with our sister cities in North America and Europe and elsewhere, which are
distant from Busan, cities such as Montreal, Dubai and Vladivostok in Russia, we have promoted
active exchange activities, including cultural exchanges and city photo exhibitions.
4. Cooperative interchanges with major cities in the Asian Pacific region
Busan has established a close relationship with Fukuoka in order to seek out measures for regional
economic cooperation and developing the Busan-Fukuoka Cross-Border Mega-City Region. On
August 26, 2010, the Busan-Fukuoka Economic Cooperation Office opened and started full-range
2
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operations in both Korea and Japan. We also participate in the Asian-Pacific City Summit and the
general assembly of the Association of North East Asia Regional Governments (NEAR) every year.
We have participated in the UCLG ASPAC Congress and the annual general assembly of the
Organization for East Asia Economic Development (OEAED). In addition, this November Busan
will host the 19th Japan Korea Strait Coastal Region Governors’ Conference. Just last weekend, a
two-day working-level meeting was held in Busan to prepare for the conference.
5. Busan’s policies to promote cooperation in the Asian Pacific region
In the wake of the end of the Cold War between the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union, the European
Union was launched with the aim of creating one Europe. We see a trend towards building such
regional blocs in the globalized world of the 21st century.
If we, the Asian Pacific cities, work together to build up a cooperative and integrated system based
on regional identity and common values that we share, we will be able to establish a system which
can match the EU. With this vision in mind, Busan has been actively engaged in cooperation among
East Asian cities by becoming a member city in various conferences held by regional organizations.
In order to maximize the common interests in the Asian Pacific region, we need to make every effort
to establish an economic community in the region through mutual utilization of capital investment,
technology and labor forces.
In this context, Asian Pacific cities have to recognize the fact that homogeneity and heterogeneity
coexist in their politics, economies, societies and cultures. We must also try as hard as possible to
increase people-to-people exchanges and exchanges of other things as well, promoting
intergovernmental interchanges in the fields of culture, sports and academia.

3
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Basic Information

Ⅰ. Busan at a Glance & City Vision

•

Population

: 3.57 million

•

Area

: 766.1 ㎢ (0.8% of South Korea's territory)

•

Budget

: KRW 10.68 trillion (2010)

•

RGDP

: KRW 56.38 trillion (2008)

•

Exports

: US$ 9.5 billion (2009)

•

Imports

: US$ 10.7 billion (2009)

•

Establishments: 260,000 (3,865 manufacturing companies)(2008)

•

Container Handling Capacity: 13.45 million TEU (2008)

•

Air Transportation: 206 flights per week

(world’s No. 5, 75.1% of the national total)

to/from 24 cities in 9 countries

Policy Direction for Development
Geographical Importance in Northeast Asia

Building a First Class Global City

New Growth Engines

More Prestigious City

Sustainable Economic Growth

Improved Quality of Living

Development Index

Smart Growth, Green Growth, Creative City

Policy Direction for Development

Smart
Growth

Improving the quality of life through economic growth
and environmental conservation
Managing the planned city development focusing on
qualitative and substantive growth

Ⅱ. Overview of International Exchanges
Green Growth

Creative
City

Finding new growth engines and promoting a low carbon
green growth to enhance the quality of life
Building a Green Eco City, creating jobs through
sustainable growth

Regenerating the city as a creative city based on its
history, culture and creativity
Closing the gap in daily living conditions by integrating
and addressing housing, cultural and welfare issues
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Objectives of International Exchange Programs in Busan

Major Policies on International Exchange
Busan City Delegation’s Visit to Overseas Countries
The official delegation composed of city officials, councilors, members of
Busan Sister City Committee, businessmen and journalists undertakes a

Advanced Global City Open to the World

biannual visit, to promote Busan as a global city, attract FDI and expand
exchanges in tourism, economy, science and technology.

Establishment of Sister-City Relationships with Major Cities

Hub of International Exchanges in the Asia-Pacific Region

Busan seeks a sister-city relationship with European municipalities to help
Stronger cooperation
with major cities
in the Asia-Pacific
region

local companies set up their operations in the European market by taking the

Promoting Busan
as a global city

Increasing

& expanding

exchanges

international

advantage of the Korea-EU FTA, which will soon to be ratified.
The contact with candidate sister cities are preceded by full understanding of

with sister cities

specific areas of cooperation and mutual interest.

exchanges

Promotion of Exchanges with Sister Cities

Major Policies on International Exchange
Partnership with Other Organizations

Strengthening Ties with Sister Cities

Joint projects with the Busan Foundation for International Activity (BFIA) and
other private organizations for international exchanges

Building the foundation for a friendly cooperation to realize

Collaboration with the Governors Association of Korea

the Busan-Fukuoka Cross-Border Mega-City Region (MCR)

Through the K2H program, Busan City invited public officials from Hamburg,

Participating in international events hosted by sister cities

Ho Chi Minh, and Phnom Penh to work in Busan for 6 months.

Inviting public officials and citizens of sister cities to Busan

The 65th UN Day Ceremony
Busan will host the 65th UN Day Ceremony (Oct. 22) inviting diplomats and

Dispatching volunteers to sister cities

delegates from countries that fought under the UN flag.
Performances, including chorus performances, and Chrysanthemum Festival

Arranging commemorative events celebrating an anniversary

to commemorate the UN Day

of the establishment of the sister-city ties

→ Promote the UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea (UNMCK), the symbol of
world peace, as a world-renowned destination.

Promotion of exchanges with sister cities
Promoting Cooperation with Sister Cities at a Distance
Visit to Hamburg, Germany in February

Ⅲ. Exchange Projects with

Sending the cultural delegation to Istanbul in February, featuring a
photo exhibition on Busan City and Taekwondo demonstration

Major Cities in Asia-Pacific

To visit St. Petersburg for cultural exchanges in September
To attend the World Cultural Forum in Valparaiso, Chile in October
To celebrate the 10th anniversary of the sister-city relationship
between Busan and Montreal in September with a photo exhibition and
Taekwondo demonstration
Bolstering exchanges with far-away sister cities such as Dubai

Exchange Projects with Major Cities in Asia
Pacific

Exchange Projects with Major Cities in Asia
Pacific

4

Cross-border Cooperation Projects (64 projects)
Joint projects for practical exchanges between Busan and Fukuoka
Active participation of the citizens: Participating in each other’s marathon

Exchanging valuable information and technologies for the further

competition, Korean Speech Contest, etc.

development of local governments across the world

5

The Asian-Pacific City Summit
Mayors from 26 cities in 3 countries to attend the meeting in Vladivostok
a common prosperity in Asia-Pacific region.

The 8th NEAR General Assembly

The 4th OEAED General Assembly
Mayors and Presidents of Chambers of Commerce from 10 cities in
3 countries to meet in Qingdao, China in November
Creating a new Mega-City Region through a closer networking
among cities in East Asia

To discuss how to address the urban issues and strengthen cooperation for

Mayors from 70 cities in 6 countries to attend the meeting at KINTEX,

The 3rd UCLG ASPAC Congress 2010
About 110 member cities to convene in Hamamatsu, Japan in October

6

The 19th Korea-Japan Strait Coastal Region Governors' Meeting

Korea in October

Mayors and governors from 8 cities and provinces along the Korea-

To promote the continued development for member cities and to lay

Japan Straight to meet in Busan in 2010

the groundwork for a common development in Northeast Asia

Presentations on areas of common interest, Dialogue with Residents

- 7 / 17 -
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Ways for Asia-Pacific Regional Cooperation

Global
Changes

The end of the Cold War → “One Europe” with the
launch of the European Union (EU)
The trend of building a regional bloc

Ⅳ. Ways for Asia-Pacific
Regional Cooperation
Necessity

For a prosperous Asia-Pacific region that can match the EU
Building a cooperative and unified system among Korea,
China, Japan and other Asia-Pacific countries, based on
regional identity and common values
→ To maximize common interests in the region
The Korea-Japan Strait Coastal Region Governors' Meeting,

Regional
Organizations

the Organization for the East Asia Economic Development
(OEAED), the Association of North East Asia Regional
Governments (NEAR), UCLG ASPAC, the Asian-Pacific
City Summit, ASEAN, etc.

Ways for Asia-Pacific Regional Cooperation

Collaborating to build an Asia-Pacific economic community
through complementary capital, technologies and labor force

Goals

→ To maximize common interests

Thank You

Respecting the differences and diversity in politics, economy,
society and culture →“One Community”

Challenges

Cities in Asia-Pacific region recognize the coexistence of
homogeneity and heterogeneity in areas of politics,
economy, society and culture
→ To increase people-to-people and physical exchanges
as much as possible
→ To expand the scope of exchanges to culture, sports,
academics, etc.
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(3) FUKUOKA
Economic Revitalization through Transnational Exchanges
Mr. Hiroyuki Takada
Deputy Mayer of Fukuoka City
Outline of Fukuoka City
Fukuoka City is the closest in location to the rest of Asia among the major cities in Japan. By
taking advantage of its location and a history of exchanges with the rest of Asia spanning over two
millennia, Fukuoka City aims to be a focal point of exchanges within Asia. This is realized through
actively approaching areas in East Asia in the fields of logistics, trade, tourism, and culture.
Economic revitalization through transnational exchanges
There is one thing common between all the cities in the world which have found new vitality and
currently succeeding in transforming themselves considerably, is that they all actively seek
cooperation with regions across borders.
As you can see on the bottom left, in Northern Europe, near the Baltic Sea, unique cities with a
population of about 1 million, such as Helsinki and Copenhagen, form an economic zone crossing
national borders. This zone has given birth to international companies.
1. “Fukuoka-Busan Supra-regional Economic Zone”
Fukuoka City and Busan Metropolitan City, the second largest city in the Republic of Korea, are
separated by a strait, and accessed by sea and air routes. With an annual flow of 900,000 people,
active exchanges take place regularly between the two cities. Fukuoka-Busan Supra-regional
Economic Zone was proposed by the mayor of Busan Metropolitan City, officially approved by
President Lee Myung-Bak, and subsequently agreed upon by the mayor as well as the chairman of
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of both cities.
This agreement aims to:
- Improve international competitiveness
- Revitalize the region
- Create a flourishing sphere in Northeast Asia as a model of transnational cooperation between
regions
With this agreement, we are working towards creating a single economic zone for Kyusyu and
Southeast Korea. The cooperative project of forming a supra-regional economic zone consists of
four basic policies and nine strategies.
<4 Basic Policies>
The first policy is the promotion of future-oriented business cooperation, which promotes
cooperation of leading industries in the future, and includes four strategies such as creating a
cooperative environment between companies.
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The second policy is the development of human resources, such as those who travel across the strait.
This involves development and production of international human resources who work in both
countries, and includes two strategies such as developing young human resources, especially those
who travel across the strait.
The third policy is the creation of a sphere of day-to-day exchanges, which entails the formation of a
region where citizens of both cities are able to travel back and forth with ease, and includes two
strategies such as developing a favorable environment for the creation of an exchange zone.
The fourth policy is requesting for government cooperation, which entails requesting a system or
financial support to accelerate the formation of the supra-regional economic zone.
<Examples of cooperative projects>

“Economic cooperation office in both cities” refers to the offices we established in Fukuoka
City and Busan Metropolitan City in August, which provide information on industries and
businesses in both cities.

“Market exchange including the fish markets” refers to the sister city fish market agreement
concluded in 2009 between the fish market of both cities, and the information exchange that takes
place with regards to the circulation, consumption trend, and the general situation of fishery products,
as well as food culture.

“Elementary school lessons with supplementary readers” refers to our efforts to promote
mutual understanding by incorporating lessons on each other’s city in our elementary schools, based
on our 20 year history of exchanges.

“Promoting exchanges in the auto-related industry” refers to the exchanges in the automotive
parts industry through auto parts trade fairs and exhibitions.
2. Creation of a tourism exchange zone in Northeast Asia
Fukuoka City is concentrating on tourist promotion, because actively attracting tourists will increase
consumption and its effects will spill over to a variety of industries, resulting in the maintenance of
our economic vitality.
Following the opening of the KTX in the end of 2010, in spring of 2011, the entire route of the
Kyushu Shinkansen line will open. From this, a substantial change in the flow of people and goods
in Kyushu and Korea is anticipated.
Furthermore Fukuoka’s tie with China is also being reinforced due to the alleviation of tourist visa
restrictions and the considerable increase in the number of port-of-calls by large-scale cruise ships
from China.
Against this backdrop, we aim to form a Northeast Asia Tourism Exchange Zone by intensifying the
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networks between Kyushu and Korea, as well as China. This is possible from visitor promotion to
Fukuoka City through the cooperation between Fukuoka and Busan and port-of-calls by Chinese
cruise ships taking root.
2.1 Busan-Fukuoka Asia Gateway 2011
One of the projects for the creation of this zone is the Busan-Fukuoka Asia Gateway 2011, a
cooperative tourism project between Fukuoka City and Busan Metropolitan City. By taking
advantage of our proximity, Fukuoka and Busan are working together to bring forth visitors to our
area.
We have thus far jointly produced the contents of the project, such as producing and airing drama
series and other television programs, hosting a joint professional baseball game, and jointly hosting
promotional events in Shanghai, Shenyang, and Guangzhou in China, and Seoul in Korea, as one
tourist destination.
Henceforth, we will do our utmost to increase the charms of our area and to promote these charms
within our countries and beyond, as well as creating tour packages that include both of our cities,
eventuating in a branding of our region.
2.2 Promoting the increase in cruise ship visitors
This year, we are welcoming 66 port-of-calls by Chinese cruise ships to Hakata Port, which entails
120,000 people based on ship capacity. We have seen a threefold increase in comparison to the
year before.
Through these port-of-calls, numerous international tourists, including those from China, are visiting
Fukuoka. Their economic impact is calculated at roughly 2.9 billion yen. We are focusing on
increasing the level of satisfaction of these visitors in order to ensure the continuation of cruise ship
visitors next year and beyond.
3. Promotion of fashion and game industries and exchanges with Asia and the world
Fukuoka City has a concentration of textile wholesale and retail industries as well as HR training
institutions in fashion, hence, Fukuoka City is supporting the fashion industry which has the
potential to bring about a considerable economic ripple effect.
The city, prefecture, Chamber of Commerce, and apparel companies formed the Fukuoka Asian
Fashion Promotion Council in March 2008, to promote Fukuoka as a focal point of fashion in Asia.
Information on local fashion brands are transmitted to the rest of Japan and the world through a
fashion show called the Fukuoka Asia Collection (FACo), and an exhibition and trade show.
We have promoted Fukuoka’s fashion in Asia. In 2009, we held a mini fashion show in Taipei, and
a promotional booth of FACo at a fashion festival in Dalian. This year, we held a fashion show in
Hanoi in August, and we plan to hold a promotional event in Taipei in autumn.
Furthermore, Fukuoka City has a cluster of roughly 20 game-related companies, and we are aiming
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to form additional clusters of related industries. We established the Fukuoka Game Industry
Promotion Agency, the first government-industry-academia collaboration in the gaming industry
which carries out human resource development projects, attracts game-related companies, and holds
Game Frontier in Fukuoka, a publicity event.
We are also focusing on exchanges with overseas cities that are concentrating on the gaming industry.
With Busan Metropolitan City, we participated in a Korea-Japan joint seminar for the promotion of
the gaming industry, as well as setting up a common booth for the gaming industry of Fukuoka and
Busan at G-STAR, Korea’s largest gaming event. We conducted promotional activities and
exchanges with those in the gaming industry. We also have exchanges with other cities such as
Utrecht in the Netherlands, as well as Seattle and Vancouver, and aim to internationalize the gaming
industry in Fukuoka.
4. Formation of a center of human resource development in Asia
We have acquired knowledge through solving many urban problems such as environmental issues,
water shortage, and aging society issues. Some countries in Asia may face these problems in the
near future, thus, we aim to become the center of human resource development in Asia. I believe
that the human network we create from this will lead to the economic revitalization of our city.
As part of forming a human resource development center, we have started a City Visit and Training
Program in 2009. Based on Fukuoka’s knowledge of development of a livable city, we offer five
fields of study in this program – urban design, welfare for the elderly, water resources, environment
and waste disposal, and fire and disaster prevention. We have received visitors and trainees from
countries such as Korea and China who came to partake in this program. This kind of program is
the first ever in Japan, and we plan to continue to develop it further in the future.
5. International Regions Benchmarking Consortium, a worldwide network of metropolitan
regions
The consortium consists of ten regions including Barcelona and Seattle, which are metropolitan
areas similar in population and economic features. The member cities are not megacities in global
standards, but are metropolitan regions of a certain size, similar in industrial structure, and
well-known for their livability.
The aim of this consortium is to share benchmarks and actual cases of urban development to
exchange ideas and learn from one another.
This will enable us to recognize our position, reflect these ideas on projects in the future, and
eventually improve our international competitiveness.
Following Seattle and Barcelona, Fukuoka City hosted the annual conference this year, in July. 60
representatives from nine regions including Fukuoka congregated to exchange opinions and to learn
from one another, under the topic of Knowledge Regions.
Fukuoka City finds four points of significance in being an IRBC member. We can learn from other
regions, which is the fundamental concept of the consortium, and consequently, we can provide
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information on our successful cases to the other regions. We can then incorporate this new-found
knowledge into our city development, thereby becoming a better city and increasing the name
recognition of our city. Consequently, the relationship with the other member regions will lead to
Fukuoka City attracting international companies through economic exchanges, which in turn will
contribute to the economic revitalization of our city.
It has been a great honor for me to speak here, on the theme of Economic Revitalization through
Transnational Exchanges.
By promoting tourism, logistics, trade, and investment, through exchanges with cities outside of
Japan, such as Busan, our neighbor across the strait, Fukuoka City would like to do its utmost to
become a focal point of exchanges within the Asian-Pacific region.
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１

The 9th Asian Pacific City Summit

Economic Revitalization
through Transnational Exchanges

Introducing Fukuoka City

Fukuoka City
Greater Fukuoka Area
Population
1.46 mil. (2010)
2.4 mil. (2010)
Area
341 sq km (2010)
1,170 sq km (2010)
Gross Product US$58.8 bn. (2007) US$79.6 bn. (2007)

Fukuoka City

FUKUOKA City

Revitalization of Cargo and
Passenger Transport Fukuoka International Airport

1 Introducing Fukuoka City

Development and Industrial PromotionｰProjects
with Promising Futures for Fukuoka City 1 Introducing Fukuoka City

Fukuoka City is promoting projects of the leading industries in the future such as Fukuoka Soft
Research Park, Island City, and Kyushu University Academic City.
Island City

NEC

HITACHI

Panasonic

Aso & IBM

Fukuoka Soft Research Park
Center Bldg. Institute of Systems,
Information Technologies and
Nanotechnologies

Fujitsu

CITY ASCOM

Hakata Port
Fukuoka Institute
of System LSI
Design Industry

Improvement of
Air Route Network
and Infrastructure

Japan Science and
Technology Agency
Innovation Plaza Fukuoka

Seaside Momochi District
Information industries
No. of companies: approx. 200
Total workforce:
approx.10, 000 persons

Kyushu University Academic City

FUKUOKA City

２

３

Importance of Economic Revitalization
through Transnational Exchanges
Cities that are
growing

Forming the Fukuoka-Busan
Supra-regional Economic Zone

・Improvement of
international
competitiveness
・Regional
revitalization
・Creation of
a flourishing sphere
in Northeast Asia

Active in transnational
cooperation between
regions

FUKUOKA City

Four Basic Policies and
Nine Strategies
【Basic
Policies】
【����】

FUKUOKA City

FUKUOKA City

3 Forming the Fukuoka-Busan Supraregional Economic Zone

Major Cooperative Projects

3 Forming the Fukuoka-Busan Supraregional Economic Zone

【Strategies】
【� �】
Creating a cooperative environment
between companies

Ⅰ. Promotion of future-oriented
business cooperation

Developing future-oriented industries

Promoting mutual investment

Economic cooperation office
in both cities

Cooperative exchange of tourism &
convention

Ⅱ. Development of young human
resources (those who cross
the strait)
Ⅲ. Creation of a sphere of
day-to-day exchanges

Market exchange
including the fish
markets

Fostering young human resources who
travel across the strait
Utilizing people who can make immediate
contributions
Developing an environment for exchange
zone creation
Improving the convenience of passenger
and cargo transport

Elementary school
lessons with
supplementary readers

Ⅳ.
Request for government cooperation
Ⅳ����������

FUKUOKA City
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Promoting
exchanges in the
auto-related industry

FUKUOKA City

４

Busan-Fukuoka Asia
Gateway 2011 Campaign

Promotion of the creation of a “Tourism
Exchange Zone” in Northeast Asia

A collaborative tourism project by Busan and Fukuoka as one tourist destination through welcoming
visitors from home and abroad with heartfelt hospitality while deepening our relationship.

2011—an opportune year to increase the number of visitors due
to the openings of high-speed railways in Korea and Kyushu.
Opening of the entire KTX
(Korean Train Express) line
Seoul-Busan 2 h 18 mins.

Seoul
Metropolitan
Area

4 Promotion of the creation of a “Tourism
Exchange Zone” in Northeast Asia

TV program

approx. 24 mil.
persons

Fukuoka-Busan
Present number
of passengers
900,000 per year

Promotion

Kumamoto
Daily Life
Sphere
approx. 1.24 mil.
persons

Kagoshima
Daily Life
Sphere

approx. 0.9 mil.
persons

情でひとつになる。福岡･釜山

Large-scale
cruise ships
Present
number of
passengers
130,000 per
year

2 h 55 mins. by a highspeed boat (BEETLE)
55 mins. by air

Guide book

Professional baseball Game

Increase in number of Chinese visitors due to
port-of-calls by large-scale cruise ships and
alleviation of individual tourist visa restrictions.
Opening of the entire Kyushu Shinkansen line
Fukuoka-Kagoshima 80 mins

Promotion of Cruise Ship
Visitors

Launch of
project
Promotion to
citizens

FUKUOKA City

4 Promotion of the creation of a “Tourism
Exchange Zone” in Northeast Asia

５

Enhancing satisfactory hospitality system for tourists in order to guarantee the
continuation of cruise ship visits.

Economic
ripple effect
Approx.
JP¥2.9 bil.

（66 port-of-calls in 2010）

TV drama

Full-scale
implementation
Promotion and
expansion of
exchanges

Cooperation with
major cities (esp.
China)
Attracting visitors
from Asia

Regional branding
Attracting visitors
from all over the
world

FUKUOKA City

Promotion of Fashion and Game Industries
and Exchanges with Asia and the World

FACo (Fukuoka Asia Collection)

Annual increase in the number of port-of-calls by cruise ships
since 2008.
2008: 23 times

2009: 24 times

March 21, 2010 at Fukuoka
Kokusai Center

2010: 66 times

FUKUOKA City

FUKUOKA City

Fashion Industry Expanding
into Asia

5 Promotion of Fashion and Game Industries
and Exchanges with Asia and the World

Fukuoka Game Industry
Promotion Agency

5 Promotion of Fashion and Game Industries
and Exchanges with Asia and the World

—To develop Fukuoka as a gaming city to which the rest of world can aspire

First government-industry-academia collaboration
in the game industry in Japan
Kyushu
University
13GFF member
companies

Fukuoka
City
“The 3rd Game Frontier in Fukuoka”

Major Projects:
1 HR Training
Internship program, competitions
2 Market development
Attracting game-related companies
3 Public relations
Game Frontier in Fukuoka, TOKYO GAME SHOW

FACo in Taipei
(Fashion Show in Taipei City)
FACo Booth in the Dalian International Fashion Festival

FUKUOKA City

Exchange with cities
overseas

5 Promotion of Fashion and Game Industries
and Exchanges with Asia and the World

○Busan Metropolitan City, Korea
(Fukuoka’s sister city)

６

○Utrecht and Leeuwarden,
The Netherlands
(leading cities in *serious games)

Forming a center of human resource
development in Asia
Fukuoka’s knowledge
on :
-Environmental issues
-Aging society issues
-Water shortage, etc.

Exchanges through “Korea-Japan Joint Seminar”
and “G-STAR2009,” the largest game festival
in Korea.

FUKUOKA City

Share

Flourishing Asian
countries face:
-Environmental issues
-Declining birthrate and
aging society issues
-Water shortage, etc.

Korea-Japan Joint Seminar

Forming a center of human resource development in Asia

*Educational and medical games with societal benefits
Presentation on Fukuoka city’s projects at a game festival held in Utrecht.
Lecture by a professor of Utrecht School of the Arts at a symposium on serious games
held in Fukuoka.

○Seattle and Vancouver (game industry clusters in North America)

Economic revitalization of Fukuoka City
= Business opportunities, increase of the population
taking part in exchanges

Feasibility survey on business exchange (supported by JETRO)

Fukuoka aims to a leading city in serious games!!
FUKUOKA City
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FUKUOKA City

Fukuoka City Visit and
Training Program
●Purposes

-International contribution
-Networking
-Raising the profile of Fukuoka

●Future plan

７

6 Forming a center of human resource
development in Asia

●Five fields of service
Urban
design

Welfare
for the
elderly

Water
resources

Environment &
waste
disposal

International Regions
Benchmarking Consortium

International Regions Benchmarking Consortium (IRBC)

Fire &
disaster
prevention

An international network of 10 regions with common economic
features and similar in size. A community of regions with a
knowledge-oriented economy similar to Fukuoka.

-Cooperation with other cities, universities, organizations, companies, etc.
-Expanding the fields of service

○10 member regions

Visit and Training Program—First-ever challenge among the cities of Japan
On-the-job training at an elderly care
facility

“Fukuoka Method”—landfill technology for
industrial waste disposal

Barcelona (Spain)
Dublin (Ireland)
Daejeon (Korea)
Fukuoka (Japan)
Helsinki (Finland)
Melbourne (Australia)
Munich (Germany)
Seattle (America)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Vancouver (Canada)

Seawater Desalination Plant (“Mamizu Pia”)

FUKUOKA City

Outline of IRBC and
Conference in Fukuoka 2010

7 International Regions Benchmarking Consortium

FUKUOKA City

Significance of the
membership

7 International Regions Benchmarking Consortium

○To learn of successful cases from
other regions
○To provide information on Fukuoka’s
successful cases to the world
○To raise Fukuoka’s name recognition
○To attract international companies
through economic exchange

●Purpose
To share and learn about each other’s urban issues and successful
cases for future city development and international competitiveness.
○To share and learn about each other’s urban issues and successful
cases for future city development and international competitiveness.
○Fukuoka is the only participating region in Japan. The 2010 annual
conference was held in Fukuoka.
■Annual IRBC Conference
1st: June 2008 in Seattle with the theme of “The
Innovative Region”
2nd: November 2009 in Barcelona with the theme of
“Creativity and Talent”
3rd: July 7th-9th 2010 in Fukuoka with the theme of
“Knowledge Region”
・Participants: approx. 60 delegates
from 9 worldwide regions, from
industries, academia, and governments.

FUKUOKA City

To become a focal point in
the Asian Pacific region

FUKUOKA City

Thank you for your kind attention

To become a driving force
of the Japanese economy
○Readjustment of
transport and infrastructure,
e.g. airport and port
○Expansion of flight and
shipping routes

Exchange
with Asia
for over
2,000 years

Economic revitalization through
transnational exchanges
○Forming the Fukuoka-Busan supra-regional economic
zone
○Creation of a Tourism Exchange Zone in Northeast Asia
○Promotion of Fashion and Game Industries
○Forming a center of human resource development in Asia
○Involvement with the International Regions
○Benchmarking Consortium

Fukuoka City
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(4) GWANGYANG
Promote the local economy through exchange with other cities by
transcending boundaries
Mr. Lee Sung-Woong
Mayor of Gwangyang City
Outline of Gwangyang City
Gwangyang is a beautiful harbor city, located at the center of the southernmost part of the Korean
peninsula. Three major industries have developed in Gwangyang: the steel industry, revolving
around the POSCO Gwangyang steelworks, a global enterprise producing 17.4 million tons of steel
annually; the shipbuilding industry cluster, developed around the steel plate mill, completed this year,
with 5 million tons of annual production; and the harbor logistics industry, centering on the container
terminal at Gwangyang Port and operating 16 berths for vessels in the 50 thousand-ton class.
According to mid- and long-term development plans, Gwangyang is expected to be intensively
fostered as a hub for global logistics, as well as a world-class city for marine tourism and resorts by
implementing the Sun Belt project to develop the broad southern coast area of Korea.
International Container Terminal
The Gwangyang Container Terminal is now ranked the 57th port in the world for container traffic,
with 1.81 million TEU last year since Phase 1 opened in 1998, and is expected to increase
performance to over 2 million TEU this year. It is achieving its goal to be a logistics-centered port in
northeast Asia through the realization of a state-of-the-art logistics system, green port, and free trade
port.
Companies engaged in the logistics business have already moved in the outlying complexes to the
rear of the Gwangyang container terminal and the city is attracting manufacturing companies in
order to create greater container traffic. The Gwangyang Container Terminal and outlying
complexes are designated as a free trade zone offering such benefits as rents as low 1 dollar per 3.3
square meters for up to 50 years.
Now, 9 million square meters in the area neighboring the port is designated as a free trade zone and
plans are underway to extend this to 33 million square meters, aiming to develop Gwangyang into an
international free trade city like Singapore and Hong Kong.
Changes in conditions of the local government in a global society
As the international competitiveness of the local government is directly connected to national
competitiveness because of the global changes, local governments must change their role in a global
society. The winds of change, blowing through politics, economy, and society, have driven not only
countries but also local governments to respond promptly and actively. Glocalization, characterized
by the increasing of mutual dependence and intensifying of economic competition, is regarded as the
current mainstream.
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The local governments fulfilling only their given roles within their institutional boundaries will have
no choice but to face their limits in development. It is critical to find common measures that can
enable the cities in the Asian-Pacific region to share their interests with each other.
Local government, therefore, can utilize international exchange not only as a way to build friendship
and show courtesy, but also as a chance to promote local economy, allowing local governments to
prioritize their own development as suitable for local conditions and meet the demands of their
citizens. I hope this meeting provides the opportunity to discuss measures for inter-city exchange
transcending boundaries and for promoting the local economy through mutual cooperation.
Projects of Gwangyang City
1. Establishment of the Northeast Asia Golden Route
First, we are carrying forward a project to establish a golden route in northeast Asia in connection
with our 2 exchange cities located in the northeast of China. The Northeast Asia Golden Route refers
to a project for creating a new logistics business model in order to draw mutual cooperation in the
field of port logistics and to vitalize ports by establishing a seaway connecting Gwangyang with
northern China.
We have held an international forum, seminars, and working-level discussions several times in each
city since we made the agreement on a Letter of Intent to collaborate on the establishment of a sea
route from Gwangyang Port to Yingkou Port in July 2006.
Experts had in-depth discussion in the “Establishment of the Golden Route in Northeast Asia”
sessions both in the Northeast Asia Development Forum hosted by Shenyang, China in 2009 and in
the 2010 Gwangyang Port International Forum hosted by Gwangyang City.
Concrete business items for the operation of container ships between Gwangyang Port and Yingkou
Port are now in progress through the participation of representatives from both shipping companies
and logistics in international exchange cities. The establishment of a golden route will contribute to
the promotion of the local economy of the cities involved as well as to create new container traffic
for Gwangyang Port.
2. Opening of a sea route for ferry between Gwangyang and Shimonoseki
Second, we are pushing ahead for the opening of a sea route for 15 thousand-ton class car ferries
capable of carrying 700 passengers and 180 TEU cargo shuttling between Gwangyang and Japan 3
times a week. According to an analysis of the shipping company in charge of operation and tourism
industry, this route is expected to attract 0.1 million Japans tourists to Korea as well as to transport
ten thousand TEUs of agricultural, livestock, and fishery products annually. Opening a sea route for
a car ferry will contribute to encouraging positive changes in the urban tourism industry and to
facilitate the local economy.
3. Enhancement of international exchanges with the world’s leading port cities
Third, we are trying to make international exchanges with the world’s leading port cities.
Gwangyang, looking for positive exchange and cooperation with the world’s major port cities as a
home for an international container terminal, is increasing exchanges with cities going in the same
direction and needing cooperation from other ports in the near future.
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Through the project to expand international exchange, since May 2008 we have been pursuing
exchange with Izumiotsu, Japan, which has a similar industrial infrastructure as Gwangyang, along
with economic exchanges in areas of mutual support for business, benchmarking of economic
models and correspondence between entrepreneurs. In this process, Gwangyang has had the chance
to export its Chinese plum crop to Japan, which contributes to our agricultural products to pioneer a
new market abroad and to increase farming income.
For your reference, Gwangyang produces 7,922 tons of plum over 983 hectares, accounting for 28
percent of the total production in Korea. Our organically-grown plum, with its high levels of citric
acid and excellent taste and flavor, is renowned as one of the best plum in Korea. Each March, the
Gwangyang International plum Flower Festival, heralding the beginning of spring, attracts many
tourists, both domestic and foreign.
4. Promoting of economic exchanges at international events
Fourth, we are pursuing friendly exchange along with economic exchange through city promotion,
the attraction of foreign investment, and investor relations by attending a variety of international
events including international exhibitions hosted by international sister and friendly relationship
cities. We have achieved successful results by participating in two representative events: a seminar
on Sharing International High Technology held in Shenzhen, China since 2006; and the international
event the International Investment & Trade Consultation held in Xiamen, China. We are planning to
pioneer the global market and attract investment through the exhibition and explanation of the results
of our municipal U-IT research center by attending the 12th Seminar on Sharing International High
Technology held in Shenzhen, China this November, as well as to promote our city as a home for
tourism, industry, and ports and the principal products of our city by citizen’s direct voice. Mutual
cooperation between exchange cities is of substantial importance in that attending international
events may contribute to improving the image of both the city and local industry.
Three proposals for economic cooperation through exchanges among member cities of the
Asian-Pacific City Summit
First, local governments should exert interest and efforts in pioneering the global market and
increasing exports in order to strengthen the competitive edge of local products in the world market
and to expand the market. In addition, local governments should facilitate productivity to produce
with low price, high quality goods by increasing international exchange in the three production
factors such of capital, technology, and human resources, as well as productivity through the
advancement of industrial techniques. Local governments also pave the way for find promising
products and promote competitiveness by highlighting their own distinct cultural traits, originality,
and locality. Establishing an interactive cooperation system between international cities will play a
great role in providing the opportunity for exchange, advertising products, exchanging information,
attracting outstanding human resources, and supporting business activities for exchange cities.
The second plan is to dispatch a private-public cooperative group for global market pioneering to
find promising products for import and export, and jointly pursue such long-term measures as
establishing permanent exhibition halls or booths for selling specialties produced by exchange cities
at retail outlets or department stores.
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The third is to construct a network directly connecting every port in the member cities by creating a
profitable distribution model, which could provide a chance to persuade both manufacturers and
logistics to move into the hinterland of the container terminal. I sincerely hope that working-level
discussions on research on current distribution states, information about ports, and ways to attract
foreign investment can yield a variety of business models.
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Major Industry

I . Introduction of Gwangyang City
II . The changing conditions of global society
III . Gwangyang's cases in International exchange
and cooperation with other cities
IV . The proposal of economic cooperation
through exchange between member cities

Mid and long-term development plan
of Korean Government

Gwangyang Port International Container Terminal

Gwangyang Port International Container Terminal

Glocalization
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Change of the exchanges among local cities
Establishing a golden route between Gwangyang
and the Northern China

International Exchanges of local governments to activate local
economy beyond a simple and formal friendship of the past.

Opening a sea route for car ferry between Gwangyang
and Japan

Establishing a golden route between Gwangyang
and the Northern China

International exchanges with the world' s major cities

Gwangyang Plum

Participation in the International Event held
in sister and friendly relationship cities

Participation in the International Event held
in sister and friendly relationship cities
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Increasing exports of products of local cities

Increasing exports of products of local cities

Operating sales halls or booths for export and
import goods

Cooperation in creating cargo volume between ports
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(5) KITAKYUSHU
Kitakyushu’s Cross-Boundary Intercity Cooperation and Exchange
Mr. Yoshihiro Takahara
Executive Director, International Affairs Department,
Planning & Cultural Affairs Bureau, Kitakyushu City
1. Environment and Technology City: Kitakyushu
The City of Kitakyushu is an international city of one million people located in western Japan on the
northernmost tip of Kyushu Island.
Located close to other Asian countries, Kitakyushu has thrived as a gateway to Asia for many years
due to its convenient location between Tokyo and Shanghai.
Enclosed by a beautiful coastline and rich, natural surroundings, Kitakyushu, the “World Capital of
Sustainable Development,” has an area of approximately 490 km2, with a magnificent river that
flows through the heart of the city.
2. Technology Capital of Asia: Kitakyushu
With the operations of government-owned Yawata Steel Works located in the city in 1901 and the
resulting concentration of material manufacturing industries, including steel, chemicals, metals, and
ceramics, Kitakyushu has supported the development of modern Japan.
Kitakyushu has amassed a wealth of technology and human resources that have been acquired over
the city’s history as a manufacturing city, one which has lasted well over one hundred years.
Within the city can be found Nippon Steel Corporation Yawata Works, which has acted as a driving
force behind the Japanese economy; renowned TOTO Ltd., which produces housing plumbing
products and equipment; and Yaskawa Electric Corporation, which is known for cutting-edge
industrial robotics; major automobile manufacturers, such as Toyota, Nissan and Daihatsu, have also
moved their latest, most-up-to-date plants to neighboring areas.
Kitakyushu continues to perfect its transportation and distribution base, including Kitakyushu
Airport and the Hibikinada Deep Sea Port and Harbor, as well as enhance its rich, intellectual
foundation, such as the Kitakyushu Science and Research Park. Industries involved in environmental
business, semiconductors, and automobiles continue to concentrate their activities in the city, while
more businesses within Kitakyushu are moving into new areas of growth, leading to great strides in
the city’s advancement as a “new manufacturing city.”
3. World Capital of Sustainable Development: Kitakyushu
In the 1960s, Japan underwent a period of rapid economic growth, during which Kitakyushu
developed into one of the country’s four largest industrial zones. However, this resulted in the
progression of severe environmental pollution, in particular in air and water quality, with factories
emitting multi-colored rainbows of smoke and soot, and the propellers of ships dissolving in sludge.
The above photos are of the sky and Dokai Bay, which was known as the “Sea of Death,” in
Kitakyushu in the 1960s.
1
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However, through the unified actions of the city’s residents, businesses and the local government,
Kitakyushu was transformed from a “grey city” to a “green city.” The photo below is of Kitakyushu
today, where one can see the city’s blue skies and a variety of fish swimming in the bay.
Since the 1980s, Kitakyushu has made use of the experiences, technology and know-how developed
during its struggle to overcome pollution to contribute to environmental improvement in developing
countries.
Today, the city is promoting the Kitakyushu Eco-Town project, which aims to create a resource
recycling society by promoting the “use of all waste as material for other industries, and reducing
waste as much as possible (zero emissions).” The development of recycling activities, such as that of
home appliances, automobiles, and PET bottles, as well as the establishment of facilities that carry
out research and development on technologies in cooperation with businesses and universities, has
led to the generation of new environmental industries.
Selected by the national government as an “Eco-Model City,” Kitakyushu is also taking on the
challenge of carrying out pioneering approaches with ambitious targets, such as large-scale
reductions of greenhouse gas emissions, and with the establishment of the Kitakyushu Asian Center
for Low Carbon Society, the city has started on its journey towards the creation of a low-carbon
society.
4. Kitakyushu’s Sister/Friendship Cities: Exchange with Dalian, China
Kitakyushu has concluded sister/friendship city agreements with the City of Dalian (China), Incheon
Metropolitan City (Korea), and the cities of Tacoma and Norfolk in the United States.
Friendship city ties were established with Dalian, China in 1979, and the two cities celebrated the
30th anniversary of this relationship last year. Kitakyushu was the first friendship city for Dalian and,
over the years, exchange activities have continued in various areas, including economy, culture, and
sports.
In May 2009, the 30th anniversary of Kitakyushu and Dalian’s friendship city ties, a “Dalian
Challenge Shop” was set up as a space to exhibit the processed food and manufacturing products
from Kitakyushu and to conduct business meetings. Advantages of this business promotion office for
companies in Kitakyushu include assistance from the local staff in carrying out market research at
low-cost and developing business activities in China that are tailored to the country’s unique
business practices. As a matter of fact, there have been a number of small and medium-sized
businesses that have made use of the “Challenge Shop” and achieved entry into the Chinese market.
5. Kitakyushu’s Sister/Friendship Cities: Exchange with Incheon Metropolitan City, Korea
Kitakyushu established sister city ties with Incheon Metropolitan City in Korea in 1988.
Incheon Metropolitan City is a port city located near Seoul, in which heavy industries have
developed.
Kitakyushu has carried out staff exchange and trainings with the Incheon Metropolitan City
government since 1996, and to date, has hosted eight staff and dispatched 12 staff from Kitakyushu
to Incheon.
In the field of firefighting, Kitakyushu has hosted staff from Incheon Metropolitan City since 1997
and has been able to transfer a number of Kitakyushu’s prominent firefighting techniques. In 2007,
the two cities concluded a Memorandum of Understanding for cooperation in the field of firefighting
and disasters, which has further strengthened the cooperative relationship between Incheon and
2
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Kitakyushu. Since 2009, direct flights between Kitakyushu Airport and Incheon Airport have gone
into service.
6. Kitakyushu’s Sister/Friendship Cities: Exchange with the United States
Kitakyushu has sister city relationships with two cities in the United States. The reason for this was
so that the sister city relationships could continue between the former city of Kokura and Tacoma,
Washington, and the former city of Moji and Norfolk, Virginia, both established in 1959 before
Kitakyushu’s equal amalgamation of five neighboring cities in 1963, the first case of its kind in the
world.
Kitakyushu has continued to carry out extensive exchange with the city of Tacoma extending to the
economic, cultural and educational fields through agreements with sister universities and ports, as
well as youth home stays.
A goodwill high school baseball tournament has been held 13 times since 1988. This photo is of the
tournament organized last year on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Tacoma and Kitakyushu’s
sister city ties.
As with Tacoma, Kitakyushu has also continued to carry out extensive exchange with the city of
Norfolk. Since 1994, a musical performance has been held four times with the participation of young
people from Norfolk. This photo is of a performance that was held last year on the occasion of the
50th anniversary of Norfolk and Kitakyushu’s sister city ties.
It was a moving performance that charmed the residents of Kitakyushu.
7. The Organization for the East Asia Economic Development
Next, I would like to speak about transboundary intercity cooperation and exchange.
The Organization for the East Asia Economic Development was inaugurated in November 2004, in
which mayors and representatives from the business community from ten cities in Japan, China and
Korea participate.
Within the organization, the following priority issues have been highlighted as activities that should
be addressed from a broad perspective.
(1) Promotion of the creation of a regional East Asia FTA
(2) Development of strategies for a Pan-Yellow Sea sightseeing brand
(3) Creation of a Pan-Yellow Sea environmental model region
(4) Formation of a platform for technology exchange and development of human resources
(5) Development of a system to create new business
Member cities include four cities in China (Dalian, Qingdao, Tianjin, Yantai), three cities in Korea
(metro Pusan, metro Incheon, metro Ulsan), and three cities in Japan (Fukuoka, Kitakyushu,
Shimonoseki).
A general meeting with the participation of mayors and the heads of chambers of commerce and
industry is held once every two years. This photo is of the third general meeting organized in the city
of Ulsan, Korea in November 2008.
8. The Organization for the East Asia Economic Development: Four Panels and Achievements
3
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In order to promote business activities, four panels were established with practical functions:
manufacturing, environment, distribution and sightseeing. In each panel, private companies are
encouraged to participate so that practical gains and benefits can be developed.
I would like to provide some information about the achievements of these four panels.
(1) Manufacturing Panel
Various business matching activities are being carried out, including improvements to business
infrastructure, such as the development of websites, as well as the organization of business meetings
and trade fair exhibitions between member cities.
(2) Environment Panel
“Simultaneous coastline clean-up activities in the ten cities” with the participation of residents in all
member cities are carried out before and after World Environment Day.
(3) Distribution Panel
All of the ten member cities possess port facilities. A preferential system to mutually reduce port
costs has been introduced to promote the utilization of each port.
(4) Sightseeing Panel
The creation of a sightseeing guide information network and the development of joint sightseeing
public relation activities are being carried out to attract tourists from inside and outside the
Pan-Yellow Sea area.
9. New Joint Activity: “Pan-Yellow Sea ACTION”
I would now like to speak about “Pan-Yellow Sea ACTION,” which is currently being promoted as a
new joint activity.
“Pan-Yellow Sea ACTION” is a joint activity which will improve the business environment focusing
on trade and investment. It is the first attempt at the local level to further accelerate economic
exchange between ten cities.
Currently, a questionnaire and survey of businesses is being carried out by chambers of commerce
and industry in each city, in which problems and priority issues for businesses are being examined.
In the future, member cities will develop individual action plans for all problems and priority issues,
and in November of this year, a memorandum on the implementation of these action plans will be
signed during the general meeting. The action plans will be carried out under the public commitment
of the mayor of each city.
Through these actions, member cities will ultimately aim at the development of an attractive region
for businesses in each country.
10. Development of New Asian Networks: Haiphong, Viet Nam
In addition to exchange activities with East Asia, Kitakyushu is also developing new networks. In
recent years, the rapid economic growth of Viet Nam has been attracting attention, with increasing
interest from small and medium-sized businesses in Kitakyushu.
The harbor city of Haiphong functions as Viet Nam’s gateway to East Asia, including China, and is
importantly placed as a base for distribution and exchange for economic advancement in Viet Nam
in the China/East Asia economic bloc.
With these features and the economic structure of Haiphong, which is centered around
manufacturing, it is evident that Haiphong and Kitakyushu share many similarities and can be
4
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expected to have a major overall impact across a variety of areas, such as the environment, economy
and distribution.
To improve upon the previously mentioned opportunities and city characteristics, Kitakyushu
concluded an Agreement for Friendship and Cooperation with Haiphong in April 2009.
11. Agreement for Friendship and Cooperation with the City of Haiphong
The Agreement between Kitakyushu and Haiphong is for a period of five years. The form of the
agreement is scheduled to be reviewed in five years. Exchange and cooperation activities are as
follows.
(1) Development of human resources
In 2009, Kitakyushu hosted one city staff member from Haiphong (area of expertise: urban
planning), and again in 2010, the city hosted one additional city staff member (area of expertise:
agriculture).
(2) Ports
Coal is imported from Haiphong Port. Exports include automobile parts and miscellaneous goods,
which are shipped by container. An increase in the volume of cargo is expected with the expansion
of Japanese businesses into Viet Nam in the future.
(3) Economy
The Kitakyushu-Viet Nam Association was established in August 2009. Future issues include
approaches to promote support industries in Haiphong.
(4) Water supply and sewage
International cooperation activities by Kitakyushu’s Waterworks Bureau started this fiscal year. In
addition, the city plans to host a trainee in the area of sewage management this fall.
(5) Urban planning
Improvement to infrastructure in Viet Nam will move forward at a rapid pace in the near future.
Together with international cooperation, it is expected that business opportunities for companies in
Kitakyushu will emerge. Kitakyushu aims to create a win-win relationship through exchange and
cooperation activities with the city of Haiphong.
12. Development of New Networks: Chelyabinsk, Russia
Next, I would like to speak about an example of exchange and cooperation with Russia.
Russia has continued on its path of high economic growth over the past several years as the only
advanced BRIC country. Within Russia, Chelyabinsk shares a similar history with Kitakyushu:
(1) Both cities have “smokestack industries,” centered around steel, which is a driving force behind
the cities’ economies
(2) Superannuation of facilities/equipment in factories from the era of state-run businesses,
environmental pollution, other
Making use of the steel and environmental technology and know-how developed in businesses
within the city, Kitakyushu has promoted economic exchange with Chelyabinsk since 2005.
One type of economic exchange has its foundation in steel. To date, an agreement on technology
transfer concerning the treatment of steel slag (by-products generated during the production of steel:
waste including iron) has been concluded, and the delivery of measuring equipment has been carried
out. A number of individual matters concerning the export of equipment and technology transfer are
5
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also currently in progress.
The second type of economic exchange is based on the environment. Kitakyushu’s Environment
Bureau has extended cooperation in drawing up a grand design for solid waste management in
Chelyabinsk, and the development of environmental business exchanges with local businesses, such
as in waste treatment and recycling, is anticipated.
Thus, the steel and environmental technologies of local businesses in Kitakyushu are highly admired
in Russia, with the result that this type of cooperation is becoming a model for international
business.
13. Agreement for Economic Cooperation with Chelyabinsk
Kitakyushu has promoted economic exchange with Chelyabinsk in the fields of steel and the
environment, and has achieved a number of results, including in the export of equipment and
technology transfer by local businesses.
Kitakyushu and Chelyabinsk concluded a five-year Agreement on economic exchange in June 2010
as a result of discussions in which the cities agreed that it would be important to continue to promote
the activation of economic exchange in both cities which are on a similar scale and have comparable
industrial structures.
In the future, Kitakyushu aims to improve its name recognition in Russia and facilitate smooth
business development.
14. Strengthening the Functions of Overseas Networks
Lastly, I would like to provide some information about Kitakyushu’s overseas offices.
With the establishment of city offices overseas, Kitakyushu is further strengthening its networks.
Two offices have been established, namely in the city of Dalian, Kitakyushu’s friendship city, and
Shanghai, a focal point of the Chinese economy.
These offices aim to provide business support to all companies by expanding networks with
governmental organizations and businesses through public relation activities and the introduction of
business connections for local companies, as well as with the provision of support to companies that
are expanding their business activities into the Chinese market.

6
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Environment and Technology City: Kitakyushu

Kitakyushu’s
y
Cross-boundary
Crossy
Intercity Cooperation and Exchange

CITY OF KITAKYUSHU

Kitakyushu’s City Center

1

Technology Capital of Asia

A World Capital of Sustainable Development（１）

Sky in 1960

Dokai Bay in 1960

Yawata Works,,
Nippon Steel Corporation

TOTO LTD.

Sky today

Nissan Motor Co., LTD Kyushu Plant

2

A World Capital of Sustainable Development（２）

Dokai Bay today

In the 1960s, Japan underwent rapid economic growth, during which
Kitakyushu developd into one of the country’s
country s four largest industrial zones
zones.
However , the air and water became very polluted. Despite this situation, the
residents, businesses and the local government miraculously united in the task
to overcome pollution. The city turned from a “Grey City” to a “Green City.”

YASKAWA Electric Corporation

Kitakyushu
Ki
k h has
h a magnificent
ifi
heritage
h i
off technologies
h l i andd human
h
resources
that have been acquired over the city’s history as a manufacturing city, one
which has lasted over one hundred years since the founding of the
government-owned Yawata Steel Works in 1901.

3

A World Capital of Sustainable Development（３）

4
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Kitakyushu’s Sister/Friendship Cities

Kitakyushu’s Sister/Friendship Cities

Kitakyushu
y
International
Friendship
Memorial Library

■ Exchange
E h
with
ith Dalian,
D li
Chi
China
○Became friendship cities in May 1979
(30th anniversary of ties in 2009)
○Ki k
○Kitakyushu
h B
Business
i
P
Promotion
i Offi
Office iin D
Dalian
li

■E h
■Exchange
with
ith M
Metro
t IIncheon,
h
K
Korea
○Became sister cities in December 1988 (celebrated 20th anniversary in 2008)
○Reciprocal
p
dispatch
p
of city
y staff from metro Incheon and Kitakyushu
y
city
y
Since 1996, Kitakyushu has hosted 8 staff from metro Incheon and has dispatched 12 staff

Established in July 1991 Director (dispatched from city), four staff

○Exhibitions at the Global Fair & Festival 2009, Incheon, Korea
○2004: MoU on distribution and exchange as “logistical partner ports”
○2007: Agreement signed on cooperation in firefighting and disasters
○2009: Kitakyushu-Incheon flight service

○Establishment of “Dalian Challenge Shop” as space to conduct business meetings and
exhibit processed foods and products from Kitakyushu (May 2009)
Dalian Challenge Shop
1 Reduction of initial investment
1.
Low-cost market research
(from 7,000 yen/booth per month)

30th Anniversary of Friendship City Ties (2009)
1.

Kitakyushu delegation visits Dalian (May)

2. Local sales representatives promote sales in place of
exhibitors

With th
their
i understanding
d t di off llocall b
business
i
practices,
ti
llocall
representatives develop business activities in place of exhibitors.

3. Potential for retail
Potential to identify consumer needs through retail for food
and miscellaneous products, other

About Metro Incheon

2 Reciprocal visit by local delegations from both
2.
cities via charter flights (September-October)

Incheon is aiming to become a focal city for the 21st century East Asian economy by strengthening the functions of its
world-class international port in customer service and as a key area for Northeast Asia, as well as an economic free
zone with its origins in the Republic of Korea, setting its sights on becoming a cutting-edge city featuring air and sea
transportation, a logistics complex, an international business center, financial services, residences, schools and hospitals,
and shopping and entertainment centers.
To achieve these targets, Incheon organized the Global Fair & Festival 2009 Incheon, Korea, and will host the Asian
Games in 2014, in order to better publicize the city to the world.

・Kitakyushu→Dalian about 110 people
・Dalian→Kitakyushu about 180 people

3. Dalian delegation visits Kitakyushu (February)

① MoU signing ceremony for friendship and exchange
between the Lvshun Museum and the Kitakyushu
Museum of Natural History & Human History
② Naming ceremony and relief design dedication for “Dalian
Street”
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Kitakyushu’s Sister/Friendship Cities
■ Exchange with U.S.

Tacoma

The Organization for the East Asia Economic Development

Became sister city in 1959

■The Organization for the East Asia Economic Development

◎ Youth & sports exchange

Tacoma

○Established

Visits by youth home stay groups, reciprocal visits
by HS baseball teams
from Kitakyushu and
Tacoma

Became sister city
on June 8, 1959

２���

○�i�e�P�i��it������e��i���it������������ti�itie�

○Members China： Dalian,
Dalian Qingdao,
Qingdao Tianjin,
Tianjin Yantai
Japan: Fukuoka, Kitakyushu, Shimonoseki
Korea: Busan, Incheon, Ulsan

○4 P
Panels
l Manufacturing, Environment, Distribution,
Sightseeing

Norfolk

Became sister city on
July 14, 1959

� P����ti����f�t�e���e�ti����f����e�i���l����t���i�����
２ De�el���e�t��f��t��te�ie��f�����P���Yell���Se���
D l
t f t t i f
P Y ll S
�i��t�eei��������
� ��e�ti����f���P���Yell���Se��e��i����e�t�l����el�
�e�i��
� �����ti����f����l�tf����f���te����l����e������e�����
�e�el���e�t��f��������e�����e�
� De�el���e�t��f������te��t����e�te��e�����i�e��

◎Sister schools (Kyushu Kyoritsu University, Iseigaoka
Elem. School, etc.)
◎School exchanges with Kitakyushu City HS, Meiji
Gakuen Senior HS)

2009 50th anniversary of
sister city ties

Norfolk Became sister city in 1959

Reciprocal visits by
mayors of both cities,
youth sports exchanges,
cultural exchanges, other

Yellow Sea

◎U.S.-Japan educational symposium
◎Sister schools (Univ. of Kitakyushu
and Numa Junior HS, etc.)

Total Population of ten cities
43260 thousand （2008）
Total GDP in ten cities
About 53 trillion yen（2008）

Yellow Sea Area

◎Youth cultural exchanges (musical, etc)

����
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“Pan Yellow Sea ＡＣＴＩＯＮ」
- Unprecedented Innovative Project -

Four Panels and Achievements
Panels

Main Achievements

Manufacturing
Panel

○Business meetings, business matching opportunities at trade fairs
○Business matching support utilizing IT

Environment Panel
Distribution Panel
Sightseeing Panel

Simple Concept

Chambers of Commerce of 10 OEAED Cities identify problems
10 City Government Offices compile solutions for all of the problems
Mayors officially and openly promise to complete actions in 2 years.

○Coastal clean-up activity with the participation of 10 cities
○ International environmental cooperation with Qingdao, Tianjin, and Dalian

Chambers of Commerce research
problems faced by local businesses
in 10 cities

○Introduction of reciprocal systems, such as port fee reductions, other
○Implementation of joint port sales

10 City Governments
make action plans and
implement in 2 years

Kitakyushu

○Creation of joint pamphlets, DVDs, characters for ten member cities
○Sightseeing websites、○Promotion of school excursions

Fukuoka

Shimonoseki

Dalian
Yantai
Tianjin
Qingdao

Requests from
businesses
to 10 cities
Issues exclusively for
central governments

Incheon
Ceremony to sign agreement on
logistics partnership

Environmental agreement with
Qingdao in 2007

Busan

Environmental agreement with
Tianjin in 2008

(Kitakyushu and Tianjin)

Explore solutions to be
applied only to 10 cities

Ulsan
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Agreement for Friendship and Cooperation with Haiphong

Development of New Asian Networks (ASEAN)
■Exchange with ASEAN countries

■ Concluded the agreement (April 2009)
Venue: Haiphong People’s Committee Gov’t Office

・Kitakyushu has focused on carrying out exchange
with East Asia (Korea, China)
・To identify new areas for exchange, Kitakyushu has
attached importance to the ASEAN region, an area of
remarkable growth and new developments

【Signatories】

Trinh Quang Su (Chairman, Haiphong People’s Committee)
Kenji Kitahashi (Mayor, City of Kitakyushu)

◆5-Year Exchange & Cooperation Project◆

Viet Nam

【Development
p
of human resources】 【Environment】
Hosting trainees, other
Strategic development of human
resources linking both cities

Particular focus on Viet Nam

【Ports】

Current state of Viet Nam
○Economic growth/Economic growth rate: 6.23％（2008 Top News)
（Rate for same period last year was 8.5%)
○Population: About 86 million (2008) (3rd largest population in ASEAN)・・・
Attractive also as a market
○High expectations as an “East-West Economic Corridor,” “Hanoi-Guangzhou Route,” and
“Secondary
Secondary East
East-West
West Economic Corridor
Corridor,” connecting industrial and commercial cities in
the southern China and Indo-China regions with Viet Nam as a focal point.

Increase in cargo volume expected
in line with Japanese businesses
locating to industrial zones in northern
Vi t Nam
Viet
N

【Economy】
Establishment of Kitakyushu-Viet Nam
Association (August 2009)
Activities in the field of human resource
development

Hosting trainees, study groups, other

【Water supply and sewage】

Technical cooperation for leakage prevention,
other from 2010

【Urban planning】

Technical cooperation for infrastructure
improvement, other
Creation of business opportunities for Kitakyushu
companies

【Citizens/cultural exchange】
Reciprocal visits, other

（2014→Review planned)
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Development of New Networks

Agreement for Economic Cooperation with Chelyabinsk

■Russia
Exchange with Chelyabinsk
C
Current
t situation
it ti iin Russia
R
i
・Vast land
・Rich, natural resources
・High
High rate of economic growth

Russia
Moscow

Based on economic exchange with Chelyabinsk carried out to date, Kitakyushu
concluded a five-year Agreement for Economic Cooperation in June 2010 to
promote the activation of economic exchange between the two cities, which
have similar scales and comparable industrial structures.

Ural Mountains

Chelyabinsk

��Chelyabinsk」
→ Russia’s largest
g
focal area for iron and steel industries with rich supplies
pp
of underground
g
resources, such as iron ore, other
→ Many businesses formerly operated as state-run factories→obsolete equipment, low productivity,
negative environmental impacts
⇒ Make use of technology
gy and know-how of Kitakyushu’s
y
steel and environmental-related industries
Promotion of business matching for steel
manufacturing equipment and recycling
technologies

Since the summer of 2005, Kitakyushu has continuously
conducted business missions to Chelyabinsk in
cooperation with national organizations promoting
business with Russia,
Russia and KITA,
KITA which is well-versed
in the practices of local businesses and environmental
know-how.

Shared history of suffering from environmental
problems,, such as p
p
pollution

→Using this opportunity for exchange with steel-related
industries, the Chelyabinsk government instituted
environmental policies based on the model of
Kitakyushu
→ Transfer of know-how from Kitakyushu
Kitakyushu’s
s government
and businesses, creation of business opportunities for
local companies
14
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Overseas Offices (Dalian & Shanghai)
Kitakyushu Business
Promotion Office in
Dalian
Established in July 1991

Dalian

【Staff】
Director (Dispatched by city)
Vice Director
(Di
(Dispatched
t h db
by F
Fukuoka
k k B
Bank)
k)

Local staff: 2

Shanghai

Kitakyushu

СПАСИБО ЗА ВНИМАНИЕ.

Kitakyushu Business
Promotion Office in
Shanghai
Established in July 2005
【Staff】
Director (Dispatched by city)
Vice Director

(Dispatched by Yamaguchi Bank)

Local staff: 2

Main Activities

- Attracting tourists from China
- Support for attracting sea routes and cargo collection
- Support for local business expansion into markets
- Creation of human networks with businesses,
businesses other
- Support for missions and business meetings
- Information gathering about China

Oth A
Other
Activities
ti iti

- Establishment of a Kitakyushu supporter’s group,
“Cha-cha Association,” in Shanghai
- PR activities using free papers and TV programs in both cities
- Creation of website to promote Japan
- Overseas internship program for city staff, other
16
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(6) KUMAMOTO
Creating City Brands and the Practical Use of Local Resources
～Abundant Natural Environment, History and Culture / City Strategy～
Mr. Jun Sakamoto
Senior Director, Planning and Information Department, Kumamoto City
1. Outline of Kumamoto City
Located in the center of Kyushu Island, in the south of the Japanese archipelago, Kumamoto City
has an area of about 390 sq. km. and a population of about 730,000 with a metropolitan population
about one million.
Kumamoto’s primary characteristic is that while inheriting historical legacy and traditional culture,
such as Kumamoto Castle, we have established many administrative government offices,
institutions of higher learning and medical facilities. The second characteristic would be the fact
that our citizens have 100% of their water provided to them by pure groundwater as well as our rich
natural environment which truly makes us feel blessed. Together with inexpensive prices and a
low crime rate, I can say that our city is a comfortable place to live.
If you look around Kumamoto City, you will find that there are two national parks. One is the
Aso National Park. Mount Aso features the world’s largest caldera as well as beautiful scenery
that attracts many visitors. The surrounding area features highly popular hot springs and golf
courses.
The other national park is Amakusa National Park. This park consists of 120 islands and includes
hot springs and places to do water sports. The islands are also known for being where many
Christians were persecuted at the beginning of the 17th century.
2. Efforts Towards Changes in Society and the Social Environment
Nowadays, Japan is facing a declining population, resulting in a declining sense of vitality in our
local society.
With this in mind Kumamoto will be unveiling the Kyushu bullet train system in 2011 and
becoming a government designated city in 2012, which will result in greater authority and
resources.
In essence, these next few years will be a great opportunity for us to promote our city image and
deepen cooperation and exchanges with other cities inside and outside Japan.
Accordingly, we will do our best to make practical use of our groundwater, greenery, tourist
attractions and unique and appealing local resources, such as our citizens’ spirit and daily life and
culture. Whether as a business partner, a tourist destination, or a place to live, we want
Kumamoto to be a place that people want to choose, which is why we are placing greater emphasis
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on establishing and communicating our city brands.
In order to accomplish this, in 2009 we created the Kumamoto City Brand Strategy Plan. Based
on this plan, the symbol of Kumamoto City, Kumamoto Castle, the pure groundwater from Aso, the
land where fresh ingredients grow from a lush environment, the passionate and friendly citizens of
Kumamoto, etc will all have a story created about them in order to make a consistent brand image
for our city’s products.
3. Specific Development to Utilize Our Rich Environment, History and Culture
3.1 Reconstruction of Kumamoto Castle
Constructed around 400 years ago and stretching about one million sq. meters, Kumamoto Castle
was built at the center of the town, effectively making Kumamoto City a castle town.
Unfortunately, most of the castle was destroyed by fire during a civil war in 1878, but recently our
city has put great effort in reconstructing the castle, especially around the 400th year anniversary of
the castle when the city poured 89 million USD in a 10 year project to rebuild the castle.
Worthy of mentioning is the fact that our city paid about 54 million USD to reconstruct the
“Honmaru Goten Palace”, which served as the administrative and living quarters of the feudal lord.
The result of this expansive reconstruction was that in 2008 alone over 2 million visitors came to
Kumamoto Castle, making it the number one castle tourist destination.
3.2 Small donation system for the Castle reconstruction
In junction with the previously mentioned reconstructed Kumamoto Castle, that our city uses a
small donation system to help maintain the castle. Until now we have had over 54,000 people
donate over one and a half billion yen. If you look at it from a 50 year or 100 year viewpoint, it is
our job to maintain the castle the way it is.
In other words, through these reconstruction projects our citizens are trying to show the historical
and cultural dignity of our city while establishing “Civic Pride”.
3.3 Groundwater
Concerning groundwater, in 1977 we created the Groundwater Preservation Ordinance as well as
begun maintaining our forested areas and cultivating groundwater in cooperation with other
municipalities. Additionally, through the Kumamoto Water Heritage and Kumamoto Water
Certification systems we have spread public awareness throughout the city.
The result of these efforts were that in 2008 Kumamoto won the Japan Water Grand Prize award for
best water and is now a representative of Japan’s water. Our refreshing water and water culture is
one area that we are striving to promote.
3.4 Branding
The fourth area is about constantly communicating new information for our city brands.
Examples of this are 10% discounts at certain restaurants via Kumamoto Castle donation member’s
cards, distributing handkerchiefs and badges with original designs, creating various goods,
promoting our high quality water with customized bottles, and offering our city website in a variety
of languages, such as English, Chinese, Korean, and Japanese.
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3.5 Creating a city that capitalizes on the rich anime and manga culture
There are many famous authors, who are well-known around the world, from Kumamoto City.
For example, last year the Kumamoto City Modern Art Museum hosted the final manga exhibition
of Takahiko Inoue, renowned author of “Slam Dunk”, “Vagabond”, “Real” and other series. Fans
from across the world attended the event. Furthermore, the legendary Musashi Miyamoto, author
of “The Book of Five Rings”, wrote his masterpiece in Kumamoto’s Reigando cave; the number of
the people who visit places in Kumamoto related to Musashi Miyamoto has increased over the
years. Hereafter, we will continue to examine more ways to utilize the famous authors of our city
and become a city that embraces the unique anime and culture of Japan.
4. Continuing Our City Cultivation
Given the current aging population situation in Japan, our city plans to respond by taking action to
utilize our natural environment and living conditions and create a “City That Is Comfortable To
Live In” as well as a “City To Be Chosen” by individuals from inside and outside of Japan. We
aim to increase the number of people who visit and to not only preserve but improve the vitality of
our city by implementing these strategies.
Concerning this goal, beginning this year we have focused greater attention on several East Asian
countries and are planning on developing partnerships in a variety of fields, such as tourism,
science, economics, the environment and so on.
As I previously mentioned, the unveiling of the Kyushu bullet train line as well as increased
resources and authority from becoming a government designated city will further strengthen our
city and create more opportunities. By implementing these strategies and creating and effectively
communicating our city brands to East Asia as well as the rest of the world, we hope to attract
people to come and discover a new Kumamoto City.

―
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Kumamoto City

Creating City Brands and the Practical Use of Local Resources
~Abundant Natural Environment, History and Culture – City Strategy~
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(7) POHANG
Economic Revitalization by City Promotion
Mr. Yun Jung Yong
Deputy Mayor of Pohang City
Conditions of Location and Character of Pohang
1. Conditions of Location





A Strategic Area Connecting Asian Continent to the Pacific Region
A Center City of the New Oceanic Era and the East-Sea Rim Economic Bloc in the 21st
Century
The Gateway to the East-Coast of the Korean Peninsula, International Port City
The Origin of the Saemaul(New Village Movement), Lead Modernization of Korea

2. Character of the City


Major Steel Industrial City, Lead Economic Dvelopment of Korea
POSCO, Hyundai Steel Co, Pohang Steel Industrial Complex, Dongguk Steel Co



International Logistic Center of the East-Sea Rim Economic Bloc
Yeongilman Port, Pohang Airport, Southern Donghae Railway and Middle Donghae
Railway, Economic Free Trade Area, Free Trade Zone



High Tech Science City, Based on Research Infrastructure
POSTECH, RIST, Accelerator Research Center, Life-Engineering Research Institute,
Intelligent Robot Research Center



Beautiful Tourist City with Beautiful Mountain and Sea
Bogyeongsa Temple of One Thousand Year History, O-ersa Temple, Homiggot National
Tourist Park, Beacon Museum, Clean Beach Resort



Environmental Friendly Green City, where Man and Nature Live Together
Low Carbon Green Industrial Complex, Waterfront Park of Hyungsan River, Citywide
Bicycle Facilities, the POSCO POWER (A Factory of A Fuel Cell)

New Economic Trends of Global Village and Vision of Pohang
1. New Economic Trends of Global Village
The Age of Limitless Competition by Globalization and Informationalization
Changes of Concepts of Time and Space, and Removal of National Border
Expansion of Exchange and Influence beyond National Border
Efforts for Mutual Prosperity through Regional Cooperation in the Age of Limitless
Competition
Low Carbon Green Growth Opposed to Global Warming








Occurrence of Global Warming caused by Thoughtless Use of Fossil Fuel
Big Flooding in the Northern Brazil, Big Flooding in Japan, Taiwan and China
Global Coping Efforts to Alleviate Global Warming: Local Agenda 21, UN Framework
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Convention on Climate Change
2. Vision for Development of Pohang
Taking off As the First Class World City through Low Carbon Green Growth and International
Business
International Logistic Center City Leading Oceanic Era of 21st Century
Low-carbon Green Growth City, Opposing to Global Warming
High-Tech Science City with Excellent R&D and Enterprises
Cultural City with Preserved Tradition and Overflowing Creativeness
Advanced Social Welfare City, Respecting law and Orders and Practicing Distribution and
Service







Pohang opened an International Port for the first time in the East Coast, wants to be developed as the
Center City of the East-Sea Rim Area, and hopes to be the developed as the first class world City
Cases of Creative City Development of Pohang
1. Direction of City Development
Aiming Multi-Core Compact City, Preventing Thoughtless Urban Sprawl
Aiming Art Polis with Beautiful Urban Design
Formation of Unique and Harmonious City, Integrating History and Tradition
Development of Green Space and Waterfront to Increase Livability of Citizen
Development of New Concept City at the Yeongilman Port Area
Science Polis Based on Excellent R&D Infrastructure








2. Cases of Creative City Development of Pohang
(1) Restoration of Dongbin Inner Harbor


Revitalization of old Downtown Area, Realization of Dream to be an Environment City
- Project Area: Songdo Dong, Haedo Dong, and Jukdo Dong Area
(Channel 1.3 ㎞, Waterfront Park 96,120 ㎡)
- Cost: 117 Billion Won
- Rest and Convenience Facilities, Culture Experience Theme Park, etc
*New Model for Urban Redevelopment through Recovering Eco-Environment

(2) Downtown Revitalization and Cityscape Design


Forming a Masterpiece City with Culture and Art
- Revitalization of Local Economy through old Downtown Regeneration:
A Streamlet in the Joong Ang Commercial District, Street of Culture
- Tera Nova Pohang Project: Improving Beauty of the City, Changing to Art Polis
*Received the National Spatial Culture Prize in 2008

(3) Pohang Techno Cluster


Science Village As A Mecca of Science and Technology
- Excellent Research Infrastructure of the Jigok District. POSTECH, RIST, National Technology
for Nanomaterials Technology, Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Life Engineering Research
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Institute, Pohang Institute of Intelligent Robotics
- Eco-Industrial Complex of High-Tech and Science. Technopark 2 Complex, Economic Free
Trade Zone of Knowledge and Creation Industrial Estate Exclusive for Machine parts and
Materials
*World Class Science City with Excellent R&D Infrastructure
(4) Environmental Theme Street of Bukbu Beach


Rest and Cultural Space with Ocean and Green Trees
- Project Area : 1.2 ㎞ (Passenger Ship Terminal - Dooho Dong)
- Cost: 2.5Billion Won
- Environmental Friendly Promenade, Bicycle Course, Outdoor Stage, Play Yard
*Installation of Environmental Friendly Wooden Deck

(5) Hyungsan River As A Waterfront Park and Eco-River


Recreating Urban Image through Preservation and Development
- Project Area : 63 ㎞(Ulsan - Gyeong Ju - Pohang)
- Waterfront Eco-Park, Maintenance of Waterflow, Pedestrian and Bicycle Roads.
It is the longest river and has the largest basin among the rivers directing to the East-Sea
(Basin Area : 1,167 ㎢)

(6) Low Carbon Green Industrial Complex


Development of Environmental Friendly Eco-Industrial Complex
- Target: POSCO and Pohang Steel Industrial Complex
- Expanding Green Space, Using Clean Energy, Reusing Surplus Steam, Commercialization of
By-Products of Zinc Galvanization, Reusing Rainfall and Waste Water
*Development of Green Industrial Complex for Both Citizen and Enterprises

(7) Infrastructure for Activation of Bicycle Use


Establishing Bicycle Roads for Energy Saving and Leisure
- Project Area : Citywide Area(253.9 ㎞)
- Cost: 39.1Billion Won
- Bicycle Roads, Parking Facilities, Security System, etc
*Example Area by the Ministry of Administration and Safety
(Multi-Activity Field - Haedo Dong - Songdo Dong : 2.5 ㎞)

(8) Development of Eco-Park and Resort Forest


Development of Eco-Environment Experience and Cultural Experience Place
- Location: Yeonil Eup, Heung Hae Eup, Kibuk Myun Area
- Contents: Joong Myung Nature Eco Park, Bihak Mountain Nature Resort Forest, Doeum
Mountain Resort Forest
*Eco observation Place, Education Place, Eco Observation Route, Rest Area

Future of Pohang
Current Pohang
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Creative Mythical City, Initiated National Prosperity through Saemaul and Steel Industry
Future Pohang




Center City of the East-Sea Rim Economic Bloc in the New Oceanic Era
A Model City for Low Carbon Green Growth, Opposing to Global Warming
Beautiful Metropolitan City with 850,000 Population in 2020, where Everyone want to live

Pohang wants to be developed as the first class world city, which leads the nation and contributes to
the world through establishing human-centered City with environment, culture, and social welfare.
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Ⅳ. Future of Pohang

Current Pohang
Creative Mythical City, Initiated National Prosperity through
Saemaul and Steel Industry

Future Pohang
Center City of the East-Sea Rim Economic Bloc in the New Oceanic Era
A Model City for Low Carbon Green Growth, Opposing to Global Warming
Beautiful Metropolitan City with 850 Thousand Population in 2020,
where Everyone want to live
Pohang wants to be developed as the first class world city, which leads
the nation and contributes to the world through establishing humancentered City with environment, culture, and social welfare.
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(8) VLADIVOSTOK
Sustainable development of Asian-Pacific cities: strategy of the
Vladivostok city development
Mr. Vladimir Saprykin
Head, International Relations and Tourism Department
Vladivostok City
As of to-day in the Russian Federation there has been well-defined formed the State policy aimed at
the accelerated development of the Far East and Trans-Baikal area supported by significant financial
resources and formulated in the Strategy of the Far East and Trans-Baikal region development until
2025 and the Strategy of the Primorskii krai (territory) social-economic development until 2025.
The Strategy of the Primorskii krai social-economic development until 2025 determines the mission
of the Primorskii krai in the Russian Federation: to ensure the interrelationship of the Russian
Federation with the Asian-Pacific region (APR) at the account of the most productive inclusion of
the Russian Federation to Asian markets of goods, finances, labor forces, technologies and
information.
The role of Vladivostok resulting from the Strategy of the Primorskii krai development is fixed in
the Strategy of the city of Vladivostok development. Priority tasks are as following:
1. Formation on the basis of Vladivostok a large Russian political, economic and cultural center in
the APR, development of a “contact zone” (communication site) between Russian and APR
countries, management, transport-logistic, innovation-education, touristic and production
functions.
2. Formation of Vladivostok city agglomeration ensuring investment and migration attractiveness
and conditions for the development of innovation activities and high qualification labor market;
appearance of new types of activities capable to accumulate the innovation resource.
3. Formation of a sustainable habitat and infrastructure development of the agglomeration
supposing the realization of large scale projects.
The scenario of Vladivostok development got a nick-name “Vladivostok is the World city for sane
enterprising and clever people”. Main elements of the scenario selected are:
1. The basic city-forming economy is the hospitality industry. Within the touristic, hotels,
entertainment-restaurants excursions and sport-recreation sectors there must be created not less
than a half of the GRP (gross regional product).
2. The main distinguishing features, «individualization and positioning of the city», should be
promoted to the market through the system of exportation of education and public health
services (economy of social culture and civil society) and importation of new technologies and
persons who are their bearers.
3. Consolidation of the civil society’s efforts, social institutions and all the forms of the population
self-organization should be executed around the idea of Vladivostok self-identity as a
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strategically important part of Russia and at the same time a European city in the APR.
The main instrument in reaching the goals set forth by the Strategy of the city of Vladivostok
development is the sub-program «Development of the city of Vladivostok as a center of international
cooperation in the Asian-Pacific region» within the framework of the Federal target program
«Economic and social development of the Far East and the Trans-Baikal region for the period until
2013». The Program determines that in 2012 in Vladivostok there will be held official events of the
APEC Summit.
Holding the Summit in Vladivostok significantly raises the status of the city within the boundaries of
the Asian-Pacific region and makes great demands to the conditions of the municipal territories,
engineering infrastructure and the exterior look as a whole.
For the realization of the Program there are made provisions of 553.4 billion Rubles: from the
federal budget - 202 billion, from the Krai’s budget — 33.6 billion, 317.9 billion Rubles will be
raised from non-budgetary sources, 44 million Rubles will be provided from the budget of the
Vladivostok municipal district.
With these funds 27 big projects are supposed to be realized in order to significantly raise the quality
of life in Vladivostok.
<Main Projects>
1. Reconstruction of Vladivostok airport: the amount of financing is 14.3 billion Rubles. As a result
of this project realization the airport capacity will increased up to 1,300 passengers an hour, there
will be reconstructed the runway, changed the light-signal equipment, enlarged the parking place for
wide-body aircraft, that would permit to accomplish the receipt of airplanes of any class, there will
be built new international terminal.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated some 8.5 billion Rubles.
2. Development of the road network i.e. reconstruction and building new roads and bridges, amount
of financing is 99.9 billion Rubles. As a result of this project realization there will be reconstructed
and built 113.1 kilometers of automobile roads, including:
- highway crossing to the Russkii island across the Bosporus Vostochnyi strait (3.1 kilometer);
- highway crossing across the Golden Horn Bay in Vladivostok on the highway connecting the
federal highway М-60 «Ussuri» Khabarovsk-Vladivostok to the Russkii island (2.1 kilometer);
- there will be built the road network on the Russkii island (20 kilometer).
The most complicated and large-scale objects are the bridges to the Russkii island across the
Bosporus Vostochnyi strait, amount of financing is 34.0 billion Rubles and especially the bridge
across the Golden Horn Bay in Vladivostok, erected in complex with the highway (the length of
the highway crossing will exceed two kilometers, and the main span length is 737 meters), the
amount of financing is 19.9 billion Rubles.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated more than 28 billion Rubles.
3. Development of the hospitality industry: construction of hotels for 3.5 thousand rooms on the
mainland part of Vladivostok. The total volume of financing is 23.8 billion Rubles.
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At present there is underway the construction of a resort complex of 43.1 thousand sq. meters,
located in the area of the Cape Burnyi, a business complex of 32.3 thousand sq. meters in the area of
Korabelnaya embankment.
The first visitors of modern hotels will become guests and participants to the “APEC Summit week”
to Vladivostok, and after the event they will become centers of business activity and tourism in
Primorye.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated some 300.0 million Rubles..
4. Construction of the Conference-Hall capable to accommodate 7 thousand persons, financing
volume – 10.0 billion Rubles.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated more 2.3 billion Rubles.
5. Development of the communal infrastructure of the city of Vladivostok, financing volume – 23.35
billion Rubles. The project includes the following objects:
- Construction of water supply facilities for the city of Vladivostok and other towns of the
Primorskii krai from underground sources of the Pushkinskiy water deposit, having a capacity of
324 thousand cubic meters/day, financing volume 7.3 billion Rubles.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated some 3.0 billion Rubles.
- Reconstruction and development of the city of Vladivostok’s system of water supply and
central heating having a capacity of 325 thousand cubic meters/day, canalization having a capacity
325 thousand cubic meters/day and sewage facilities having a capacity 207 thousand cubic
meters/day, financing volume is 9.6 billion Rubles.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated some 2.3 billion Rubles.
- Construction of a complex for processing and utilization of solid domestic wastes on the square
of 40.5 hectares, financing volume is1.4 billion Rubles.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated some 300 million Rubles.
6. Construction and reconstruction and energy and heating facilities, the financing volume is 14
billion Rubles; within the framework of the project there is planned the construction of the
generation sources with fuel storages and distribution nets for heating and energy supply for the Far
East Federal University, for the Primorskii Oceanarium, construction and reconstruction of
distribution nets of the mainland part of the city of Vladivostok and the Russkii island.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated some 1.5 billion Rubles.
7. Development of the territory of the Russkii Island: establishment of the Far East Federal
University.
It is supposed that after 2012 in the new University there will be studied some 50 thousand students.
In order to realize this project there will be provided 55.6 billion Rubles. The territory under
construction would amount to 200 hectares, the total square of the real estate constructed will be 500
thousand sq. meters.
As a result of this project realization there will be constructed: the building of natural sciences of 45
thousand sq. meters, hotels (3-stars) – 5.5 thousand rooms, financial-economic building of 38
thousand sq. meters, the whole University students center of 41 thousand sq. meters, medical
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treatment and scientific-research center and educational building of 48.1 thousand sq. meters, firefighting depot for six vehicles.
Beneath the FESFU there will be built buildings of a large fundamental library, several exhibition
halls, as well as largest sport complexes and the oceanarium.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated some 11.43 billion Rubles.
8. The sea face of the city of Vladivostok, including port facilities and port infrastructure of the city
of Vladivostok and the Russkii Island.
In order to perfect the face of the city from the seaside it is planned the reconstruction of buildings
and facilities facing bays, gulfs and guests’ routes of Vladivostok. The cost of the project is 11.96
billion Rubles.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated more than 8.7 billion Rubles.
9. Construction site of a new housing complex, «Snegovaya Padj»
Within the framework of the Program there is planned the construction of social infrastructure’s
facilities in the new housing complex: four general education schools for 825 schoolchildren each,
five preschools for 240 children each, sports and recreation center.
As for the first half of the 2010 there were assimilated some 23.5 million Rubles.
The basic infrastructure created within the framework of the Program will permit to assign to
Vladivostok the status of business, scientific-educational and cultural center.
Thanks to the realization of the Strategy Vladivostok would become a city to bear a mission of
strengthening and developing positions of Russia in the Far East and forming the site for
international interrelation of the Russian Federation with APR countries, a city which strives to
occupy positions of one of the world intellectual, enterprising and cultural cities-leaders capable not
only to produce business, innovation, scientific-technical and cultural ideas, but also to implement
them in Russia and in APR countries, thus ensuring a high level and quality of the city’s inhabitants,
inspiring respect in the world, exporting high technology products and services, attracting both
people and capitals.
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Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

Strategy of Vladivostok’s social and economical
development for a period up to 2020
Sustainable Development of Asia
Pacific Cities: Strategy for
Vladivostok’s Development

The crucial point of Vladivostok’s development is to turn into
a large political, economical and cultural center of Russia in
the Asia Pacific region

Presentation materials for the 9 th
Asian Pacific City Summit
30.09.2010

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit

Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

2

Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

2012 APEC SUMMIT to be hosted in Vladivostok
Major implementation steps:
In 2012 Vladivostok will host all APEC Summit-related events
1. Hospitality is a priority industry of the city economical
development
2. Health Care and Education services market
3. To promote the image of Vladivostok as a European city in
the Asia Pacific region

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit

The budget allocated for the implementation of all the
planned events is
553,4
553,4 bn.
bn. rubles
(about 18,5 bn.
bn. USD)
USD)

3

Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit

4

Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

New international airport is expected to cope
adequately with a flow of 1,3000 passengers per hour

2012 APEC Summit preparation:

Airport terminal reconstruction

Airport terminal reconstruction
Road network upgrade
Hospitality industry promotion
City utilities network reconstruction

Energy facilities construction and
upgrade
Russky island development
Marine facade
Snegovaya Pad residential area
development
5

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit
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Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit

Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development
Two 5 star hotels with the total capacity of 3.5 thousand rooms and
a conference center with a capacity of 7 thousand people are to be
constructed on the mainland in Vladivostok to accommodate the
summit delegations

More than 110 km of roads are to be constructed and
upgraded. Two bridges are to be constructed

Road network upgrade
Hospitality industry promotion

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit
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Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

New waterlines and treatment facilities as well as
solid domestic waste treatment complex are to be
constructed by 2012

The amount of electric power and heat provided for
the city to be increased by two times by 2012

City utilities network reconstruction
Energy facilities construction and
upgrade

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit
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Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit
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Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

To improve the general look of the city the exteriors of the
buildings and other constructions facing the sea and
the city’s main streets are to be renewed

Principal objects of 2012 APEC Summit are to
constructed on Russkyi island

Russky island development
Marine facade

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit
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Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit
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Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities: Strategy for Vladivostok’s Development

Thank you for your
attention!

Social infrastructure development of new residential area
called Snegovaya Pad

Snegovaya Pad residential area
development
Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit
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Presentation materials for the 9th Asian Pacific City Summit
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(9) DALIAN
New Strategy of Dalian Urban Development
Ms. CAO Aihua
Deputy Mayor of Dalian City
The theme of this summit is “Sustainable Development of Asia Pacific Cities， New Urban Policies
under the Global Economic Crisis ”, which is closely keeping with pulse of the times. Dalian has
always paid a great attention to foreign cooperation and exchange, and has already made many
searching and attempt. It is a great pleasure to share the valuable experience and make up for each
other’s deficiencies to mutual development. Today, we are here to discuss local exchange and
cooperation. The aim of these discussions is to find out how to realize mutual benefit and win-win
progress effectively in order to take the leading edge of urban construction and creating the new
advantages of economic development. And now, I would like to brief some information and recent
practices of Dalian.
Outline of Dalian
Dalian is located on the southern tip of Liaodong Peninsula. With a population of 6 million and a
land area of 12570 kilometers, Dalian is an important city of port, industry, trade, finance and
tourism in northern China. It is also one of the most opened and vigorous cities in China. In recent
years, Dalian is comprehensively revitalized by promoting old industry base. With the aim of
constructing Dalian into an international city in Northeast Asia, Dalian continuously implements a
large-scale urban construction and reformation and comprehensive environment management. It now
presents a fine situation with all-round social improvement, prosperous culture and a harmonious
and safe society.
Environmental City
Dalian has been conferred by the United Nations “Scroll of Honor Habitat Award”, “Global 500” for
its environmental achievements and “LivCom Award”. It was also titled “National Civilized City”
twice in China. In 2007 and 2009, “Summer Davos”, which is also known as “Annual Meeting of the
New Champions” was successfully held in Dalian.
Energetic development and growth of Dalian
Since the international financial crisis broke out in 2008, Dalian took a positive act to promote
internal needs, and made a great effort in developing oversea market. It insists on transforming
development mode and further develops low-carbon and green economy. In particularly, strategic
emerging industry has realized a fast and fine development. In 2009, Dalian’s GDP was estimated
440 billion yuan, general local fiscal budgetary revenue reached 40.02 billion yuan, fixed assets
investments was 327.3 billion yuan. Under the severe impact of global financial crisis, Dalian’s
economy is still stable and the economic indicator growth is one of the top on the national list.
Economic aggregate makes to a new high. In the first half of the year, Dalian’s total output value
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reached 251 billion yuan, up 16.6%. General local fiscal budgetary revenue reached 24.56 billion
yuan, up 25.8% over the first half of the year in 2009. Foreign investment in actual use was 3.72 US
dollar, an increase of 51.7%. These figures show a vigorous development and a bloom growth
momentum.
Now, Dalian has entered into a new development stage. The development and opening up of
Liaoning coastal economic belt has updated to the national strategy. State council further unveils the
policy of revitalizing Northeastern old industry base. These all bring a historical golden opportunity
to Dalian. It now fully pushes the building of international shipping center in northeast Asia,
international logistic center in northeast Asia, regional financial center and modern industry cluster.
In addition, Dalian accelerates the progress of urbanization process, opening up and reformation and
innovation. It shows a great potential of development.
Dalian would like to strengthen the cooperation with all cities present here on the following issues:
1. Strengthen shipping logistic cooperation
Dalian is grown up because of port. To build a international shipping center of Northeast Asia is
the core concept of the construction of Dalian “3 centers and 1 cluster zone”. It focuses on
building global logistic network and plan to construct an effective logistic platform. We will
study the foreign advanced experience of logistic management and operation and use for
reference, and further strengthen the exchange with other ports.
2. Tighten up the cooperation with IT industry
At the present, Dalian software and outsourcing service industry develops fast. The IT
cooperation scale would be gradually enlarged besides Japan to further enhance exchange in IT
technology and outsourcing industry between countries of the world. Dalian now has already
built a Dalian Software Park in Tokyo in order to promote the bilateral cooperation in this field.
Furthermore, the construction of the 3rd stage of Software Park has started, it would further
provide favorable terms in developing software service outsourcing industry.
3. Reinforce cooperation in green industry, such as energy saving and environment protection
Asian Pacific region shares a one ecosystem. Strengthening the development of green industry
suits every nation’s benefit. Dalian now speeds up the development of strategic emerging
industry and promotes research and development of new energy equipment, energy saving and
new energy vehicle, biopharmaceutical and new material. It also takes an active role in building
ecological park, for instance, Venous Industry Based Eco-industrial Park, Ocean Economic
Industrial Park. During the building process, we learn the foreign experience and advanced
technology and use for reference, so that a wider cooperation will be carried out in field of
energy saving, environment protection and resource utilization.
As an old saying in Chinese: “a distant relative is not as good as a near neighbor”, so no matter when,
Dalian is willing to cooperate with bordering country, and cherishing the deep friendship with the
member cities present here. I believe that through our unremitting efforts, the exchange and
cooperation between us will surely be tightened to achieve a fruitful result.
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A Panoramic View of Dalian Downtown

New Strategy of Dalian
Urban Development

Location: the southern tip of Liaodong Peninsula;
Land Area: 1.25 km2; Population: 6 million

NE Asia Economic Rim

Economic Corridor for 3
NE Provinces in China
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The Bohai Economic Rim
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Develop the New Industrial Structure:

High and New Technology—Leading Role;
Advanced Manufacturing and Modern Services—Support
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GDP in 2009: RMB 440 billion (2.66 times as in 2003)
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progress of economic growth in the first half of 2010, and the
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Objective：An International City in NE Asia
International Shipping Center for NE Asia

International Logistics Center for NE Asia

Regional Financial Center

Modern Industry Cluster Area

I. Enhance Shipping and Logistics Cooperation

III. Enhance Energy Saving and Environment
Friendliness Industry Cooperation

II. Enhance IT Industry Cooperation
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Develop the New Industrial Structure:

High and New Technology—Leading Role;
Advanced Manufacturing and Modern Services—Support

Thank you
New Energy Vehicles
Wind Power Equipments
LED
Nuclear Power Equipments

PV
Electronic Information
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(10) HONG KONG
Kai Tak Development
Planning for a Sustainable and Green Environment
Mr. YUE Chi Kin
Chief Town Planner, Planning Department
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
1. Introduction
Kai Tak, with an area of about 323 hectares, is the ex-airport site of Hong Kong. It has been vacant
since the relocation of the Hong Kong International Airport to Chek Lap Kok in 1998. The Planning
Department commissioned the Kai Tak Planning Review in 2004 to prepare a new development
scheme for the ex-airport site under a “no reclamation” scenario so as to preserve the heritage of the
Victoria Harbour. The study proceeded with extensive public engagement activities under the theme
of “Planning with the Community” to help building up public consensus on the development
proposals. After three rounds of public participation programme, a new Kai Tak Outline Zoning Plan
was published in November 2006, amalgamating the ‘shared’ vision of a “Distinguished, Vibrant,
Attractive and People-oriented Kai Tak by Victoria Harbour”.
The community generally supported the following guiding principles for the planning of Kai Tak:


Planning Kai Tak as a sustainable and environmentally friendly development to contribute to
Hong Kong as a world-class international city;





Developing Kai Tak as a hub for sports, recreation, tourism, business and quality housing;
Designing Kai Tak as Hong Kong’s showcase for urban design and landscaping;
Promoting pedestrian-oriented environment, integrated public spaces and maximising the
waterfront for public enjoyment;



Preserving the heritage assets in Kai Tak and respecting the legacy of the ex-Kai Tak Airport
and its runway; and



Integrating Kai Tak with its surrounding, providing opportunities for revitalising the
surrounding districts and promoting local and diversified economy.

Kai Tak is envisaged to become a new urban node in South East Kowloon as well as a new heritage,
green, sports and tourism hub of Hong Kong. The planning intention is to pursue a low to medium
density development in Kai Tak to achieve quality living environment, to enhance the townscape as
well as to meet public aspiration. Upon completion of the Kai Tak Development, 30,000 flats will be
provided to accommodate 86,000 population and 83,000 job opportunities will be created.
2. Towards a Sustainable City
The land use proposals for Kai Tak Development are supported by the following preliminary
technical assessments to ascertain their broad feasibility:
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Traffic and Transport
Environmental and Cultural Heritage
Air Ventilation
Marine
Drainage and Sewerage
Water and Utility
Sustainability

In particular, the Sustainability Assessment ensures the project to plan, design, construct and operate
in a sustainable way. A Preliminary Sustainability Assessment (PSA) has been conducted using the
Computer-Aided Sustainability Evaluation Tool (CASET) developed under the Study on Sustainable
Development in Hong Kong for the 21st Century (SUSDEV21) as the evaluation framework. The
CASET aims to assist Government in evaluating new strategic initiatives or major programmes from
a sustainable development perspective. It is built upon 42 sustainability indicators and eight guiding
principles. The assessment has shown that the land use proposals in Kai Tak will bring general
improvements to the economy, society and social infrastructure, leisure and cultural vibrancy and
mobility.
On the economic aspect, the proposed office sites at Kai Tak provide a land reserve for developing
into a well-planned prime office node as recommended in the HK2030 Study. It is expected to
enhance Hong Kong as a competitive and prosperous market-based economy through the creation of
business and employment opportunities as well as increase in the number of tourists visiting Hong
Kong. In addition, positive financial returns are also expected to be generated from land sales.
On the environmental aspect, the Kai Tak Development would provide extensive open space and
contribute to the area-based significant landscape features of the territory. The environmentally
friendly initiatives (e.g. district cooling system, water recycling) are expected to enhance its energy
and freshwater efficiency, thus contributing to the principle of promoting the sustainable use of
natural resources to minimize its ecological footprint through improving consumption efficiency.
The environmental improvement measures at Kai Tak Approach Channel will also bring about
improvements to the marine water quality of the area.
On the social aspect, about 30,000 flats would be provided for Kai Tak Development. It is expected
to contribute positively to enhancing living space, stabling private rent and relieving the housing
inadequacy of the territory, fostering a stable, equitable, ethical and progressive society.
On leisure and cultural vibrancy aspect, the provision of an easily accessible waterfront, Metro Park
and an extensive open space network will help alleviate the shortfall of open space in surrounding
districts, and improve the vibrancy of Hong Kong’s recreational opportunities and leisure activities.
The planned multi-purpose stadium complex and other sports and recreation venues are all positive
measures in promoting sports, recreation, cultural and entertainment activities.
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On mobility aspect, the co-location of living and employment areas within Kai Tak development
will reduce commuting or journey to work. The planned road links and rail-based transport are
expected to promote a safe, accessible, efficient and clean transport network of Hong Kong.
3. Sustainable Design Concepts
Sustainable design concepts have been applied in the conceptual design stage within the whole Kai
Tak Development to establish a sense of community and uniqueness for Kai Tak through the
creation of a comprehensive network of parks and gardens for integrating the residential and
commercial neighborhood. The design also echoes with the vision for the landscape to create Kai
Tak as “A Green Web for Sustainable Development”.
A comprehensive network of opens space to integrate with key developments and to create
distinctive landscape concepts with a view to achieving a high quality of living environment. These
concepts include:
“Station in the Park”
Station Square is one of focal points of the new city centre, where visitors come off from Kai Tak
Station of the mass transit railway. Lush green will be provided and surrounded by small shops. This
is the only station in the urban area with no overhead development and located within a park.
Developments are planned around the station to form the Kai Tak city centre.
The Kai Tak Nullah will be opened up and turned into the Kai Tak River to improve the microclimate in dense urban core area. It is located within the Kai Tak City Centre and on the west of the
Station Square. A riverside walk on both sides of the river channel is planned with shop frontage and
eating places to create a vibrant and festive public gathering place.
A special design residential area, Grid Neighborhood, is located to the south of the Station Square. It
comprises 12 smaller development sites with pedestrianized streets, podium free and better
ventilation considerations in the planning stage. This unique form of residential development with
intimately scaled urban street blocks 3-storey townhouses and tree-lined streets inspiring more
creativity in the Hong Kong property development sector.
“Shop in the Park”
Variety of commercial, office, hotel and retail developments around the Kai Tak Station of the mass
transit railway and extending along the Prince Edward Road East to the future Sung Wong Toi Park.
This area, surrounded by a dynamic environment of diverse buildings and the contemporary park
with cafes, restaurants and shops, serves as a gateway to Kai Tak.
“Stadium in the Park”
The multi-purpose stadium complex with a 45,000-seat main stadium, a 5,000-seat secondary
stadium and a 4,000-seat indoor sports arena is located in the waterfront to achieve a new icon in
Victoria Harbour. The concept of “Stadium in the Park” is intended to integrate the sports facilities
with the other leisure activities and to help the revitalization of the adjacent old districts.
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“Living on the Runway”
The distinctive waterfront setting is planned to accommodate quality hotel and residential
developments under the concept of “Living on the Runway”. With water on two sides and adjacent
to the Metro Park, the Runway community enjoys spectacular views at a unique location. An open
space corridor is planned at the centre of the Runway Precinct so as to reminisce the previous
aircraft landing activities.
A 24-hectare Metro Park is located in the northern part of the former runway. It would be a unique
waterfront park in Hong Kong. The elongated shape of the park helps to keep the collective memory
of the former airport.
A cruise terminal with 2 berths for mega cruise ships is located at the tip of the former runway to
support Hong Kong as a cruise hub in Asia. It is planned to commence operating the first berth
around mid-2013. Sustainable design features such as photovoltaic systems, a rain water recycling
system for irrigation, service-on-demand controls for escalators and passenger conveyors, carbon
dioxide sensors and a building energy management system are incorporated in the cruise terminal
building. In addition, a landscaped deck will be provided to facilitate the public to access the
waterfront. A heliport located at the runway tip is to cater for the cross-boundary helicopter services
in the Pearl River Delta region.
A tourism node of hotel/retail/entertainment facilities located adjacent to the cruise terminal is
intended to expand the tourism activities to this part of the metro area. A landmark building with a
public observation gallery in this location will form a major icon signifying the gateway to Kai Tak
for the cruise ships entering the harbour and achieving a more dramatic height profile. A runway
park is located at the end of the runway with an aviation theme.
4. Sustainable Features in Kai Tak Development
Kai Tak is envisaged to become a new urban node in South East Kowloon as well as new heritage,
green, sports and tourism hub of Hong Kong. The following sustainable features are proposed:
(1)
Podium-Free Design
Developments within Kai Tak area are podium-free; carparks will be located at basement level. This
podium-free design will enhance air ventilation particularly at street level and maintain visual
corridor.
(2)
Greening
Developments within Kai Tak area are encouraged to provide greening measures, such as roof
greening, vertical greening and roadside greening, to enhance the overall amenity, to serve as a
visual relief on the public utility structures as well as to reduce gas emission and carbon footprint.
(3)
Gradation Building Height Profile
Starting with tallest commercial buildings at City Centre, the building height gradates along the
residential neighbourhood towards the Stadium Complex and Metro Park, slightly rises again from
the Runway Precinct to a new landmark at the Tourism Node.
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Gradation building height profile can help to protect the view to ridgeline, to maintain the visual
corridor to the mountains and harbours and to enhance visual quality of the Kai Tak development.
(4)
Air Ventilation
Measures to improve the air ventilation within Kai Tak development, include:

open space and water body serve as breathing space;

site disposition and street pattern – the size of most land parcels is reduced to below 2
hectares, grid street pattern is designed to capture prevailing wind;



pedestrian streets and green corridors serve as breezeways; and
stepped height concept to minimize adverse visual and air ventilation impacts.

(5)
Environmentally Friendly Transport
To develop a sustainable living environment, a rail-based Environmentally Friendly Transport
System (EFTS) will be provided to minimize vehicular traffic. The proposed EFTS will circulate
throughout the Kai Tak area and serve as a feature attraction to the overall tourism appeal of the Kai
Tak site.
(6)
Cycle Track & Heritage Trail
The cycle track within Kai Tak will be the only planned cycle track in the urban area of Hong Kong.
It will allow people to access the waterfront easily and to cut down vehicular trips.
It is found that several sites/buildings/structures of cultural and historical significance are located
within Kai Tak, which include the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge Archaeological Site, Fishtail Rock and
Sung Wong Toi Inscription Rock, etc. These are worthy of preservation. The selected links of the
pedestrian network will be packaged and enhanced as the heritage trail of Kai Tak. The heritage trail
will be extended to the surrounding districts to connect with the existing heritage assets.
(7)
District Cooling System
A district cooling system (DCS) is planned to provide chilled water to air conditioning systems of
buildings planned for non-residential purpose in the Area, where appropriate. The DCS is more
energy efficient with less discharge of direct and indirect effluents to the environment. The system
would be supported by two chiller plants and a pumping station, which have been reserved in the
Area.
5. Conclusion
The planning of Kai Tak is the product of extensive public engagement with Government and the
community shared the same vision of developing it into a ‘Distinguished, Vibrant, Attractive and
People-oriented Kai Tak by Victoria Harbour’. Kai Tak Development has incorporated a variety of
new environmentally friendly initiatives and design concepts. It will serve as a showcase of
sustainable planning and development in Hong Kong. It will also be developed as a low-carbon city
and a green hub of Hong Kong.
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Introduction

The Planning Department commissioned the Kai Tak Planning Review in July
2004 to prepare a new development scheme for the ex-airport site under a “no
reclamation” scenario so as to preserve the heritage of the Victoria Harbour
reclamation
Harbour. The
study proceeded with extensive public engagement activities under the theme of
“Planning with the Community” to help building up public consensus on the
development proposals
proposals.

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Hong Kong SAR Government

Approved Kai Tak Outline Zoning Plan No. S/K22/2

Towards a Sustainable City
The land use proposals for Kai Tak Development are supported by the following
y
preliminaryy technical assessments to ascertain their broad feasibility:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic and Transport
Environmental and Cultural Heritage
Air Ventilation
Marine
Drainage and Sewerage
Water and Utility
Sustainability

In particular, the Sustainability Assessment ensures the project to plan,
design, construct and operate in a sustainable way

Economically

Sustainability Assessment

 As recommended in the HK2030 Study,
Study the proposed office
sites at Kai Tak provide a land reserve for developing into a
well-planned prime office node

 A Preliminary Sustainability Assessment (PSA) has been conducted using the
Computer-aided
Computer
aided Sustainability Evaluation Tool (CASET) developed under the
Study on Sustainable Development in Hong Kong for the 21st Century
(SUSDEV21) as the evaluation framework

 It is expected to enhance Hong Kong as a competitive and
prosperous market-based economy through the creation of
business and employment opportunities as well as increase in
the number of tourists visiting Hong Kong

 The CASET aims to assist Government in evaluating new strategic initiatives or
major programmes from a sustainable development perspective. It is built upon
42 sustainability indicators and eight guiding principles

 Positive financial returns are also expected to be generated
from land sales

E i
Environmentally
t ll

 The assessment has shown that the land use proposals in Kai Tak will bring
general improvements to the economy, society and social infrastructure, leisure
and
d cultural
lt l vibrancy
ib
and
d mobility
bilit

 The Kai Tak Development would provide extensive open space and contribute to the
area-based
area
based significant landscape features of the territory
 The environmentally friendly initiatives (e.g. district cooling system, water recycling) are
expected to enhance its energy and freshwater efficiency, thus contributing to the
principle of promoting the sustainable use of natural resources to minimize its ecological
footprint through improving consumption efficiency
 The environmental improvement measures at Kai Tak Approach
Channel will also bring about improvements to the marine water
quality of the area

Socially
 By providing around 30,000 flats, it is expected to contribute positively to enhancing living
space, stabling private rent and relieving the housing inadequacy of the territory, fostering a
stable, equitable, ethical and progressive society

S t i bl Design
Sustainable
D i Concepts
C
t

 On leisure and cultural vibrancy aspect, the provision of an easily accessible waterfront,
Metro Park and an extensive open space network will help to alleviate the shortfall of open
space in surrounding districts, and improve the vibrancy of Hong Kong’s recreational
opportunities
t iti and
d lleisure
i
activities
ti iti

“Station in the Park”
“Shop
Shop in the Park
Park”
“Stadium in the Park”
“Living on the Runway”

 The planned multi-purpose stadium complex and other sports and recreation venues are all
positive measures in promoting sports, recreation, cultural and entertainment activities
 The co-location of living and employment areas within Kai Tak development, travel distance
is expected to decrease for passengers. The planned road links and rail-based transport are
expected to promote a safe, accessible, efficient and clean transport network of Hong Kong
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“Station in the Park”

“Station in the Park”
Surrounding:
Kai Tak River

Station Square






focal point of the new city centre, where
visitors come off from Kai Tak Station
lush green Square surrounded by small shops
the only station in the urban area with
no overhead
h d development
d
l
t and
d located
l
t d
within a park
developments are planned around the station
to form the city centre

“Shop in the Park”

Grid Neighbourhood

 Kai Tak Nullah will be opened up and
turned into a river to improve the microclimate in dense urban core area




 a riverside walk on both sides of the river
channel is planned with shop frontage
and eating places to create a vibrant and
f ti public
festive
bli gathering
th i place
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located to the south of the Station Square
unique form of residential development with
intimately scaled urban street blocks
3-storey townhouses and tree-lined streets
small sites, pedestrianized streets, podium
free and air ventilation considerations

“Stadium in the Park”
Sports
p
Hub



Commercial/Office Belt




variety of commercial, office, hotel and retail
developments around the SCL Kai Tak Station and
extending along the Prince Edward Road East to the
future Sung Wong Toi Park





sports policy: in hosting major international sports events and encourage
community’s participation in sports activities
a 45 000-seat main stadium, a 5 000-seat secondary stadium and a 4 000-seat
indoor sports arena
the concept of “Stadium in the Park” so as to integrate the sports facilities with the
other leisure activities
located in the waterfront to achieve a new icon in Victoria Harbour
to help the revitalization of the adjacent old districts

surrounded by a dynamic environment of diverse
buildings, this contemporary park with cafes,
restaurants and shops serves as a gateway to Kai
Tak

“Living on the Runway”

“Living on the Runway”

Runway Precinct

Surrounding:



quality
lit hotel
h t l and
d residential
id ti l developments
d
l
t will
ill be
b provided
id d



low density residential development



continuous waterfront promenade on both sides of the Precinct





landscaped deck to separate vehicles and pedestrian traffic
to enjoy spectacular views of the harbour area
an open space corridor reminisce the previous aircraft landing activities

“Living on the Runway”

Metro Park




Cruise Terminal Building

Surrounding:

Cruise Terminal




to support Hong Kong as a cruise hub in Asia
by providing 2 berths for mega cruise ships
a landscaped deck will be provided to facilitate
the public to access the waterfront
the heliport located is to cater for the crossboundary helicopter services in the Pearl
River
e Delta
e a region
eg o

located in the northern part of the former runway
a unique waterfront park in Hong Kong
helps to keep the collective memory of the former airport

Tourism Node
 hotel/retail/entertainment facilities
 aviation theme runway park
 a landmark building with a public
observation gallery will form a major
icon for the cruise ships entering the
harbour and achieving a more
dramatic height profile
 visitors can command a panoramic
view of the harbour and an extended
vista beyond Lei Yue Mun
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S t i bl Features
Sustainable
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Podium-Free Design

Greening

in Kai Tak Development

Developments within Kai Tak area are podiumfree; carparks will be located at basement level.
The podium-free design will enhance air
ventilation particularly at street level and
maintain visual corridor.

S t i bl Features
Sustainable
F t
in Kai Tak Development

in Kai Tak Development

Developments within Kai Tak area are
encouraged to provide greening measures
measures,
such as roof greening, vertical greening
and roadside greening, to enhance the
overall amenity, to serve as a visual relief
on the public utility structures as well as to
reduce gas emission and carbon footprint.

S t i bl Features
Sustainable
F t
in Kai Tak Development

Air Ventilation
Measures to improve the air ventilation
within Kai Tak development, include:

Gradation Building Height Profile
Starts with tallest commercial buildings at City Centre and gradates along the residential
neighbourhood towards the Stadium Complex and Metro Park. Rises again from the Runway
Precinct to a new landmark at the Tourism Node.
Gradation height profile can help to protect the view to ridgeline, the views beyond the
neighbourhoods to maintain one’s orientation within the city, the visual corridor to the mountains
and
dh
harbours
b
and
d tto enhance
h
visual
i
l quality
lit off th
the K
Kaii T
Tak
kd
development.
l
t

S t i bl Features
Sustainable
F t
in Kai Tak Development

Environmentally Friendly Transport
To
o de
develop
e op a susta
sustainable
ab e living
ge
environment,
o e t, a rail-based
a based Environmentally
o e ta y Friendly
e d y Transport
a spo t
System (EFTS) will be provided to minimize vehicular traffic. The proposed EFTS will
circulate throughout the Kai Tak area and serve as an icon enhancing the overall tourism
appeal of the Kai Tak site.

 open space and water body serve as
breathing space
 site disposition and street pattern – the size
of most land parcels is reduced to below 2
hectares, grid street pattern is designed to
capture prevailing wind
 pedestrian streets and green corridors
serve as breezeways
 stepped height concept to minimize
ventilation impact
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Cycle Track & Heritage Trail
The only cycle track in the urban area of Hong Kong. The
cycle track will allow people to access the waterfront easily
and to cut down vehicular trips
trips.
Several sites/building/structures of cultural and historical
significance are located within Kai Tak
Tak, which include the
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge Archaeological Site, Fishtail Rock
and Sung Wong Toi Inscription Rock, etc. These are
worthy of preservation.
Selected links of the pedestrian network will be packaged
and enhanced as the heritage trail of Kai Tak. The heritage
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Cycle Track
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District Cooling System

A district cooling system (DCS) is planned to provide chilled water to air conditioning systems of
buildings planned for non-residential purpose in the Area, where appropriate. The DCS is more
energy efficient with less discharge of direct and indirect effluents to the environment. The system
would be supported by two chiller plants and a pumping station, which have been reserved in the
Area.

K

ai Tak Development will be a showcase of sustainable
planning and development in Hong Kong. It will also be
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d
l
d as a llowlow-carbon
b city
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d a green hub
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(11) KAGOSHIMA
Building a Sustainable and Environmentally-conservative City
Mr. Hiroyuki Mori
Mayor of Kagoshima City
Introduction to Kagoshima City
This city lies on the southern tip of Kyushu, and, with a population of 600,000 people, has prospered
as a focal city since ages past. It sits within a lavish environment coexisting with nature, a world
which boasts beautiful scenery surrounded by the peaceful waves of Kinko Bay, and the active
volcano Sakurajima erupting smoke before the very eyes of the city even now. Behind, there are
deep green forests and many clear flowing streams, and a wealth of hot springs dot the land.
The average temperature for 2009 was 19 degrees, but in the past 100 years the average temperature
has risen more than 2 degrees. In this same time period, Japan as a whole has risen 1 degree, so we
have risen more than two times than that of Japan as a whole. It is said that half of this is due to
global warming, but the other half is due to the effect of the city’s heat island phenomenon.
The Greenhouse Effect in Kagoshima City
Recently, in the waters of Kinko Bay, coral reef chlorosis has been observed, and there have been
confirmed sightings of a tropical fish known as caesio diagramma which live in the waters from
Okinawa to the Indian Ocean.
In addition, sightings within the city of a breed of butterfly from the Philippines and Taiwan known
as chilades pandava, and an insect which lives in tropical areas known as latrodectus geometricus,
have been confirmed, spawning thoughts that this may be due to global warming.
Building an environmentally-friendly and sustainable city
Amongst this, our city places the “environment” as the most important policy, and as such
endeavours to build a city from an environment viewpoint in every field whenever possible.



“Coexisting with nature”: in order to enjoy blessings from nature in the future.
“Recycling society”: driving down excess in the environment as much as possible through
resources circulation.

“Low-carbon society”: experiencing the abundance of life while working to drastically
reduce greenhouse gases.
With these three elements in mind, we progress with building an environmentally-friendly and
sustainable city, aiming to becoming a leading city in the environmental era.


In order to involve citizens and businesses in this sort of city building, we enforced a ‘Kagoshima
Environmental City Statement’ in collaboration with the citizens in October 2008.

１
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Coexisting with nature
With Sakurajima, Kinko Bay, and the spreading greenery in the neighbourhoods, our city is blessed
with abundant nature. Nature plays the important role of nurturing richness in one’s heart, and as
such we must make efforts to leave it in a better condition to our future generations while making
use of its diverse functions.
From the preservation activities of the loggerhead turtles which come on shore to lay eggs, to the
revitalization of Kotsukigawa, the river which runs through our city, we endeavour to heighten the
environmental preservation awareness of citizens through increasing the opportunities they have in
interacting with nature.
Next November, the 10th Conventional on Biological Diversity Conference of Parties, aka COP10,
will be in held in Nagoya City. The preservation of the biological diversity which supports the “life”
and “living” of all living things in earth is an extremely important topic.
Using this opportunity, we are planning our own Kagoshima version of the biological diversity area
strategies by preserving the rich biological diversity of our city, and making coexistence with nature
a reality we can pass on the future generations.
A recycling society
In recent years, as a result of mass production, mass consumption and mass waste in the lifestyle and
activities of citizens, the amount of wastage has increased.
However, we have now implemented a ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle’, aka the 3R (three Rs) initiative in
an attempt to reduce the burden on the environment, and effectively use the resources and energy to
promote a recycling-oriented disposal system. With the 15 categories of garbage separation in our
city, we have not only reduced the amount of combustibles, but also increased the resource materials
like aluminum cans, glass bottles and used paper.
80% of waste is incinerated at either one of our two waste disposal plants. In each plant, the heat
energy generated from the incineration process is turned into usable energy, and the leftover heat is
used as effectively as possible.
In the future, we are looking to investigate further ways to effectively use these precious resources
by producing biogas, one of the reusable energies from waste, and reducing the emission of
greenhouse gases.
Low-carbon society
Global warming counter-measures is an urgent issue in today’s world, and our city established a
‘Kagoshima Global Warming Counter-measures Area Promotion Plan’ in 2007 with the goal of
developing policies to reduce emissions.
Within this, there is a goal to reduce the greenhouse gas emission levels in 2011 by 8% of the 1990
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levels. We are working with citizens and businesses to actively make a low-carbon society a reality.
To go into detail, I will firstly talk about the introduction and promotion of solar power. From 2004,
the city gives out support funds to residences using solar power. As of 2009, approximately 3,700
establishments within the city use solar power, a top level for the country.
Furthermore, the introduction of solar power is being introduced into the city’s public establishments.
With a goal of further lowering the emission of greenhouse gases, 3 megawatt solar generators are
scheduled to be built by 2020, as part of the ‘Megasolar Power Plant Plan.’
Other counter-measures to global warming
Next there is the promotion of electric assistant bicycles.
Electric assistant bicycles are bicycles fitted with a motor to assist the rider. As our city does not
consist of much flat land, many residences are built on hilly areas, and most households use a car to
commute or go shopping.
In order to encourage people to make the transition from cars to bicycles, financial support for
electric assistant bicycles, which can be used to easily climb hills, was introduced from last year and
is enjoying great success.
Additionally, in an attempt to promote electric cars, 10 will be purchased for official use.
Turf-laying on city tram tracks
Next is the turf-laying on the city’s tram tracks. The tram has been operational since 1914, and with
10,870,000 users in 2008, it has been a long-loved mode of transport for short distances, playing a
big role in the reduction of CO2.
From 2006, in order to combat the heat island effect and improve the scenery of the city, turf was
laid on a railway track for the first time in this country. Currently, the turf runs for 4.8km through the
urban part of the city, and the rich color of the “green carpet” shines on the main street.
In addition, the base for the grass uses the white sand, hardened in cement, from the endless supply
of volcanic products Kagoshima possesses. The railway's temperature has been reduced by 18
degrees; in particular the median strip has seen a huge temperature reduction of as much as 24
degrees. The noise of the tram has also been reduced by 4 decibels, and the riding sensation
improved. It has received highly favourable responses from citizens and tourists alike, with
comments of how the attractiveness of the city has been raised.
Other turf-laying
Furthermore, as part of the mitigation for the heat island phenomenon, every year turf is laid on the
roof of one of the city’s establishments and schoolyards. We also provide assistance in laying turf on
the roofs and walls of private residences.
Cooperation with citizens
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With a stance that all citizens should work together to make the city beautiful, periodic area cleaning
activities involving communities and companies are run. Every year, the first Sunday of August is
‘Green Kagoshima’ Day, a day where citizens come together to beautify and clean the city. This year
saw 80,000 people participating in the cleanup.
In ways like these, we have been progressing our environmentally-conservative and sustainable city
building, establishing partnerships with the citizens, and linking with the independent initiatives of
communities and businesses.
Kagoshima Environmental Future Centre
I would like to now introduce the Museum of the Environment, a core facility in enforcing the
collaboration of environmental activities with citizens and businesses.
This facility acts as a base point for learning about the environment, the conveyance of
environmental information, and environmental-conservation activities, as well as acting as an
“Eco-model facility” with minimal impact on the environment. It was opened in October 2008.
With the whole area covered in grass and trees, the facility fully utilises the benefits of natural
ventilation and lighting, underground water, solar power and other forms of natural energy. It is also
a facility which mitigates the heat island effect and reduces greenhouse effect gas emissions.
Before the roof was laid with grass, the temperature of the surface was 68 degrees Celsius. However,
after the turf-laying it was reduced to 38degrees Celsius, seeing a 30degrees Celsius reduction.
Compared to other buildings of the same type, the CO2 emissions are reduced by 60%.
Within the facility itself, in addition to displays of rubbish washed ashore and photos of global
environmental problems, there are also exhibits where one can enjoy learning about waste, food,
water and other environmental problems. There is also a room equipped to display videos.
The facility is also used as a venue for hands-on workshops concerning a range of subjects, from
local nature to global environment. Various events like exhibitions and lectures are also held in
cooperation with citizens and businesses in order to support the spread of information to citizens and
instill a desire for environmental conservation into individuals.
This Museum of the Environment is loved by many, and the opportunity to pass it on to the next
environment-protecting generation is anticipated to spread from Kagoshima to beyond.
Future Plans
Currently, our city is running two policies: the ‘Kagoshima City Environmental Basic Plan, 2nd
phase’ and the ‘Kagoshima City Global Warming Counter-measures Action Plan’ for short-term,
mid-term, long-term counter-measures against global warming.
With these as a base, we aim to develop even more active policies, building a sustainable society
over the future and becoming a leader in this global environment era.
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A low-carbon society

Introduction of solar power
Introduction and promotion of solar power

・Home solar power system support program

Kagoshima Global Warming Counter-measures
Area Promotion Plan

・Mega solar power plant plans（2010~2020）

City Emissions Reduction Goal

����

Reduce emissions by 8% of 1990 levels by 2011

Other measures
to counter global warming

Turf-laying on city tram tracks

Promotion of Electric Assistant Bicycles

Introduction and promotion of electric vehicles

・Introduce 10 electric cars for
official use

Other turf-laying projects

Cooperation with citizens

Kagoshima Museum of the
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Kagoshima Museum of the
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Future plans


Building a sustainable, environmentally-friendly city

Kagoshima City Environmental Basic Plan, 2nd phase

Fundamental environmental policies over the
2012~2021 period


Kagoshima City Global Warming Counter-measures
Action Plan

Short-term, mid-term, long-term counter-measures
against global warming for 2012 onwards
Thank you for your audience
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(12) MIYAZAKI
New City Development Strategies ～ Efforts of Miyazaki City
～ Citizen-Initiated and Community-Oriented City Development ～
Mr. Tadashi Tojiki
Mayor of Miyazaki City
1. Outline of Miyazaki City
Miyazaki City is situated on the south-east of Kyushu Island, facing the Pacific Ocean. It is a city
blessed with a mild climate and abundant nature. After merging with the adjoining town,
Kiyotake-cho in March this year, the city now has the population of approximately 400,000 with a
total land area of about 644 k ㎡.
Under the slogan, “Miyazaki, the City of Sunshine, Full of Energy and Greenery”, we are placing
priority on measures regarding industrial promotion (tourism and agriculture in particular) as well as
health, welfare, education, culture, the environment and landscape. The city has developed as the
capital of Miyazaki Prefecture.
You can see colorful flowers blooming seasonally all over the city. The beautiful cityscape also
pleases visitors. Miyazaki City has been committed to making the whole city look like a park over
the years. Such efforts have laid the foundation for the city’s tourism promotion, whose pillars are
“Invitation of Conventions and Conferences” and “Invitation of Sports Training Camps.”
2. Development of a City of International Tourism, Convention, and Resort
I would like to introduce our strategies for making the city internationally recognized as a
sightseeing, convention and resort destination, which were formulated to attract conventions and
conferences.
The number of tourists to the city of Miyazaki from home and abroad in 2008 was approximately
6.16 million, of which about 67,500 were foreigners. According to the previous date, the number of
tourists in 1965 was approximately 2.3 million. In 1973, the number reached about 6.13 million,
almost the same as the present level. This increase resulted from the effort to make the whole city
look like a park. But nothing good lasts forever. Five years after that, the number of tourists
decreased by about 1 million. There were two reasons for this. One reason is that overseas travel was
liberalized. The other is that other cities in Japan began promoting tourism-oriented development.
Therefore Miyazaki City developed other strategies.
One strategy was to make the city internationally recognized as a convention and resort destination
in order to invite conventions and conferences to be held.
The most well-known of the city’s tourist spots is a resort facility named “Phoenix Seagaia Resort”.
This is a privately-operated resort facility built by Miyazaki Prefecture and Miyazaki City in
accordance with the Comprehensive Recreational Area Improvement Law, the so-called Resort Law.
The facility was the venue for the “Kyushu Okinawa Summit Foreign Ministers’ Meeting” in 2000.
It consists of a convention center that hosted the foreign ministers’ meetings, hotels, a traditional
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Japanese-style hot spring facility named “Shousen-kyu” and a golf course, home of the Dunlop
Phoenix Golf Tournament.
A total of 183 conventions and conferences were held in the convention facilities in the city in 2008,
participated in by about 203,000 people.
Our convention facilities are well-developed, among which the World Convention Center-Summit,
the venue for the Kyushu Okinawa Summit G8 Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in Miyazaki, is Japan’s
largest international arena. With a maximum capacity of 5,000, it is equipped with a simultaneous
interpretation system that accommodates up to nine languages. It has 10 other small and medium
sized conference rooms.
Other hotels, cultural halls, and gymnasiums in the city are also widely used as venues for small and
big conventions.
The city offers quality tourism after conventions and conferences. Places of natural scenic beauty are
“Aoshima”, an island surrounded by undulate rock formations referred to as the "Ogre's Washboard”,
and “Horikiri Pass” where you can enjoy different flowers in each of the four seasons and can feel
the exotic atmosphere of the southern landscape of Miyazaki.
Miyazaki City has three swimming beaches, Aoshima, Shirahama and Sun Beach Hitotsuba. About
250,000 people came to the beaches in July and August this year.
Tourism in recent years has been putting more emphasis on interactions with local people and their
hospitality. That is where local volunteer mythology tellers, tour guides and interpreters play
important roles. Therefore the city emphasizes fostering such human resources.
The city has established a system to support conventions and conferences held in Miyazaki.
Facility usage fees, lecture fees, or expenses for site inspections are partially reimbursed by the city,
depending on the number of guest nights. Consultation services are provided to convention
organizers by the Miyazaki Convention & Visitors Bureau. They offer appropriate support designed
to meet the needs of organizers.
3. Development of a Sports Land Miyazaki
The city boasts its Miyazaki Prefectural Sports Park and Miyazaki Municipal Sports Park. They
are fully equipped with athletic facilities for various sports like baseball, soccer, tennis, and track
and field events. Therefore they are used as venues for a number of various sport events and training
camps.
Recently, members of Japan’s national team who won the World Baseball Classic in March last year
stayed at a training camp held in Miyazaki City for a week. During that period, as many as 240,000
fans visited the city and fully occupied the city’s accommodation facilities. When the 2002 FIFA
World Cup Korea / Japan was held, the German and Swedish national teams had their training camps
in our city. It was only Miyazaki City which hosted more than one team. In addition, Japan’s
national baseball and softball teams had training camps in Miyazaki to prepare for big competitions
like the Olympics.
Men’s and women’s professional golf tournaments are held in Miyazaki in November every year.
Therefore the city designates November as “Miyazaki Golf Month” to liven up the events.
When the city has training camps of national teams or competitions participated in by famous
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athletes, a large number of people visit to see them.
Here in Miyazaki, marine sports are also actively engaged in. The city has beaches where good
waves for surfing and body boarding beat. International competitions are held on the beaches.
We take advantage of such facilities and good environment for sports to invite companies and
universities to hold their training camps.
Such efforts have enabled us to continue having annual visitors of about 6 million, which greatly
contributes to the city’s economy.
We formulated the “New Miyazaki Tourism Promotion Plan” to implement new tourism promotion
measures systematically and effectively. Following this plan, we would like to make Miyazaki the
“Tourist city that local citizens can take pride in” by “developing unique sightseeing resort spots,”
“fostering hospitality of citizens,” and “promoting the city as a sports land.”
4. Development of a Community that values bonds
The city of Miyazaki faces a rapid decline in the number of births, aging of the population, and
increase in the number of nuclear families. These are some of the major issues that cities in Japan
have in common. These issues have made interpersonal bonds poor, undermining the image of the
city which is safe and livable without anxiety. Safety and security are the important factors for the
city development.
Having this in mind, we established 21 regional residents’ associations that initiate community
development. They have facilitated local residents’ voices to be reflected in the municipal policies.
They have also assisted local people to discover their immediate problems by themselves and to
solve them together, thus giving local communities more initiative. Such efforts have brought us a
certain level of achievement, but we have realized that it has become necessary to further strengthen
community bonds in order to make our city more safe and secure. We also believe it necessary for
local people to become aware of the strengths and charms of their community and to create a
“society that values community bonds” such as family ties, person-to-person interactions and
interpersonal connections.
To this end, we believe it more effective to realign the association as a collective entity consisting of
small community development groups that are engaged in activities mainly with school children.
Miyazaki City has 48 elementary schools. We are considering forming a small community group in
each of those 48 school areas. The groups can take initiative in rediscovering local charms such as
traditional culture and history, and implementing community revitalization activities utilizing local
identity, thus increasing opportunities for citizens to participate in their community development.
5. Conclusion
We will continue to commit ourselves to the development of our city with a local character by
having local people’s passions and affections for their local communities reflected in our policies so
that local people will take pride in the city of Miyazaki, actively engage in “Citizen-Initiated and
Community-Oriented City Development”, and consequently visitors will be more attracted to our
city. I would be very pleased if you could find the opportunity to visit and appreciate our city.
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新しい都市づくり
新し
都市 くり
New city development strategies
～宮崎市の取り組み Projects in Miyazaki City ～
「市民が主役の市民のためのまちづくり」
City development by citizens for citizens

第9回アジア太平洋都市サミット第２分科会
The 9th Asian
Asian--Pacific City Summit; SubSub-committee No.2

MIYAZAKI CITY
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宮崎市の取り組み

The Sunshine City where vitality and greenery is aboundend

Projects in Miyazaki City
１．「国際観光ｺﾝﾍﾞﾝｼｮﾝ・ﾘｿﾞｰﾄ都市」づくり
International Tourism and Convention and Resort City
２ 「スポ ツランドみやざき づくり
２．「スポーツランドみやざき」づくり
Sports land Miyazaki
３．「きずな社会」づくり（地域ｺﾐｭﾆﾃｨの再生）
Revitalization of social ties on local community level

Miyazaki, Japan
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���
���
Informations for organizers of conventions

䃂䋱ㅳ㑆䈪⚂䋲䋴ਁੱ䈱ⷰቴ
About 240,000 people visited in a week
䃂Ꮢౝ䈱ኋᴱᣉ⸳䈲ㅪᣣḩቶ
Accommodations
cco
odat o s in the
t e city
c ty were
we e full
u every
eve y day

������ ン�ン� ン��
������コン�ン�ョン��
Miyazaki Convention and Visitors Bureau
������ Provided Information
� コン�ン�ョン��������������
consultation and counseling related to organizing conventions
� �����������ン��������������
provision of materials (Tourist Information Brochures, Restaurant Guides etc.)
� コン�ン�ョン����������� ��
introduction of locations and businesses related to event managing

�������������������

���������みやざき���（�）

Sports land Miyazaki

Sports land Miyazaki

日本代表チームキャンプ（野球・女子ソフトボール）

W�����������������

The Japanese Sports Camp (Baseball and Women’s Softball)
Softball)

Training Camp of Swedish and German Soccer Teams during the 2002
World Cup

プロゴルフトーナメント（みやざきゴルフマンス）
プロゴルフトーナメント（みやざき
プロゴルフト
ナメント（みやざきゴルフマンス）
ナメント（みやざきゴルフマンス）
Professional Golf Tournament（
Tournament（Miyazaki Golf Month）
Month）
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�������������������

����������������������

Sports land Miyazaki

I t
International
ti
l Tourism
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d Convention
C
ti and
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Resortt Cit
City

����������������

��������ン��ー�����������
Water
W t sports
t over the
th whole
h l year in
i Miyazaki’s
Mi
ki’ mild
ild climate
li t

Sports land Miyazaki

����の���� Present Policies
○���な����ー����の��
○���な���� ����の��
promotion of individualization of tourist resorts

○���������（���な�の心）の��
further nourishment of hospitality(�
hospitality(�welcoming heart”)

○��ー��������の�� な�
promotion of Sports Land Miyazaki etc.

ボディボード
ボディボ ド

サ フィン
サーフィン

Bodyboad

Surfing

���������������
������の�������
Goal
Goal��Miyazaki as a touristic city based on pride of
the local community by the citizens.

�����������

�����������

Revitalization of social ties on community level

Revitalization of social ties on community level

���������

Issues
I
in
i Miyazaki
Mi
ki City
Cit

��に��の������を��
�����������������21�������������������������������������

���

① ����の�を��に��������の��

Declining birth rate

1���������������������������������������������������������������������������������

���

����

Aging of population

Trend towards nuclear families

� ��の��を����������の��
2������������������������������������������������������������������

��に���
支え合い��の��と
支え合い��の���

人と人と� �������
人と人と�つ�������

Raising the Community Consciousness
and Expanding Citizens’ Activities

Dilution of intersocial ties

�����������

�����������

Revitalization of social ties on community level

Revitalization of social ties on community level

����「�������」

��������る住�����の��の���

Local organization �Fureai Kyogikai”(Interaction Council)

For the creation of a safe city with good living conditions

○ 小�校���校��校区ご����
�校
校
校 ご
establishment in each of the 48 elementary school
districts of Miyazaki
y
City
y

○ 住���の��が�������の��る
deepening ties between citizens
○ 住�が��の��の���知る
directing citizen’s attention towards peculiarities of
the local community

○ ����������������
rediscovery of peculiarities in local culture, history etc.
○ ����を������������
implementing local characteristics into community building

○ ����の�������が�が�る
fostering interaction and ties between people

��が「������������」を増��

「�����」���が��

Increasing opportunities for citizens to participate in city development

Creating a City of Social Interaction

䈗ᷡ⡬䈅䉍䈏䈫䈉䈗䈙䈇䉁䈚䈢
Thank
a you for
o you
your atte
attention
to
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4. Asian-Pacific City Summit Secretariat Action Report
Mr. Takeshi Chishaki
Director General, Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center
Thank you very much for your kind introduction.
On behalf of the Asian-Pacific City Summit secretariat, I would like to say a few words of greeting.
First, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to the mayor of Vladivostok, Mr. Igor Pushkaryov,
for holding this magnificent summit, and I would like to show my appreciation for the efforts of all
of the individuals who helped make this event possible.
Through the active utilization of research and inquires, the Asian-Pacific City Summit secretariat has
come up with solutions to the problems that our member cities face. At the same time, we have
collected and distributed information to the world about the best practices for cities to utilize to
improve their cities. Furthermore, from the great collective efforts of many citizens, the persistent
development of our cities is one thing that we can look forward to.
In that regard, if we were to briefly report on the activities since the Dalian Summit in 2008, there
are four main points.
First off, the publication of APCS-Press. In June of 2009 the first publication was launched and to
date there have been nine issues published. Researchers of the APCS secretariat have gathered
information and data on the best practices for cities and have published the results in both English
and Japanese. At this time, we are distributing the APCS-Press to over 800 people who have an
interest in city policy. We have realized that this has become one of the most important tools for
disseminating information about the activities of APCS.
Second, the execution of the experimental public-private sector cooperation program that was
developed during the Working-level conference held in Fukuoka in September of 2009. If we look
at the trends in policies in cities around the world, we can see that the public-private sectors working
together is extremely valuable and important for city development. In years to come, this model of
public and private sectors working together is one that should be followed.
Third, improving the level of international conference technical management. In the time of
inter-regional competition, the significance of holding international conferences where city leaders,
strategists, and workers can come together and exchange information and discuss various issues is
becoming increasingly important. In the interests of making it worthwhile to hold a conference
once every year, the APCS secretariat is researching the best methods for holding conferences by
participating in many different international conferences around the world.
Lastly, conducting surveys with participating members of the APCS on the methods and functions of
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the summit. It is very important to have an understanding of current situation of our members.
Therefore as much as possible, we would like to have a direct exchange of opinions with all of the
member cities in 2010.
With the success of these activities, we present this year’s Vladivostok Summit, and in the future,
In 2011 we will hold The 9th Working-level Conference in Kagoshima and in 2012 the 10th
Asian-Pacific City Summit in Pohang.
We are looking forward to everyone’s positive support of these conferences in the future.
As I said from the outset, through the transmission and reception of information, the Fukuoka Asian
Research Center is promoting the application of our successful investigative research.
I sincerely hope that all of our members can proactively apply the successes of our group’s research.
We are very much looking forward to meeting everyone in Kagoshima and Pohang.
Thank you very much for your kind attention.
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2009 -2010 Ａｃｔｉｏｎｓ

-2009 - 2010 - 2011 - 2012-

Asian-Pacific
Asian
Pacific City Summit

The 8th Working-level
Conference

Action & Plan
APCS-Press

2010.9.30

アジア太平洋都市サミット事務局
A i P ifi Cit
Asian-Pacific
City S
Summit
it secretariat
t i t
（財） 福岡アジア都市研究所
Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center
Director General CHISHAKI Takeshi
理事長 樗木 武
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Intl,Conference

Discussions
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2011
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ⅢⅢ Vladivostok
Vladivostok
Declaration
Declaration
Representatives of 13 cities from six countries, including our new member city,
Gwangyang City, South Korea, gathered in Vladivostok City to attend the 9th Asian-Pacific City
Summit on September 30, 2010.
We are currently in an era of intercity competition. With the rapid expansion of
globalization, people, goods, funds, and information are swiftly travelling around the globe, and it
has come to note that one of the goals of urban policy is to become a city where the four
aforementioned matters congregate.
Simultaneously, it is also currently an era of intercity partnerships and cooperation. In
order to maintain and enhance city vitality while adapting to the rapidly evolving social
environments, cities are required to collect and analyze information on international current affairs,
and to approach these issues with a combination of knowledge and experiences from different
perspectives. One of such effective measures is intercity partnerships and cooperation.
The main topic of this Asian-Pacific City Summit was Sustainable Development of Asian
Pacific Cities: New Urban Policies under the Global Economic Crisis, whereas the sub-sessions
focused on Efforts for Economic Development and New Urban Development. We acquired
information on one another’s city policies, and deliberated on the possibility of intercity partnerships
and cooperation.
As a result, we confirmed that for sustainable development of the Asian-Pacific region,
demonstration of leadership by the member cities in guiding these regions forward, as well as
intimate and practical intercity partnerships and cooperation are indispensable hereafter for cities in
the Asian-Pacific region.
For further collaborative development of our cities in the Asian-Pacific region, we hereby
declare the following items as the Vladivostok Declaration:
1.

2.

3.

In order to create a new vitality for the Asian-Pacific region, we will enhance sustainable and
intimate intercity partnerships and cooperation beyond our current circumstances, by creating
more opportunities for sharing of knowledge and experiences, and developing various
implementations for and establishing a framework for this mutual learning.
We are determined to elevate the international status of the Asian-Pacific region in order to raise
the competitiveness of our cities. We will work together to actively promote our potential and
possibility to the rest of the world.
We will hold the 9th Working Level Conference in Kagoshima City, Japan, in 2011, and the 10th
Asian-Pacific City Summit in Pohang City, South Korea, in 2012.
September 30, 2010
In Vladivostok City, Russian Federation
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Ⅳ List of Participants
��
Position

��
City

���������
Chairman, Advisers to Governor of Bangkok

Dr. Vallop Suwandee

������
Deputy Director-General, Finance Department

Ms. Rossukon Semson

�����
������
Bangkok Metropolitan �������
Chief, International Relations Section
Administration
(The Kingdom of Thailand)

�����
������
Busan Metropolitan City
(Republic of Korea)

Mr. Piset Aramraks

���
General Administrative Officer

Ms. Busakorn Naulyong

���
Foreign Relations Officer

Ms. Phojanee Kalapak

������������
Secretary General, Busan Foundation for International
Activities

���
Mr. Kim Dong-wook

���������������
Manager of Busan city International Relations Department

金��
Mr. Kim Sun-tae

��������������
Interpreter, Busan Foundation for International Activities

金��
Mr. Kim Yoon-suap

���
Deputy Mayor

曹 ��
Ms. CAO Aihua

��������
Deputy Director, Dalian City International Relations Bureau

史 ��
Mr. SHI Mingqiang

���
���������
���������������
Dalian People's
Director, Asia Division, Dalian City International Relations
Bureau
Government
(People's Republic of China)

���
�����
Fukuoka City
(Japan)

��
Name

劉舫
Ms. LIU Fang

������������
Deputy Director, Asia Division, Dalian City International
Relations Bureau

陳策
Mr. CHEN Ce

������������������
Staff, Dalian City International Relations Bureau

戦潔
Ms. ZHAN Jie

���
Deputy Mayor

�����
Mr. Hiroyuki TAKADA

���������
�����
Executive Director, International Affairs Department, General
Mr. Shinji NAKAGAWA
Affair & Planning Bureau
������������
Director, International Affairs Department, General Affair &
Planning Bureau

�����
Mr. Hirohiko NAGAURA

������������
Chief, International Affairs Department, General Affair &
Planning Bureau

�����
Ms. Yuko KOGA
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��
Position

��
City

ጟᏒ
䋨ᣣᧄ࿖䋩
Fukuoka City
(Japan)

���
（����）
Gwangyang City
(Korea)

㚅᷼․ⴕ
䋨ਛ⪇ੱ᳃࿖䋩
Government of the Hong
Kong Special
Administrative Region
(People’s Republic of
China)
����
（�����）
Ipoh City
（Malaysia）

����
（���）
Kagoshima City
（Japan）

��
Name

����������
Assistant Chief, International Affairs Department, General
Affair & Planning Bureau

�����
Ms. Yuko SHINTO

✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ䋨ㅢ⸶䊶ਛ࿖⺆䋩
International Affairs Coordinator, International Affairs
Department, General Affair & Planning Bureau

������
Ms. Yukiko CHIBA

✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ䋨ㅢ⸶䊶㖧࿖⺆䋩
International Affairs Coordinator, International Affairs
Department, General Affair & Planning Bureau

����
Mr. PARK Yongdeuk

✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ䋨ㅢ⸶䊶⧷⺆䋩
International Affairs Coordinator, International Affairs
Department, General Affair & Planning Bureau

������
Ms. Mariko SHICHIJO

Ꮢ㐳
Mayor

᧘⡛㓶
Mr. Lee Sung-woong

᷼ḧㅢ⺖㐳
Head of trade and port division

ዣᵒቇ
Mr. Yoon Yeong-hak

����������Team長
Team Leader, International Co-operation, Port & Trade
Division

���
Mr. SONG Ro-jong

�����
Assistant Manager, Port & Trade Division

છ᧲༁
Mr. Ihm Dong-chul

⸘↹ዪ䇭ၞ⸘↹ᜂᒰቭ
Chief Town Planner, Planning Department

⾦ၷ
Mr. YUE Chi Kin

␠ળၮ⋚ᜂᒰ⚖ᛛቭ
Senior Engineer of Infrastructure

Ms. Zuraina Binti Kamarul Ariff

ㇺᏒ⸘↹ᜂᒰቭ
city planning officer

Mr. Mohd Zainal Bin Abdul Hamid

Ꮢ㐳
Mayor

䇭ඳᐘ
Mr. Hiroyuki MORI

✚ോዪᏒ㐳ቶ࿖㓙ᵹ⺖㐳
Chief of International Affairs Division

ਛ䇭⼾
Mr. Toyoaki NAKAZONO

✚ോዪᏒ㐳ቶ⒁ᦠ⺖ਥᩏ
Assistant section Chief, Kagoshima City Secretarial Division

ㄼ↰䇭ઍ
Ms. Kazuyo SAKODA

✚ോዪ᧲੩ോᚲਥ
Staff, Kagoshima city Tokyo branch office

ᄢᐸ䇭↱⸥ሶ
Ms. Yukiko OBA

ⅣႺዪⅣႺㇱⅣႺ╷⺖ਥ
Staff, Environmental Policy Division

᳗↰䇭
Mr. Shinsuke NAGATA
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ㇺᏒ
City
����
����
Kitakyushu City
(Japan)

ᾢᧄᏒ
㧔ᣣᧄ࿖㧕
Kumamoto City
(Japan)

ችፒᏒ
㧔ᣣᧄ࿖㧕
Miyazaki City
(Japan)

ᶆ㗄Ꮢ
㧔ᄢ㖧᳃࿖㧕
Pohang City
(Korea)

ᓎ⡯
Position

᳁ฬ
Name

ડ↹ᢥൻዪ࿖㓙ㇱ㐳
Executive Director, International Affairs Department,
Planning & Cultural Affairs Bureau

�����
Mr. Yoshihiro TAKAHARA

ડ↹ᢥൻዪ࿖㓙ㇱ࿖㓙╷⺖ᵹડ↹ଥ㐳
Manager, International Affairs Department, International
Policy Division, Planning & Cultural Affairs Bureau

����
Mr. Masayuki IKARI

�������情���
Senior Director, Planning and Information Department

����
Mr. Jun SAKAMOTO

�������情�������
Chief, Planning Section

����
Mr. Osamu YOSHIZUMI

��
Mayor

����
Mr. Tadashi TOJIKI

����
Director, Miyazaki City Project Development Department

�����
Mr. Yoshiro YAMADA

����������
Manager, Miyazaki City Secretariat and Public Relations
Division

�����
Mr. Katsuro MIYAZATO

������������
Senior Staff, Miyazaki City Project Development Division

�����
Mr. Takafumi IWAMURA

���
Deputy Mayor

尹情鏞
Mr. Yun Jung Yong

���������
Section Chief of International Cooperation Team

安承道
Mr. Ahn Sung Do

�������
International Cooperation Team

金永俊
Mr. Kim Yung Joon

��������
Maritime Affairs and Port Team Leader

崔永疇
Mr. Choi Young Ju

�����������(NEAR)
金尙賢
The Secretariat of the Association of North East Asia Regional
Mr. Kim Yung Joon
Governments
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��
Position

��
City

��������
�������
Vladivostok City
(Russian Federation)

��������
Coordinator

��������
�������
(財)����������
�����
Asian Pacific City Summit
Secretariat
Fukuoka Asian Urban
Research Center
(Japan)

��
Name

Ꮢ㐳
Mayor

Mr. Igor PUSHKARYOV

Ꮢ㐳
Deputy Mayor

Mr. Alexey LITVINOV

���������
Head, International Relations and Tourism Department

Mr. Vladimir SAPRYKIN

ᭂ᧲࿖┙ᄢቇ⇇⚻ᷣㇱ㐳䇮APEC⎇ⓥᚲ․⎇ⓥຬ
Head, Department of World Economy, Fellow, APEC Study
Center, Far Eastern National University, Vladivostok, Russia

Prof. Tagir Khuziyatov

���
Director General

����
Mr. Takeshi CHISHAKI

����
Director, General Affairs Section

������
Mr. Nobuyoshi SHIDAHARA

����
Chief Researcher

�����
Ms. Eiko YAMASHITA

��
Staff

������
Ms. Mariko OZEKI
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Ⅴ Covenant
Covenant of the
City Summit City Summit
Ⅴ
ofAsian-Pacific
the Asian-Pacific
Chapter I
General Provisions
Article 1. (Appellation)
The name of the organization shall be the “Asian-Pacific City Summit” (hereinafter referred to as the
“City Summit”).
Article 2. (Objective)
The objective of the City Summit is to provide an opportunity for leaders of major cities in the Asian
Pacific region to promote inter-city cooperation and networking in solving urban issues, thus
contributing to further development of the region and enduring world peace.
Article 3. (Activities)
In order to achieve the objectives stated in Article 2, the City Summit shall:
(1) convene the Mayors Conference.
(2) convene the Working-Level Conference.
(3) organize other necessary activities.
Chapter II Member Cities
Article 4. (Member Cities)
Member cities of the City Summit are as listed on the appendix.
Article 5. (Representation)
Each member city shall, in principle, be represented by its mayor or by a person who holds the
position equivalent to mayoralty.
Article 6. (Admission)
1. Any city that intends to become a member city of the City Summit, shall submit a written
application to the Secretariat.
2. The Secretariat shall put the submitted application on the agenda of the first Mayors Conference,
to be held following its submission.
3. Membership shall take effect on the day of approval by the Mayors Conference.
Article 7. (Withdrawal)
1. A member city may withdraw from the City Summit by transmitting a written application for
withdrawal to the Secretariat.
2. Withdrawal by a member city shall take effect 30 days after the receipt of application by the
Secretariat as stated under the previous clause.
3. Even after withdrawal, a member city shall faithfully perform its obligations born before the
withdrawal under this Covenant.

1
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Chapter III Mayors Conferences
Article 8. (Mayors Conferences)
1. A Mayors Conference shall, in principle, be held every two years.
2. A Mayors Conference shall be convened by the representatives of the city where the conference is
to be held(hereinafter referred to as a “host city”).
Article 9. (Composition)
1. A Mayors Conference shall consist of representatives of member cities.
2. A Mayors Conference shall be attended by the representative of a member city. However, if the
representative is unable to attend the conference in person, the representative may delegate authority
to another person who shall attend the conference.
3. A non-member city may send a representative to the Mayors Conference as an observer, with
recommendation of a member city.
Article 10. (Functions)
A Mayors Conference shall perform the following functions.
(1) to amend and revoke the Covenant of the City Summit
(2) to approve new membership
(3) to determine host cities of the next Mayors Conference and the Working-Level Conference.
(4) to decide other important matters relating to the administration of the City Summit.
Article 11. (Chairperson)
A Mayors Conference shall, in principle, be chaired by the representative of the host city.
Article 12. (Quorum and Voting)
1. The quorum at a Mayors Conference shall be one half of the member cities.
2. All the matters shall, in principle, be decided by a majority of the member cities which are present.
Article 13. (Defrayal of costs)
1. The host city shall defray the costs incurred in hosting the conference.
2. The participating member cities shall bear the costs relating to their participation including travel
costs and accommodation costs. However the host city may defray the part of the costs within its
discretion.
Article 14. (Determination of the host city)
1. A member city which wishes to host a Mayors Conference shall submit an application to the
Secretariat.
2. The Secretariat shall put the application on the agenda of the first Mayors Conference, to be held
following its submission.
Chapter IV Working-Level Conferences
Article 15. (Working-Level Conferences)
1. A Working-Level Conference shall, in principle, be held every two years.
2. A Working-Level Conference shall be convened by the representative of the host city.
2
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Article 16. (Composition)
1. A Working-Level Conference shall consist of Working-Level officers of member cities.
2. A non-member city may send a representative to the Working-Level Conference as an observer,
with recommendation of a member city.
Article 17. (Functions)
1. A Working-Level Conference shall hold consultations to realize the matters approved in the
Mayors Conference.
2. The results of a Working-Level Conference shall, in principle, be reported to the Mayors
Conference by the host city of the Working-Level Conference.
Article 18. (Chairperson)
A Working-Level Conference shall, in principle, be chaired by a person appointed by the host city.
Article 19. (Defrayal of costs)
To the costs related to a Working-Level Conference, Article 13 shall apply mutatis mutandis.
Article 20. (Determination of the host city)
To the determination of a host city of a Working-Level Conference, Article 14 shall apply mutatis
mutandis.
Chapter V
Secretariat
Article 21. (Secretariat)
1. The Secretariat of the City Summit shall be located in Fukuoka City, Japan.
2. The necessary costs for the administration of the Secretariat shall be defrayed by Fukuoka City.
3. The Secretariat shall have the following duties.
(1) Liaison and coordination among member cities
(2) Liaison, coordination and support in connection with administrative work related to
the Mayors Conference, Working-Level Conference and City Summit.
(3) Keeping custody and submitting minutes of meetings and other information relating to the
administration of the City Summit.
(4) Research and study relating to the administration of the City Summit in general
(5) Other items in connection with the administration of the City Summit.
4. Other necessary items related to the administration of the Secretariat shall be provided separately
by Fukuoka City.
Supplementary provisions (Revised as of August 31, 2002)
(Effective Date)
This Covenant shall enter into force on August 31, 2002.
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Supplementary provisions (Revised as of September 29, 2008)
(Effective Date)
This Covenant shall enter into force on September 29, 2008.
Supplementary provisions (Revised as of September 30, 2010)
(Effective Date)
This Covenant shall enter into force on September 30, 2010.

4
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(Appendix)
List of Member Cities
Auckland, New Zealand
Bangkok, Kingdom of Thailand
Brisbane, Australia
Busan, Republic of Korea
Dalian, People’s Republic of China
Fukuoka, Japan
Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China
Ho Chi Minh, Socialist Republic of Vietnam
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, People’s Republic of China
Honolulu, United States of America
Ipoh, Malaysia
Jakarta, Republic of Indonesia
Kagoshima, Japan
Kitakyushu, Japan
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Kumamoto, Japan
Manila, Republic of the Philippines
Miyazaki, Japan
Nagasaki, Japan
Naha, Japan
Oita, Japan
Saga, Japan
Shanghai, People’s Republic of China
Singapore
Urumqi, People’s Republic of China
Vladivostok, Russian Federation
Jeju Special Self-Governing Province, Republic of Korea
Pohang, Republic of Korea
Gwangyang, Republic of Korea
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Ⅵ References
References
Ⅵ
1）
PastResults
Results
（(1)
Past
MayorsConference
Conference
▪
�Mayors
Theme of Plenary
Session

Host City

Dates

1st
Fukuoka

1994.
9.22〜
9.25

“Harmony between urban
Development and Human
Living Environment in the
Asian-Pacific Era”

“City and Transportation”
“City and Housing”
“City and Environment/Public Health”

21 cities
from
11 countries and regions

2nd
Guangzhou

1996.
9.27〜
10. 1

“Urban Development
In the 21st Century”

“Future Urban Planning and Construction”
“Modern Urban Environmental Protection”
“Urban Modernization and Traditional Culture”

11 cities
from
11 countries and regions

3
Fukuoka

1998.
7.11〜
7.13

“Future Prospects of
Networking between Cities”

23 cities
from
12 countries and regions

4th
Busan
Metropolitan
City

“Future Direction of Education
for the Next Generation”
“Establishment of Health and Medical
Systems”
“Waterworks and Sewer Systems in the City”

2000.
5.13〜
5.15

“Asian-Pacific Cities
in the New Millennium”

“Enhancing Inter-City Exchanges and Trade”
“Measures to Grow Tourism Industry”

22 cities
from
11 countries

5th
Fukuoka

2002.
8.30〜
9. 1

“New Approach to City
Planning for the 21st Century
-from ‘Governing’ to ‘Good
Governance’-”

“City Planning with Citizen Involvement”
“Customer-Based & Result-Oriented
Governmental Reform”
“e-Governance to IT & City Planning”
“Collaboration among Industry, Academia and
Local Government”

24 cities
from
12 countries

6th
Bangkok
Metropolitan
Administration

2004.
11.30〜
12. 2

“Sustainable City
Redevelopment:
The New Approaches”

7th
Urumqi

2006.
8. 8〜
8.10

“Development of
Harmonious City”

8th
Dalian

2008.
9.28〜
9.30

“Regional responsibility and cooperation of
Asian-Pacific New Champion Cities”
“Usage and management of modern city
resources”
“Sustainable economic & social development
“Asian-Pacific
Champion
and environmental protection in urban areas”
Cities – New Thoughts on
“Maintaining cultural heritage and innovation of
Environment,
Resources,
modern city culture”
Culture and Industry”
“Natural conditions and industry choices of
cities”
“Protection of intellectual property”
“Protection of urban ecological environment”
“Urban transportation”

39 cities / regions
from
11 countries

9th
Vladivostok

2010.
9.30〜
10.1

“Sustainable development of
Asia Pacific cities:
“Strategic approach for economic growth”
New urban policies under the “New city development strategies”
global economic crisis”

13 cities / regions
from
6 countries

rd

Themes of Sub-sessions

“New Urbanism: Values, City Governance,
and People Participation”
“New Public Management: Public Private
Partnerships and Creating Opportunities
for All”
“Welfare services of the Future”
“Development of Urban Infrastructures”
“Promotion of New Industries”
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Participants

14 cities
from
10 countries
13 cities
from
5 countries

Working-level
Conference
▪
�Working-level
Conference
Host City

Dates

Theme

1st
Fukuoka

1995.
“Management of Transportation in Cities of the Asia-Pacific
10.26〜10.27 Regions” -Transportation Operation Policy and Traffic Control-

2nd
Fukuoka

1997.
“Waste Treatment and Disposal”
11.26〜11.28 -Striving for a Sustainable Growth Environment-

3rd
Fukuoka

1999.
“The Supply of Safe, Clean Water to the City"
11.30〜12. 2

4th
2001.
“Measures to Enhance Inter-City Exchanges in Tourism
Busan
9. 6〜9. 8 in the Asia-Pacific Region
Metropolitan City
5 th
Kumamoto
6 th
Urumqi
7 th
Kitakyushu
8th
Fukuoka

2003.
“City Planning with Citizen Involvement”
11. 9〜11.10
2005.
“To Promote City Development through Multi-layered Culture”
9.10〜9.12
2007.
“Urban Charm – Building a Beautiful City by Residents”
7.30〜8. 1
2009
“Creation of city attractions through cultural and artistic activities”
9.17〜9.18
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Participants

20 cities
from

10 countries and regions
18 cities
from

9 countries
18 cities
from

10 countries
17 cities
from

7 countries
18 cities
from

9 countries
9 cities
from
3 countries
19 cities
from

9 countries
17 cities
from
7 countries

（2）Newspaper Coverage

October 1 Miyazaki Nichinichi Shimbun
(morning edition)

October 1 The Nishinippon Shimbun
(morning edition)
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(3）The 9th Asian-Pacific City Summit in Vladivostok
Feedback from Participants
Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center
Asian-Pacific City Summit Secretariat
1. Profile
City

Name of City
Miyazaki
Pohang
Busan
Ipoh
Kumamoto
Vladivostok
Bangkok
Gwangyang
Hong Kong
Kagoshima
Dalian
Kitakyushu

Number
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2. Thoughts or opinions on programs
1) Keynote Speech on September 30

9/30 Keynote Speech （Ｎ＝19）MA

0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0
％

Explanations and introductions
were satisfactory

47.4

52.6

Was useful for our policies

Wanted more detailed
information
Wish to place these programs
in our city's facilities and
programs

None of the above

26.3

0.0

10.5

Free Expression
It would have been easier to understand, if I was provided with printed materials of PowerPoint slides.
Keynote speech was not available in the handout for the participants.
Please send me a Keynote speech in English.
Without materials (written and translated materials), it was difficult to see the whole picture.
Translation was not correct, so to be honest, I could not understand the presentations very much.
I wanted to have printed materials of PowerPoint slides.
It would have been better if I received the information of the keynote speaker.
I think that the keynote speech was informative, but it was difficult to communicate his message only
by simultaneous interpretation. I wish we had supplemental materials to deepen our understanding.
Simultaneous interpretation didn't catch up with speakers. LCD projector should be utilized more
effectively.
The recommendations on establishment of a data bank and promulgation of best practices are
supported.
The contents of the presentation such as global warming, climate change and eco-friendly city planning
were timely.
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2) City Presentations

City Presentations （Ｎ＝19） MA

0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0
％

Explanations and
introductions
were satisfactory

73.7

Was useful for our policies

42.1

Wanted more detailed
information

Wish to place these programs
in our city's facilities and
programs

26.3

0.0

Free Expression
I strongly felt the need for a minimum level of English. Since sometimes simultaneous interpretation
didn't work, I think cities which make presentation need to submit notes for PowerPoint presentation
(or speech drafts) to interpreters prior to the Summit.
City presentation for sustainable development was not clear. However Kai Tak Development was very
good.
Different approaches toward city exchange by each city were informative.
Interpretation for presentations by cities other than Japan sometimes didn't make sense.
Simultaneous interpretation for Japanese was not very good. For a conference like this requires more
than 2 interpreters for one language. Interpreters always need a team to work in turns.
Each city presentations has been informative, through and provided detailed city profile.
The time for each presentation was too short, so it was difficult to understand them.

3) Welcome Reception
Welcome Reception （Ｎ＝19） MA

0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0
％

Food and other services
wre good

31.6

The host showed
attentive hospitality

47.4

Liked the atmosphere
of the venue

78.9

Got to know someone
I'd like to keep in touch with

36.8

Had a good conversation
with the participants
None of the above
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73.7

5.3

Free Expression
Above all, it was a good opportunity to meet with people from various cities and also with people from
Vladivostok City. It would have been better if we had Mayor of Vladivostok at the reception.
Live music at the reception was great.
The generosity and hospitality are greatly appreciated. First time I drank Vodka, three glasses!!
The staff who gave instructions were kind, but the procedures and services were not very good. I felt a
bit of confusion about the fact that the opening of the Summit was not on time.
It was friendly and good atmosphere.

4) City Tour on October 1

10/1 City Tour （Ｎ＝19） MA
0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0
％
52.6

Explanations and introductions
were satisfactory
5.3
Wanted more detailed
infromation

21.1
5.3
15.8

None of the above

Free Expression
We have shutter street issues in our CBD area. I could sense the atmosphere of the city by seeing the
scenery and walking back alleys.
We had an enjoyable day. I can understand the city by walking around it rather than visiting tourist
sites.
It would have been much better if we could visit facilities belong to Vladivostok City.
The city tour and sea tour were excellent and showed Vladivostok has great potential for tourism.
I was sorry that I could not join the city tour.

3. Evaluation of Operations
Evaluation of Operations （Ｎ＝19）
0%
Legend
①Advanced notification and
information on programs
②Hand-out material
③Selection of speakers and lectures
④Composition of programs
⑤Escorting you to your
hotel and to each venue
⑥Support of our staff
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20%
Good

40%
So So

47.4
36.8

60%

80%

Not So
Good

Not Good

26.3

15.8

10.5

21.1

5.3

36.8

47.4

100%

42.1

52.6

10.5

36.8
68.4
73.7

10.5
21.1

5.35.3
26.3

0.0

4. Evaluation of Program
Evaluation of Program （Ｎ＝19）
＜Level 5 is the highest＞
0%

20%

Legend

Level 5

Useful
Level

15.8

Level of
Satisfaction

40%
Level 4

60%
Level 3

52.6

26.3

80%
Level 2

100%
Level 1

26.3
47.4

21.1

0 5.3
5.3

5. Thoughts and opinions on the conference or advice to the organizers and the secretariat
Free Expression
If the interpretation does not work well, it will be difficult for participants to understand presentations.
Cities which make presentation should submit speech drafts so that interpreters can understand how
PowerPoint presentations flow. And if possible, not only presentations by each city, it would be better
if the host city can provide opportunity for participants to freely exchange their views (we do not
necessarily come to a conclusion.) That opportunity will deepen the discussion and facilitate
communication. However arranging interpreters involves various issues such as cost, so I think we can
take such measures to the fullest extent possible. For your information, information of Miyazaki City in
the handouts was misprinted. (It was double printed.)
The conference allowed participants to set up bilateral contact and networking which would allow best
practices to be used in respective country or city.
It is useful for participants to practice and bring knowledge to cities.
Thank you very much for the hard work of the secretariat and the host city. I enjoyed the warm
hospitality throughout the entire program operation. I am not fully satisfied with the simultaneous
interpretation, but I guess it is not because of inappropriate response of the secretariat.
I wished to have people from Vladivostok City to be seated at the dinner before the conference day as
the host.
I know there were limitations for hotel rooms, so it could not be helped, but the room for the joint press
conference was rather small. It would have been better if we had much bigger room where mayors
could comfortably seated.
Simultaneous interpretation didn't work well this time. This situation can be happen again at city-level
conferences. The ideal procedures for the conference is: submit presentation materials, translate them
into English, share those translated materials to participating cities prior to the conference. At the
conference, participants should more emphasize two-way Q&A sessions rather than one-way
explanation of the contents. Speakers give priority to the questions they received before the
conference day. In this way, we will be able to solve the issue of simultaneous interpretation and
improve the policy debate.
I think it would be better to have Q&A session. I am hoping that the operation will be more Englishoriented…
The Summit was very well organized and the efforts of the organizer and the secretariat were greatly
appreciated. All the events were held on schedule and smoothly. Thank you very much for organizing
the Summit and keep up with the excellent work for the next Summit.
I could understand the need for cooperation in Asia-Pacific region. I hope we can develop plans for
further cooperation and implement them.
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6. Advice to the 9th Working-level Conference in 2011 and the 10th Mayors’ Summit in 2012
1) The 9th Working-level Conference in 2011 (host city: Kagoshima City)
Free Expression
Kagoshima City will host the working-level conference next year. We are going to make inquiries to the
secretariat. Thank you very much for your kind cooperation.
With the continuous unfailing support and the strong commitment of the staff at the secretariat, I am
sure that the conference in Kagoshima will be a great success.

2) The 10th Mayors’ Summit in 2012 (host city: Pohang City)
Free Expression
The participants does not necessarily have a thorough knowledge of overseas, so it would be much
help if they are provided with detailed information such as hotel amenities prior to the conference.
It would have been better if the joint press conference took place in a larger room.
With the continuous unfailing support and the strong commitment of the staff at the secretariat, I am
sure that the Summit in Pohang will be a great success.
It would be nice if we have more time for individual meeting between mayors. And it would be also
better to introduce each delegation country-by-country at the reception.
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